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Chapter 1

Introduction

“The world would indeed be a dull place if there were no distinction among the

different phases of matter.”

- Leo P. Kadanoff in [1].

This sentence stems from one of the most important pioneers concerning the theory of phase

transitions: Leo P. Kadanoff. He significantly contributed to the development of a modern and

comprehensive theory of phase transitions and critical phenomena, including universality and

scaling behaviors. In his book “Statistical Physics: Statics, Dynamics and Renormalization”,

he starts the chapter about phase transitions with the same quote I decided to start this thesis.

He relates it to physical phase transitions of the daily experience, e.g. the separation of “oil”

and “water” or “snowflakes” and “sitting water” as well as the separation between “sky” and

“earth”. But it is also applicable to the elementary particles, known today. If there would be

no separation of the different phases of these particles, the world as we know it, with all its

complexity and beauty, would not exist. Instead, the world would be a uniform soup of the

elementary particles, as it was at the beginning of time. With this in mind, we want to study

the different phases of elementary particles today, which will help us understand how matter

formed 13,8 billion years ago.

Nowadays, elementary particles are theoretically described by the general relativity and the

quantum mechanical local gauge groups SUC(3)⊗SUL(2)⊗UY (1). The latter two gauge groups

thereby describe the electroweak interaction, which is a unification of the weak and electro-

magnetic interaction. It includes effects like the decay of particles and the attraction or the

repulsion of particles due to their electromagnetic charge. On the other hand, the local non-

Abelian gauge group SUC(3) is the foundation of a quantum mechanical gauge theory, also

known as quantum-chromo-dynamic (QCD), which describes the strong interaction. In this

gauge theory a “color-charge” for every elementary particle and a corresponding “color-force”
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are introduced. This color-force, however, is important on lengths scales of physical particles and

is much stronger than the other three fundamental interactions (gravitational, electro-magnetic

and weak nuclear). Additionally, the color-force binds the colored elementary particles to color-

less bound-states and these in turn to nuclei. In comparison to the electro-magnetic theory, which

can be expanded in terms of the electro-magnetic coupling constant e, QCD’s coupling constant

is to big for an expansion parameter and thus we need to calculate non-perturbativley to de-

scribe processes including the strong interaction. Related to this, QCD provides a description for

two interesting non-perturbative phenomena, namely color-confinement and spontaneous chiral

symmetry breaking. Furthermore, breaking the chiral symmetry causes another phenomenon,

which is known as the dynamical mass generation. While the absence of any colored particle

in the particle detectors is related to the color-confinement, the masses of most of the color-

less bound-state particles can not result from the Higgs-mechanism only. In most cases, the

Higgs-mechanism generates a small fraction of the bound-state masses. The remaining part is

explained by the dynamical generation of mass, in addition with anomalies. The mentioned two

phenomena of the QCD depend on the thermodynamic circumstance and serve as classification

for the different states of matter in QCD and in consequence for the elementary particles, too.

The information, which state of strongly interacting matter occurs depending on the tempera-

ture, is combined in the QCD phase diagram. The latest data to this phase diagram within a

Dyson-Schwinger approach can be found in reference [2].

The true manifestation of the QCD phase diagram is subject to many experimental and theo-

retical studies and one of the main goals of the compressed baryonic matter (CBM) experiment

at the future facility for antiproton and ion research (FAIR) in Darmstadt. Existing operations,

like the relativistic heavy ion collider (RHIC) at the Brookhaven national lab (BNL) or the

large hadron collider (LHC) at CERN, already explored parts of the phase diagram, but until

now experiments could not reassure the theoretical prediction of a critical end point (CEP).

The technical limitations of these experiments make it difficult to reach the high density region,

needed for the exploration of this critical end point. In order to study the phase transition,

these experiments accelerate heavy ions to large fraction of the speed of light, before colliding

them. This creates a zone of hot dense matter, which is equal under certain conditions to the

quark-gluon-plasma (QGP) that the theoretical calculations predict at high temperatures and

densities. The zone later expands and therefore cools down, to end up in a phase of ordinary

hadrons.

On the theoretical side, there are multiple approaches to investigate the QCD phase diagram.

On one hand dynamical theoretical systems can be considered. In this case, the system either is

described by a transport theory of relativistic quantum many-body systems or a local equilib-

rium is assumed for the nearly perfect fluid of the QGP. In the latter approach the equation of

state is used as input. On the other hand, there are static approaches to the full theory of QCD.

In this domain, lattice QCD and functional methods have to be mentioned. But also effective

QCD models, like the (Polyakov-loop extended) Nambu-Jona-Lasinio ((P)NJL) or the quark

meson ((P)QM) model, are of importance. However, these effective models do not consider
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gluons (elementary particles that mediate the strong interaction) as active degrees of freedom.

Even though the lattice QCD approach is an ab initio approach, which discretises the theory on

a finite space-time grid and uses statistic Monte-Carlo simulations, it suffers from the so-called

fermion sign problem, as well as finite volume effects. The fermion sign problem states that

the exponential function in the generating functional features an oscillatory contribution due to

finite chemical potential values. Consequently, the results are well established for zero density,

but rely on extrapolations for chemical potentials fulfilling
µq
T < 1. Above this constrain, an

extrapolation is not possible. For reviews to lattice QCD in medium see references [3] and [4].

To access the whole QCD phase diagram and the Yang-Mills sector, it remains to consider func-

tional methods. These functional methods are based on the expansion of the theory in terms of

correlation functions of the elementary particles. Consequently we get access to the fundamen-

tal degrees of freedom of the QCD, from which we can extract observables such as bound-state

properties or order parameters for chiral symmetry and confinement. The trade-off using this

approach, however, is that the calculation methods rely on truncations, which are less controlled

as in lattice Monte-Carlo simulations. Within the field of functional methods, there are first of

all the s-called functional renormalization group (FRG) methods. These methods are based on

differential equations for the Green-functions. For reviews see references [5] and [6]. Another

formalism of importance is the Dyson-Schwinger approach, which deals with an infinite tower

of coupled integral equations. For reviews see reference [7] and [8].

In the last couple of years, much effort has been made to study the properties of the QCD phase

diagram within the Dyson-Schwinger approach. Two main areas of research exist: On the one

hand, we have the exploration of the true manifestation of the QCD phase diagram and the

improvement of its calculation trough an improvement of the truncations and approximations

as well as the inclusion of e.g. additional flavors [9], [10]. On the other hand, the study of

thermodynamic quantities and the elementary degrees of freedom in certain areas of the QCD

phase diagram is a point of interest. Thermodynamic quantities such as pressure, quark number

or chiral susceptibility as well as quark spectral or baryon number densities have been stud-

ied [11]–[13]. Also the critical scaling and quantities like the quark-gluon-vertex or the quark

spectral function have been investigated [2], [14]–[16]. Furthermore, the true manifestation of

the phase diagram is still an open question. Thereby, the existence of most of the phases is

confirmed, but the behavior of the coexistence lines and the existence of a critical end point are

still an object of intense study. Investigations of the two color version of lattice QCD (SUC(2)),

for example, suggest that hadronic effects are crucial for the QCD phase diagram. Reference

[17] showed, that the existence of the critical end point is affected by the two color equiva-

lent of baryonic effects. Until now, only “baryon effects on the location of QCD’s critical end

point” are taken into account, see therefore reference [18]. Mesonic back-coupling effects, on

the other hand, were only studied in vacuum so far (see for example reference [19] or [20]). But

these mesonic effects could be important for the QCD phase diagram. At zero temperature and

physical quark masses, the meson back-coupling is dominated by the exchange of the lightest

mesons (pions). Consequently, one can estimate the influence of the mesonic back-coupling onto
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the phase diagram and the critical end point by calculating the pion back-coupling for finite

chemical potential. For this purpose, we calculate the properties of the elementary particles and

the pions for the QCD phase diagram, using the Dyson-Schwinger approach. Especially the case

of finite chemical potential and vanishing temperature will be important in this work.

We will start this work by introducing the necessary theoretical framework for the calculations

in chapter 2. For this purpose, we will separately discuss the elementary particles in section 2.1

and the bound-states in section 2.2. In both chapters, we first will derive the equation of state

in the Dyson-Schwinger approach, before we generally discuss the properties of the basic ingre-

dients of these equations. Later on we will mention some details to the observables in section

2.3, including the main symmetries which are important for the QCD phase diagram. The QCD

phase diagram itself and the related order parameters of the symmetries will be discussed there,

too. Afterwards, two different truncation schemes in chapter 3 and 4 will be studied. In the

first one, describing the most elaborated truncation scheme so far, the results for the quark and

gluon propagators in section 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 as well as the corresponding results for the order

parameter for chiral symmetry in section 3.3.3 and the newest QCD phase diagram in section

3.3.4 will be studied in detail. The second truncation scheme, representing an adequate toy

model, includes the QCD phase diagram in chiral limit in section 4.2.3 and the new results for

the quark propagator at finite chemical potential and vanishing temperature in section 4.2.2.

Additionally we will discuss the new results of the pion at finite chemical potential and vanishing

temperature in section 4.4.2 in comparison to the vacuum case in section 4.4.1. Finally, we will

conclude in chapter 5. The conventions and numerics used in this work are shown in Appendix

A and C. The equations necessary for the calculation of the results for the different truncations,

however, are derived and presented in Appendix B.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical framework

The most important step of every theoretical physicist is to set a verifiable, comprehensible

and reproducible theoretical foundation which describes the desired part of nature correctly and

completely and which has predictive capability too. Therefore we will begin this thesis by setting

the necessary framework of the theory, which is used throughout this work. As starting point

we need an object, which contains all information of the given theory. The desired object - in a

quantum-field theory like QCD - is given by the generating functional. So far, every approach

to describe the Quantum-chromo-dynamic (QCD) is derived from it and up to a certain point

the approaches are equivalent to the generating functional.

As already mentioned before, we will use the functional Dyson-Schwinger approach. In this ap-

proach, system-describing equations are derived from the generating functional, whose solutions

are the Green-functions of the elementary particles and the N-particle bound-states. The corre-

sponding equations are called the Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSE’s) for elementary particles

and Bethe-Salpeter equations (BSE’s) for two-particle bound-states. These equations are the

quantum equations of motion for an n-point function of a given theory and are represented by an

infinite tower of coupled integral equations. If they are solved completely and self-consistently,

the approach is ab initio. But since this is numerically not possible, it further relies on trun-

cations (approximations), which have to be chosen very carefully to conserve all important

properties of the theory. Two possible truncation schemes are detailed in the following chapters.

Nonetheless, only if the equations of the Dyson-Schwinger approach are solved self-consistently

and without truncations, the solutions are equivalent to the generating functional and contain

therefore all information to the given theory.

In the following we will at first focus on the description of elementary particles with DSE’s,

discussing the general properties of the Green-functions. Then we will take a closer look on the

bound-states, described by the BSE’s and finally we will conclude by considering the symmetries

and observables of QCD.
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2.1. ELEMENTARY PARTICLES

2.1 Elementary particles

In this section we want to explore the elementary particles within the Dyson-Schwinger approach.

These elementary particles are the fundamental degrees of freedom of the QCD. Nowadays the

components of the nucleon - the quarks and their gauge bosons the gluons - are confirmed as

elementary particles of the strong interaction. In the non-Abelian QCD the necessary fixing of

the gauge of the gluon is not trivial and introduces a further auxiliary field. This field is called

the ghost field. Using the Dyson-Schwinger-equation (DSE) we are not only able to determine

the Green-function’s of the quark and gluon, but also the Green-function of this field, too. For

this purpose, however, we need a connection between the Dyson-Schwinger equations and the

generating functional first.

2.1.1 Derivation of Dyson-Schwinger-equations

To derive the Dyson-Schwinger equations for arbitrary actions from first principles, we begin with

the generating functional for partially connected Green-function’s in vacuum. This generating

functional is defined by

Z[J ] = N

∫
Dϕei(S[ϕ]−

∫
x ϕ(x)J(x)) (2.1)

where S[ϕ] =
∫
x L (ϕ(x), ∂µϕ(x)) describes the action of the considered system,

∫
x is a shortcut

for
∫
d4x and ϕ represents a super-field, which contains all fields of the system. We add an

external source term J(x) to the action, so that we are able to derive all Green-function’s via

functional derivatives of the generating functional Z[J ] with respect to the external source J(x)

and later setting J(x) = 0.

Gn(x1 . . . xn) = 〈0| T̂ {ϕ̂(x1) . . . ϕ̂(xn)} |0〉 =

∫
DϕeiS[ϕ]ϕ(x1) . . . ϕ(xn)∫

DϕeiS[ϕ]

=
inδn

δJ(x1) . . . δJ(xn)

Z[J ]

Z[0]

∣∣∣∣
J=0

(2.2)

The Dyson-Schwinger equations result from the local translation invariance of this generating

functional. Since we are integrating over all field configurations, the variation according to the

field transformation

ϕ(x) −→ ϕ′(x) = ϕ(x) + ε(x) (2.3)

is only a redefinition of the generating functional and therefore the Path-integral is not affected.

Because the integral measure Dϕ =
∏
i dϕ(xi) is invariant under the mentioned local translation

Chapter 2 6 Pascal Gunkel



2.1. ELEMENTARY PARTICLES

transformation, the invariance of the Path-integral Z ′[J ] = Z[J ] yields

Z ′[J ] =N

∫
Dϕ′ei(S[ϕ′]−

∫
x ϕ
′(x)J(x)) = N

∫
Dϕei(S[ϕ]−

∫
x ϕ(x)J(x))e

i
∫
x ε(x)

[
δS[ϕ]
δϕ(x)

−J(x)
]

=Z[J ]

〈
e
i
∫
x ε(x)

[
δS[ϕ̂]
δϕ̂(x)

−J(x)
]〉

J

!
= Z[J ] (2.4)

where we used the Taylor-expansion S[ϕ′] = S[ϕ] +
∫
x ε(x) δS[ϕ]

δϕ(x) . As result of this translation

invariance we get the so-called Master-DSE〈
δS[ϕ̂]

δϕ̂(x)

〉
J

= J(x) (2.5)

which describes the quantum-mechanical exception value of the classical equation of motion for

intact dependency from the external source J(x). At this point, it is necessary to clarify the

definition of the mentioned vacuum expectation value (VEV) with intact dependency from the

external source, to be able to derive the DSE’s from the Master-equation. Consequently we

will consider the generalization of the VEV to an arbitrary function f(ϕ) of the super-field at

different space-time-points. Furthermore the external source J will be set to zero, only after the

derivations. In the following we consequently will keep the dependency on the external source

J “intact”.

〈f(ϕ̂)〉J :=

∫
Dϕei(S[ϕ]−

∫
x ϕ(x)J(x))f(ϕ)∫

Dϕei(S[ϕ]−
∫
x ϕ(x)J(x))

=
1

Z[J ]
f

(
iδ

δJ

)
Z[J ] (2.6)

With this equation it is possible to translate classical relation between fields (f(ϕ) = 0) - such

as the classical equations of motion or symmetry relations - into quantum-mechanical identities

(〈f(ϕ̂)〉 = 0). The equation states, that we have to interpret the classical fields ϕ as field opera-

tors ϕ̂ and take the vacuum expectation value (expectation value over the quantum-fluctuations

of the super-field in vacuum) of the classical relation, to get the quantum-mechanical analog. The

translation rule of this connection, between the classical equation and the quantum-mechanical

analog, depends on the kind of the generating functional that we use. In the upper case, we

inserted the generating functional of partially connected Green-functions. If we further consider

the connection (Z[J ]
Z[0] = eiW [J ]) between the generating functionals for partially connected (Z[J ])

and connected Green-function’s (W [J ]) and use the relation e−xf(∂)ex = f(∂ + ∂x), we get a

simplified equation

〈f(ϕ̂)〉J = e−iW [J ]f

(
iδ

δJ

)
eiW [J ] = f

(
−δW [J ]

δJ
+
iδ

δJ

)
(2.7)

Consequently, the translation rule for the transformation from a classical relation (f(ϕ) = 0) to

a quantum-mechanical identity, using the generating functional for connected Green-function’s,

is to exchange the argument of the classical relation ϕ by − δW [J ]
δJ + iδ

δJ . As example, we consider
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2.1. ELEMENTARY PARTICLES

the (connected) two- and four-point Green-function, which are given by

G2(x1x2) = 〈0| T̂ {ϕ̂(x1)ϕ̂(x2)} |0〉J=0 = −iWx1x2 [0] = Gcon2 (x1x2)

G4(x1x2x3x4) = 〈0| T̂ {ϕ̂(x1) . . . ϕ̂(x4)} |0〉J=0 = Gcon2 (x1x2)Gcon2 (x3x4)+

+Gcon2 (x1x3)Gcon2 (x2x4) +Gcon2 (x1x4)Gcon2 (x2x3) +Gcon4 (x1x2x3x4) (2.8)

In this equation we used the shortcut Wx1...xi...xm [J ] for δl

δx1...δxi...δxm
W [J ] and the descriptions

Gcon(xixj) = −iWxixj [0] andGcon(x1x2x3x4) = iWx1x2x3x4 [0] for the connected Green-functions.

While the generating functional Z[J ] generates all partially connected n-point Green-function’s

and W [J ] = −i ln
(
Z[J ]
Z[0]

)
generates all connected n-point Green-function’s, which enter into

the scattering-matrix, we search for the n-point, one-particle-irreducible (1PI) Green-function’s,

which represent the irreducible contribution to the n-point interaction vertex without redun-

dancies. It is noteworthy that we can calculate the partially connected Green-function’s by the

connected ones by the equations above (see equation (2.8)) and the connected ones by the (1PI)

Green-function’s by summing them. This reduces our problem to the task of calculating all

(1PI) Green-function’s.

We get the (1PI) Green-function’s by functional derivative of the effective action Γ[ϕ̃], which is re-

lated to the generating functional of the connected Green-function’s via Legendre-transformation.

Z[J ]

Z[0]
= eiW [J ] = ei(Γ[ϕ̃]−

∫
z ϕ̃(z)J(z)) ⇔ W [J ] = Γ[ϕ̃]−

∫
z
ϕ̃(z)J(z) (2.9)

The effective action depends on the averaged field ϕ̃, instead of the external source J . Thereby

the averaged field ϕ̃ is the vacuum expectation value of the field operator ϕ̂ with intact J-

dependency.

ϕ̃(x) = −δW [J ]

δJ(x)
=

i

Z[J ]

δZ[J ]

δJ(x)
= 〈ϕ̂(x)〉J (2.10)

For the physical limit J −→ 0, the averaged field vanishes (J = 0 ⇔ ϕ̃ = 0). Generally this is

not valid in case of spontaneous symmetry breaking, but a redefinition of the averaged field is

possible, so that the vacuum expectation value vanishes again.

We introduced the effective action and the averaged field, but what is their meaning? The

averaged field and the effective action are the quantum-mechanical expectation values of a

classical field and a classical action. Via the quantum-mechanical expectation value we add and

integrate over all Quantum-fluctuations of the system, since we integrate over all possible field

configurations. ∫
Dϕei(S[ϕ]−

∫
x ϕ(x)J(x))∫

DϕeiS[ϕ]
= ei(Γ[ϕ̃]−

∫
x ϕ̃(x)J(x)) (2.11)

In the same manner as the classical action S[ϕ] contains all the content of the classical field

theory, the generating functionals Z[J ], W [J ] and Γ[ϕ̃] determine the Quantum-field theory
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completely, since all the Green-functions can be derived from them. For further derivations we

introduce the shortcuts

W (n)
x1...xn [J ] =

δnW [J ]

δJ(x1) . . . δJ(xn)
and Γ(n)

x1...xn [ϕ̃] =
δnΓ[J ]

δJ(x1) . . . δJ(xn)
(2.12)

In the following, the task is to translate the equation (2.7) to the effective action, to get a

transformation rule from classical relations to 1PI-Identities. Based on the definition of the

effective action as Legendre-transformation of the generating functional for connected Green-

functions, we know that the sources J(x) and ϕ̃(x) are “conjugated sources”.

W ′x[J ] = −ϕ̃(x) Γ′x[ϕ̃] = J(x) (2.13)

Further we claim, that the 1PI two-point function Γ′′xy[ϕ̃] is the inverse of the connected two

point function W ′′xy[J ] which we can see, considering∫
y
W ′′xy[J ]Γ′′yz[ϕ̃] = −

∫
y

δϕ̃(x)

δJ(y)

δJ(y)

δϕ̃(z)
= −δϕ̃(x)

δϕ̃(z)
= −δ4(x− z)

Consequently the 1PI two-point function is the inverse propagator Γ′′xy[ϕ̃]−1 = −W ′′xy[J ] =

∆xy[ϕ̃]
ϕ̃→0−−−→
J→0

−iG2(x, y) and all higher derivatives are defined as 1PI n-point vertexes Γ
(n)
x . . . z︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times

[0].

Utilizing the connection between the conjugated sources

δ

δJ(x)
=

∫
y

δϕ̃(y)

δJ(x)

δ

δϕ̃(y)
=

∫
y

∆xy[ϕ̃]
δ

δϕ̃(y)
(2.14)

we get the remaining piece to express equation (2.7) with the effective action for 1PI-identities.

〈f(ϕ̂)〉J = f

(
ϕ̃+

∫
y

∆xy[ϕ̃]
δ

δϕ̃(y)

)
(2.15)

Finally, we find the connection between the generating functional and the DSE’s to be the

Master-DSE for 1PI n-point functions

Γ′x(ϕ̃) =
δS

δϕ(x)

(
ϕ̃+

∫
y

∆.y[ϕ̃]
iδ

δϕ̃(y)

)
(2.16)

If we, however, consider the other way around, we also can express the generating functional by

the sum over all Green-functions

Z[J ] = Z[0]
∞∑
n=0

in

n!

∫
d4x1 . . . d

4xnJ(x1) . . . J(xn)Gn(x1 . . . xn) (2.17)

which shows the analogy of the DSE’s and the generating functional, too.
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QCD action in vacuum

Up to this point, we considered the DSE’s for arbitrary actions. But in the following we will

apply the DSE algorithm onto the QCD. Therefore, we need at first the QCD action. This

action can be deduced in analogy to the QED case, considering that the QCD has a much

more complicate gauge group and obeying the postulates of local gauge invariance, Poincaré-

invariance, renormalizability and P- or T-invariance. The most elaborated action, which fulfills

these conditions, is given by

S[A, Ψ̄,Ψ] =

∫
x

{
Ψ̄f
a,i(x)

(
i[γµ]abD

ij
µ (x)− [1D]ab[1c]

ijmf
)

Ψf
b,j(x)− 1

4
F gµν(x)Fµνg (x)

}
(2.18)

with the Dirac-spinors of the quark and antiquark fields Ψf
b,j(x) and Ψ̄f

a,i(x) and the field strength

tensor F ijµν(x) = [Dµ(x), Dν(x)]ij as well as the covariant derivative Dij
µ (x) = [1c]

ij∂µ− igAijµ (x)

and the SUC(Nc) gauge (gluon) fields Aijµ (x) = Agµ(x)[tg]
ij , which mediate the strong interac-

tion. The constants g and mf describe the unrenormalized strong coupling constant and the

current quark mass of the flavor f, generated by the Higgs mechanism. While the spinors of the

quark fields transform under the SUC(Nc) gauge transformation as elements of the fundamental

representation of SUC(Nc), the gauge fields are given in the adjoint representation. In both

cases, the group generators tg fulfill the Lie algebra [tg, th] = ifghltl. The representations for the

Dirac-matrices and SUC(Nc)-generators are given in the Appendix A. While the Dirac-part is

described by the Lorentz-indices µ and ν as well as the Dirac-indices a and b, the color-part is

represented by the (N2
c − 1)-tet color index g and the Nc-tet color indices i and j. Nc describes

the number of colors, which is in QCD fixed to three. Using the Lie-algebra mentioned earlier

we can write the field-strength tensor as follows

F ijµν(x) =∂µAijν (x)− ∂νAijµ (x)− ig[Aµ(x),Aν(x)]ij

=
[
∂µA

g
ν(x)− ∂νAgµ(x) + gfghlA

h
µ(x)Alν(x)

]
[tg]

ij = F gµν(x)[tg]
ij (2.19)

where fghl is the totally antisymmetric and real structure constant. The last term in the first

line in particular is the result of the non-Abelian character of SUC(Nc) and leads to the self-

interaction of the gluon. In the Abelian case of QED, it is easy to see that the last term vanishes.

This further implies that there is no self-interaction between the gauge bosons (Photons) of the

U(1) gauge group of QED. As next step we take a closer look at the given SUC(Nc) gauge trans-

formation. Due to the local gauge transformation the (anti-) quark and gluon fields transform

as following

Ψ′fb,j(x) =Uji(x)Ψf
b,i(x), Ψ̄′fb,j(x) = Ψ̄f

b,i(x)U †ij(x) and

A′µij (x) =Uil(x)

(
Aµlk(x) +

i

g
[1c]lk∂

µ

)
U †kj(x) = Uil(x)Aµlk(x)U †kj(x) +

i

g
Uil(x)

(
∂µU †lj(x)

)
(2.20)
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with the local gauge transformation matrix

Uji(x) =
[
eiε(x)

]
ji

=
[
ei

∑
g εg(x)tg

]
ji

(2.21)

acting on the color part of the (anti-) quark and the gluon. Due to the gauge transformation

2.20 a subset of the gauge fields is connected and has therefore the same physical content. This,

however, leads to an over-counting in the generating functional. As a consequence it is necessary

to reduce the integration to a subset of the gauge space, where no gauge field configurations can

be transformed into each other by gauge transformation. This is done by fixing the gauge. A

possible way to do so, was introduced by Faddeev and Poppov. The result of this procedure is

the appearance of an additional gauge fixing action term, which depends on two further fields

ca(x) and c̄a(x). These Grassman fields are the so-called Faddeev-Poppov ghost and antighost

fields. In case of the Lorenz gauge fixing condition f [A] = ∂µA
µ
g = 0, the additional action term

is given by

SGF [A, c, c̄] = −
∫
x

(∂µA
µ
g )

2

2ξ
+

∫
x
c̄g(x)∂µD

µ
gh(x)ch(x) (2.22)

with the unrenormalized gauge parameter ξ and the covariant derivative Dµ
gh(x) in the adjoint

representation. g and h are therefore (N2
c − 1)-tet color indices. Until now the fields and the

constants are unrenormalized. But to cancel the appearing infinities, we have to introduce a

regulator and renormalization constants. While the regulator removes the infinities by introduc-

ing a regulator dependency, the renormalization constants transform this regulator dependence

into a renormalization point dependence. After the renormalization procedure the renormalized

constants of the theory (mR(µ), gR(µ)) have to be insert as experimental data at a given scale:

the renormalization point. In case of the QCD, we have to introduce a renormalization constant

for the quark wave-function Z2, the quark mass Zm and the strong coupling constant Zg as well

as for the gluon propagator Z3, the ghost propagator Z̃3 and the gauge fixing parameter Zξ.

The connections between the unrenormalized and renormalized quantities are therefore given by

Ψ(Λ) =Z
1/2
2 (Λ, µ)ΨR(µ), A(Λ) = Z

1/2
3 (Λ, µ)AR(µ), c(Λ) = Z̃

1/2
3 (Λ, µ)cR(µ),

m(Λ) =Zm(Λ, µ)mR(µ), g(Λ) = Zg(Λ, µ)gR(µ), ξ(Λ) = Z−1
ξ (Λ, µ)ξR(µ) (2.23)

where Λ represents the regulator and µ the renormalization point. Via the Slavnov-Taylor

identities we can transform some of the renormalization constants in the more convenient (vertex)

renormalization constants

Z1 = ZgZ
3/2
3 , Z̃1 = ZgZ̃3Z

1/2
3 , Z1F = ZgZ2Z

1/2
3 , Z4 = Z2

gZ
2
3 (2.24)

where the renormalization constant Z1 describes the three-gluon vertex, Z̃1 the ghost-gluon

vertex, Z1F the quark-gluon-vertex and Z4 the four-gluon vertex. Using these renormalization

constants, the renormalized Lorentz gauge fixed QCD action in vacuum and in Minkowski space
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is given by

SQCD[A, Ψ̄,Ψ, c, c̄] =

∫
x

[
Z2Ψ̄f

R,a,i(x)
(
i[γµ]ab[1C ]ij∂µ − Zm[1D]ab[1C ]ijm

f
R

)
Ψf
R,b,j(x) +

+ Z1F gRΨ̄f
R,a,i(x)[γµ]ab[tg]

ijAgR,µ(x)Ψf
R,b,j(x) + Z3

1

2
AgR,µ(x)(�gµν − ∂ν∂µ)AgR,ν(x)

− Z1
gR
2
fghl

[
∂µAνR,g(x)− ∂νAµR,g(x)

]
AhR,µ(x)AlR,ν(x) + ZξZ3

AνR,g(x)∂µ∂νA
µ
R,g(x)

2ξR

− Z4
g2
R

4
fgkofghlA

µ
R,k(x)AνR,o(x)AhR,µ(x)AlR,ν(x) + gRZ̃1fkgh (∂µc̄R,g(x))AµR,k(x)cR,h(x)

+ Z̃3c̄R,g(x)�cR,g(x)
]

(2.25)

QCD Dyson-Schwinger equations in vacuum

To calculate the Dyson-Schwinger equations, it is advisable to transform this action into the

Euclidean momentum space and to introduce a graphical notation for the propagators, vertices

and operations. The transformation into the Euclidean momentum space is done using the rules

shown in Appendix A.1.3 and A.1.4. The introduction of a graphical notation and the derivation

of the DSE’s is done in reference [21]. As result we get the following set of coupled DSE’s for

the dressed quark Sf,ijab (p), gluon Dgh
εν (k) and ghost Ggh(k) propagators

[
Sf,ijab (p)

]−1
=
[
Sf,ij0,ab(p)

]−1
+ Σf,ij

ab (p)[
Dgh
εν (k)

]−1
=
[
Dgh

0,εν(k)
]−1

+ Πgh
εν (k)[

Ggh(k)
]−1

=
[
Ggh0 (k)

]−1
+ Ωgh(k) (2.26)

and the corresponding bare propagators[
Sf,ij0,ab(p)

]−1
=Zf2 (Λ, µ)

[
i[/p]ab + [1]abZ

f
m(Λ, µ)mf

R(µ)
]
δij[

Dgh
0,εν(k)

]−1
=Z3(Λ, µ′)k2

[
PT
εν (k) + PL

εν (k)
Zξ(Λ, µ

′)

ξ

]
δgh[

Ggh0 (k)
]−1

=Z̃3(Λ, µ′)k2δgh (2.27)

where the covariant transversal PT
εν (k) and longitudinal PL

εν (k) (four momentum) projectors are

defined by

PT
εν (k) =

(
δεν −

kεkν
k2

)
PL
εν (k) =

kεkν
k2

(2.28)

As one can see, all three bare propagators are diagonal in color space and the gluon and the

ghost are furthermore independent of the flavor of the quark. One could also say, that the gluon

is flavor blind. It only remains to state the corresponding self-energies of the field. Since the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: In the quark (a) and gluon (b) DSE, the curly lines represent gluon propagators,
while the quark propagators are defined by solid lines and ghost propagators by dashed lines.
Dressed propagators are marked by a dot. The remaining are bare one. Furthermore, multiple
vertices (quark-gluon, ghost-gluon, three-gluon, four-gluon) are included in the equations. The
dressed ones are again marked by a big dot, while the bare one are given by small dots. These
figures are taken from [22].

ghost propagator will not be the matter of study in this work, it is not necessary to indicate it.

The same applies to the Yang-Mills part of the gluon. Therefore we split the gluon self-energy

into the (purely gluonic) Yang-Mills part Πgh
YM ;εν(k) and a quark-back-coupling term Πgh

QL;εν(k).

The quark and gluon self-energies are therefore given by

Σf,ij
ab (p) =−

∫
q

[
Γf,g0,ε (p, q, k)

]il
ad
Sf,lode (q)

[
Γf,hν (p, q, k)

]oj
eb
Dgh
εν (k)

Πgh
εν (k) =Πgh

YM ;εν(k) + Πgh
QL;εν(k)

Πgh
QL;εν(k) =

1

2

Nf∑
f

∫
q

[
Γf,g0,ε (p, q, k)

]il
ad
Sf,lode (q)

[
Γf,hν (p, q, k)

]oj
eb
Sf,jiba (p) (2.29)

While the expression
[
Γf,g0,ε (p, q, k)

]il
ad

= iZf1F g[γε]ad[tg]il describes a bare quark-gluon-vertex,[
Γf,hν (p, q, k)

]oj
eb

= ig[th]oj

[
Γfν (p, q, k)

]
eb

is a dressed one. Also noteworthy is the momentum

routing of the quark self-energy and the quark back-coupling term, which we will from now

on refer to as quark-loop. For the first one we have the momentum routing k = q − p and

correspondingly for the quark-loop p = q− k. Finally we can conclude by showing the graphical

notation of the coupled Dyson-Schwinger equations of the quark and the gluon in figure 2.1.

While figure 2.1a represents the quark DSE, figure 2.1b shows the untruncated gluon DSE. In the

latter one, the last term defines a sum over the quark-loops of all quark flavors
(
≡ Πgh

QL;εν(k)
)

.

The remaining terms, however, represent the Yang-Mills part of the gluon
(
≡ Πgh

YM ;εν(k)
)

.

2.1.2 Introducing the medium

Until now we derived the quark and gluon DSE’s for the vacuum case. In this section, however,

we want to generalize our description of QCD to finite temperature and finite chemical potential.

Consequently it is necessary to find a connection between the already known thermodynamic

quantities and quantum field theory. While the quantum-mechanical system in quantum field
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theory is completely described by the generating functional, the partition function contains all

information to the thermodynamic system for a given set of the natural variables. There are

multiple possible ensembles, but the ensembles relevant for our investigation are:

• Microcanonical ensemble: isolated system with fixed energy, volume and particle number,

described by the microcanonical partition function Zmc = tr [Π(E, V,N)]

• Canonical ensemble: closed system which is in contact to a heat bath, the energy is only

known on average, described by the canonical partition function Zc = tr
[
e−βH

]
• Grand canonical ensemble: System which is in contact with a heat bath and possible

particle exchange, the energy and the particle number are both only known on average

To introduce the temperature and the chemical potential, we have to consider the last one. The

grand canonical ensemble is therefore described by the partition function

Zgc(β, µq) = tr
(
e−β(Ĥ−µqN̂)

)
=
∑
n

e−β(En−µqNn) =

∫
q
〈q| e−β(Ĥ−µqN̂) |q〉 (2.30)

At this point, we remember that we can represent the particle number operator by particle field

operators:

N̂ =

∫
d4xΨ̂†Ψ̂ =

∫
d4x ˆ̄Ψγ0Ψ̂ (2.31)

Using this property, we can redefine the Hamilton operator Ĥ ′, so that it includes the chem-

ical potential term. But the connection between thermodynamics and QFT is still missing.

For this purpose, we consider the generating functional of a system with the action S(t, t′) =∫ t′
t dt̃

∫
d3xL in Minkowski-space

Zgen(x′, t′;x, t) =
〈
x′(t′)

∣∣ x(t)〉 = N

∫ x′(t′)

x(t)
Dx(t′′)eiS(t,t′) (2.32)

For the next steps, there are two strategies to follow, the real time and the imaginary time

formalism. We will use the latter one, by introducing the Euclidean time

τ = −it (2.33)

and translating the generating functional of the vacuum in the Euclidean space. This yields

Zgen(x′,−iτ ′;x,−iτ) =
〈
x′(−iτ ′)

∣∣ x(−iτ)〉 =
〈
x′
∣∣ e−Ĥ(τ ′−τ) |x〉 = N

∫ x′(τ ′)

x(τ)
Dx(τ ′′)e−SE(τ,τ ′)

(2.34)

with the Euclidean action SE(τ, τ ′) =
∫ τ ′
τ dτ ′′

∫
d3xH . If we compare the penultimate step of

the latest equation with the partition function of the grand canonical ensemble (2.30), expressed
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in the continual basis, we find the desired connection

Zgc(β, µq) =

∫
dxZgen(x,−iβ;x, 0) = N

∫
x(0)=x(β)

Dx(τ)e−SE(0,β)+µq
∫ β
0 dτ

∫
d3x ˆ̄Ψγ0Ψ̂ (2.35)

and additionally a periodicity condition x(τ +β) = x(τ). By applying this to higher spin states,

instead of scalar particles, we get the boundary conditions

Ψ(x, τ) = −Ψ(x, τ + β) for fermionic fields and

Φ(x, τ) = +Φ(x, τ + β) for bosonic fields. (2.36)

Finally we have everything at hand to derive the DSE’s in medium. The derivation of the DSE’s

proceed analog to the vacuum case, with the difference that the temporal direction of the action

has a finite integration interval and that we have a periodicity condition. Because of those two

properties the Fourier transformation

f(τ) = T
∑
nq

e−iω
B/F
q (T )τf(ωB/Fq (T )) , f(ωB/Fq (T )) =

∫ β

0
dτeiω

B/F
q (T )τf(τ) (2.37)

yields, that the fourth momentum component is now discrete and we have to sum over it instead

of integrating it. Due to the different periodicity conditions we additionally get two different

discreet energies: the bosonic ωBq (T ) and the fermionic ωFq (T ) Matsubara frequencies. Further

we introduce a shorthand notation for the medium case

ω̃p(T, µq) = ωFp (T ) + iµq, ωFp (T ) = πT (2np + 1) , ωBp (T ) = 2πTnp, (p) =
(
~p2, ωp(T );µq

)
(2.38)

At the end we can sum the differences to the vacuum case. Every four-dimensional momentum

integral has to be exchanged by T
∑

nq

∫ d3q
(2π)3 =

∑∫
q and every function depends now separately

on the spatial momentum ~p and the corresponding Matsubara frequency ωp. If we apply this

knowledge onto the vacuum quark and gluon DSE’s presented in the section before, we get

Σf,ij
ab (p) =−

∑∫
q

[
Γf,g0,ε (p, q, k)

]il
ad
Sf,lode (q)

[
Γf,hν (p, q, k)

]oj
eb
Dgh
εν (k)

Πgh
QL;εν(k) =

1

2

∑∫
q

[
Γf,g0,ε (p, q, k)

]il
ad
Sf,lode (q)

[
Γf,hν (p, q, k)

]oj
eb
Sf,jiba (p) (2.39)

for the quark self-energy and the quark-loop. As one can see in the following equations the bare

quark and gluon propagator are much more affected:[
Sf,ij0,ab(p)

]−1
=Zf,vac2 (Λ, µ)

[
i~p[~γ]ab + iω̃p(T, µq)[γ4]ab + [1]abZ

f,vac
m (Λ, µ)mf

R(µ)
]
δij[

Dgh
0,εν(k)

]−1
=Zvac3 (Λ, µ′)k2

[
P Tεν(k) + PLεν(k) + PL

εν (k)
Zvacξ (Λ, µ′)

ξ

]
δgh (2.40)
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In the tensor-structure of the bare quark and gluon propagator we can observe, that the intro-

duction of a temperature and the resulting Matsubara-formalism is accompanied by an explicit

introduction of an assigned direction for the heat-bath, which breaks the O(4)-invariance of the

momentum space. In the bare propagators the Euclidean four momentum splits into a spatial

part and it’s fourth (heat-bath/Matsubara part) component. A separation of the Dirac tensor-

structure (γ4 and ~γ) in case of the quark and of the Lorenz tensor-structure (P Tεν(k) and PLεν(k))

in case of the gluon is the result. In case of the gluon, projectors transversal P Tεν(k) and longitu-

dinal PLεν(k) to heat bath (the fourth component of the momentum) have to be defined, which

are given by

P Tεν(k) =

(
δεν −

kεkν
~k2

)
(1− δε4)(1− δν4) =

(
δij −

kikj
~k2

)
δεiδνj

PLεν(k) =PT
εν (k)− P Tεν(k) (2.41)

If, additionally, the temperature is turned off, the sum over the fourth component of the mo-

mentum becomes an integral again, but the fourth component and the spatial momentum of

the quark have to be keep separate in the functions, since the chemical potential still breaks

O(4)-invariance. For this special case of cold and dense matter, we define the shortcuts

p̃4(µq) = p4 + iµq (p) =
(
~p2, p4;µq

)
(2.42)

While the bare gluon propagator is the same as in the medium case, the bare quark propagator

is given by[
Sf,ij0,ab(p)

]−1
=Zf,vac2 (Λ, µ)

[
i~p[~γ]ab + ip̃(µq)[γ4]ab + [1]abZ

f,vac
m (Λ, µ)mf

R(µ)
]
δij (2.43)

Finally we have a good foundation for the following investigation. We only need to take a closer

look at the dressed quark and gluon propagators as well as the dressed quark-gluon-vertex.

2.1.3 Quark and Gluon propagators

To calculate the dressed quark and gluon propagator we have to assume tensor-structures and

assign them with dressing functions. The assumption of a tensor-structure is therefore guided

by the already known structure of the bare quark and gluon propagators, which are given in

equation (2.40). If we take this into consideration, we get the following ansatz for the dressed

quark.[
Sf,ijab (p)

]−1
=
[
i~p[~γ]abA

f (~p2, ωp) + iω̃p(T )[γ4]abC
f (~p2, ωp) + [1]abB

f (~p2, ωp)
]
δij

Sf,ijab (p) =
[
−i~p[~γ]abσ

f
A(~p2, ωp)− iω̃p(T )[γ4]abσ

f
C(~p2, ωp) + [1]abσ

f
B(~p2, ωp)

]
δij (2.44)

In this equation, the lower (upper) equation describes the tensor-structure of the (inverse)

dressed quark propagator in Euclidean space-time and for the medium case. The propagator is
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therefore described by Dirac (a and b), flavor (f) and Nc-color indices (i and j). For the lower

equation we additionally used the shortcut σfX(~p2, ωp) =
Xf (~p2,ωp)

~p2A2
f (~p2,ωp)+ω̃2

p(T )C2
f (~p2,ωp)+B2

f (~p2,ωp)
with

X ∈ {A,B,C}.
For obvious reasons and in analogy to the vacuum case, Af (~p2, ωp) and Cf (~p2, ωp) are called

vector dressing functions and Bf (~p2, ωp) scalar dressing function. Combined they give the

renormalization point invariant - but not renormalization group invariant - dynamical quark

mass Mf (~p2, ωp) =
Bf (~p2,ωp;µ)
Af (~p2,ωp;µ)

and the quark wave-function renormalization ZfF (~p2, ωp;µ) =
1

Af (~p2,ωp;µ)
. In medium there exists a fourth contribution to the quark propagator, which can be

represented by iω̃p~p~γD(~p2, ωp). For this term there exists no counterpart in the bare propagator

and its contribution is only present at finite temperatures. Because of this negligible contri-

bution also at higher temperatures and chemical potential, we will not take this term under

consideration.

Due to the color structure of the bare quark propagator, the dressed quark propagator is as-

sumed to be color diagonal and because of the separation of the tensor-structure (γ4 and ~γ) in

the bare propagator, an introduction of a second vector dressing function C(~p2, ωp) is necessary.

Since both vector dressing functions degenerate only in vacuum and for high four momenta,

we see that the Matsubara-formalism breaks the O(4)-symmetry of the momentum space. For

approaching the vacuum (T = 0, µq = 0) the vector dressing functions approach each other and

the momentum gets the original O(4)-form pε = (~p, ω̃p(T ))
T=0−−−→
µq=0

(~p, p4) yielding the following

tensor-structure.[
Sf,ijab (p;µ)

]−1
=
[
i[/p]abA

f (p2, µ) + [1]abB
f (p2, µ)

]
δij =

δij

ZfF (p2, µ)

[
i[/p]ab + [1]abM

f (p2)
]

Sf,ijab (p, µ) =
−i[/p]abAf (p2, µ) + [1]abB

f (p2, µ)

p2A2
f (p2, µ) +B2

f (p2, µ)
δij = ZfF (p2, µ)

−i[/p]ab + [1]abM
f (p2)

p2 +M2
f (p2)

δij

(2.45)

In case of cold dense matter the dressed quark propagator matches with the dressed propagator

detailed in equation (2.44), only the discreet fermionic Matsubara frequency ωp(T ) = πT (2np+1)

has to be exchanged by the continuous fourth momentum p4. Analog to the dressed quark, the

ansatz for the dressed gluon in Euclidean space-time and for the in medium case is given by

Dgh
εν (k) =

(
P Tεν(k)

ZT (~k2, ωk)

k2
+ PLεν(k)

ZL(~k2, ωk)

k2
+ PL

εν (k)
ξ

k2

)
δgh

[
Dgh
εν (k)

]−1
=

(
P Tεν(k)

k2

ZT (~k2, ωk)
+ PLεν(k)

k2

ZL(~k2, ωk)
+ PL

εν (k)
k2

ξ

)
δgh (2.46)

with the four-momentum k2 = ~k2 +ω2
k, the bosonic Matsubara frequencies ωk(T ) = 2πTnk, the

gauge parameter ξ, Lorentz-indices ε and ν and the N2
c −1-tet-color indices g and h. Like for the

quark, the dressed gluon propagator is assumed to be color diagonal, due to the structure of the

bare gluon propagator. In medium, the dressing function for the gluon propagator splits up into
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2.1. ELEMENTARY PARTICLES

two parts: one longitudinal ZL(~k2, ωk) (chromoelectric dressing function) and one transversal

ZT (~k2, ωk) (chromomagnetic dressing function) to the heat bath. The corresponding projectors

are defined in equation (2.41). For approaching the vacuum, both dressing functions degenerate

to the same dressing function Z(k2;µ′, ξ), yielding the following tensor-structure

Dgh
εν (k2;µ′, ξ) =

(
PT
εν (k)

Z(k2;µ′, ξ)

k2
+ PL

εν (k)
ξ

k2

)
δgh[

Dgh
εν (k2;µ′, ξ)

]−1
=

(
PT
εν (k)

k2

Z(k2;µ′, ξ)
+ PL

εν (k)
k2

ξ

)
δgh (2.47)

In case of cold dense matter, the dressed gluon propagator corresponds to the one of the vacuum,

but only if we consider a quenched theory. Considering a unquenched theory, it is given by

equation (2.46). Naturally, one has to exchange the discreet Matsubara frequencies ωk by the

fourth momentum component k4 in equation (2.46). Normally the quark and gluon dressing

functions and the propagators further depend implicitly on the renormalization point of the

quark µ (and gluon µ′), the temperature T , the quark chemical potential µq and the gauge

parameter ξ, but in the following we will drop the indication of these dependencies for the

sake of simplicity, except for section where it is useful. The Dirac and color indices will be

dropped too. For this purpose, we have to take the color-trace of the corresponding DSE or

compare the resulting color structure. This procedure will be discussed after the truncation and

renormalization in the next chapters.

2.1.4 Quark-Gluon-Vertex

Apart from the quark and gluon propagator there is another important component that has to

be investigated: the quark-gluon-vertex. The general form of this vertex is given by

[
Γνf,h(P, k)

]eb
oj

= ig [th]oj ⊗
12∑
i=1

F fi (P 2, P · k, k2) [τνi (P, k)]eb (2.48)

with the vertex dressing functions F fi (P 2, P ·k, k2), Dirac basis elements τνi (P, k) and color basis

elements th. The Dirac structure is characterized by the Lorentz index ν and Dirac indices e and

b. Since we consider gluons with Nc color flavors, h is an (N2
c − 1)-tet color index and o and j

are Nc-tet color indices. The representation of the color basis elements is given in Appendix A.

In the following, only the flavor index f and the Dirac structure will be mentioned. Therefore

we omit the Dirac indices and factorize out the color basis elements using

Γf,hν (P, k) = igthΓfν (P, k) (2.49)

A possible representation of the remaining Dirac basis elements, in this reduced vertex, can be

written as

τ iν(P, k) ∈ {γν , Pν , kν} × {1, /k, /P , [/k, /P ]} (2.50)
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2.1. ELEMENTARY PARTICLES

with the relative momentum Pµ =
qµ+pµ

2 between the quarks and the incoming gluon momentum

kµ = qµ − pµ. q and p are therefore the outgoing and incoming quark momenta. Induced from

the color current conservation, a vector Slavnov-Taylor identity constrains the longitudinal part

(∼ kν) of the vertex, by relating it to the quark and ghost propagators:

kνΓfν (p, q, k) = G(k2)
[
H̄(p, q)S−1

f (q)− S−1
f (p)H(p, q)

]
(2.51)

with the ghost dressing function G and the quark-ghost scattering kernel H and it’s conjugate

H̄. This identity is not solved in QCD, but by assuming H(p, q) = H̄(p, q) ≈ H̃(k2), we

get a relation, which resembles an Abelian Ward-Takahashi-Identity in Euclidean space-time

multiplied with a GH̃-factor.

Γfν (p, q, k) =G(k2)H̃(k2)Γ̃fν (p, q, k)

kνΓ̃fν (p, q, k) =
[
S−1
f (q)− S−1

f (p)
]

(2.52)

This Abelian Ward-Takahashi-Identity then serves to express parts of the vertex dressing func-

tion in terms of quark dressing functions. For finite temperature the Ward-Takahashi-Identity

can be transformed into the following equation, by inserting the quark dressing functions

kνΓf,BCν (P, k) =kν

[
iΣAγiδiν + iΣCγ4δ4ν + 2

[
(~P )iδiν + ωP δ4ν

]
·

·
(
i∆A

~P~γ + i∆C ω̃Pγ4 + ∆B

)]
(2.53)

with the abbreviations

ΣX :=
Xf (~q2, ωq) +Xf (~p2, ωp)

2
, ∆X :=

Xf (~q2, ωq)−Xf (~p2, ωp)

q2 − p2
(2.54)

and Xf (~q2, ωq) representing the quark dressing functions. If we consider the differential Ward-

Takahashi-identity for k2 −→ 0, to ensure the analyticity of the vertex, we get

Γf,BCν (P, 0) =
dS−1

f (P )

dP ν
=iAf (P 2, ωP )γiδiν + iCf (P 2, ωP )γ4δ4ν + 2

[
(~P )iδiν + ωP δ4ν

]
·

·
(
iA′f (P 2, ωP )~P~γ + iC ′f (P 2, ωP )ω̃Pγ4 +B′f (P 2, ωP )

)
(2.55)

which is the same equation as we get by setting k2 −→ 0 in equation (2.53), yielding ΣX −→
Xf (P 2, ωP ) and ∆X −→ X ′f (P 2, ωP ). Considering both equations the most general expression

for the quark-gluon-vertex under the assumption above (2.52) and for finite temperature in

Euclidean space-time, is given by

Γfν (p, q, k) =G(k2)H̃(k2) [iΣAγiδiν + iΣCγ4δ4ν + [(~p+ ~q)iδiν + (ωp + ωq)δ4ν ] ·

·
(
i

2
∆A(~p+ ~q)~γ +

i

2
∆C(ω̃p + ω̃q)γ4 + ∆B

)]
+ PT

νλ(k)Γf,Tλ (p, q, k) (2.56)
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The first part is the already mentioned Ball-Chiu vertex, multiplied with a GH̃-factor and the

second term is a transversal contribution. This transversal contribution can be constructed from

the eight basis elements ∼ ~γ, γ4, ~P , ωP (correspondingly for the vacuum γµ, Pµ) and has to satisfy

ΓTν (P, 0) = 0, to obey the Ward-Takahashi-identity. A transverse part is possible too, since it

is not restricted by the Slavnov-Taylor-Identity or the Ward-Takahashi-Identity. Furthermore

it is unknown, if the exact solution of the Slavnov-Taylor-identity leads to the same Ball-Chiu

structure. The vacuum version of this quark-gluon-vertex is given by

Γfν (p, q, k) =G(k2)H̃(k2)

[
iΣAγν + (p+ q)ν

(
i

2
∆A(/p+ /q) + ∆B

)]
+ PT

νλ(k)Γf,Tλ (p, q, k) (2.57)

For cold dense matter we have once more to set the discreet fermionic Matsubara frequency

ωp(T ) = πT (2np + 1) to the continuous fourth momentum p4.

2.1.5 Quark renormalization

In this section we want to cancel the appearing divergences of the quark propagator by fixing

the quark wave-function renormalization constant Zf,vac2 (µ,Λ) and quark mass renormalization

constant Zf,vacm (µ,Λ), given in the bare quark propagator (2.27). But before we are able to

introduce and fix the renormalization constants, we have to introduce a regulator and regular-

ization scheme to classify and separate the divergences. Since, numerically, we are only able to

integrate a finite interval, the upper ultraviolet O(4)-cutoff Λ serves as regulator and separates

the appearing divergences in vacuum and medium. For this purpose, we are restricted to use a

MOM regularization scheme. To cancel the divergence, appearing with this regulator, we impose

a renormalization condition in vacuum and transfer the regulator-dependency (in this case the

UV-cutoff Λ) into a dependency of the quark renormalization point µ and some external input

given at this point. This external input is the running current quark mass mf
R(µ) at the quark

renormalization point µ, which is fixed by experimental data. In case of confined quarks and

gluons we are not able to insert experimental data for the quark mass itself, but we fix the quark

mass by the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner (GMOR) relation via the experimental pion mπ or kaon

mass mK .

Before we can derive equations for the renormalization constants, we have to mention the scal-

ing behavior of the renormalization constants. The renormalization constants Zf,vac2 (µ,Λ) and

Zf,vacm (µ,Λ) connect the bare quark mass mf
0(Λ) with the renormalized quark mass mf

R(µ) and

the unrenormalised Af0(p,Λ) with the renormalized Af (p, µ) vector dressing function (similar

for the scalar dressing function Bf (p, µ)):

mf
0(Λ) =Zf,vacm (µ,Λ)mf

R(µ)

Af0(p,Λ) =
[
Zf,vac2 (µ,Λ)

]−1
Af (p, µ)

Bf
0 (p,Λ) =

[
Zf,vac2 (µ,Λ)

]−1
Bf (p, µ) (2.58)
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As result we get the following connection between the renormalized Sf (p, µ;mR) and the un-

renormalized SfB(p,Λ;m0) quark propagator.

Sf (p, µ;mR) =
−i[/p]Af (p, µ) + [1]Bf (p, µ)

p2A2
f (p, µ) +B2

f (p, µ)
= Zf,vac2 (Λ, µ)

−i[/p]Af0(p,Λ) + [1]Bf
0 (p,Λ)

p2A2
0,f (p,Λ) +B2

0,f (p,Λ)

=Zf,vac2 (Λ, µ)SfB(p, µ;m0) (2.59)

This scaling behavior with the quark wave-function renormalization constants is a consequence

from the multiplicative renormalizability and implies, that we are able to factorize the quark

wave-function renormalization constant out of the self-energy. Consequently we can define a

new self-energy Σ = Zf,vac2 (Λ, µ)Σ̃. For the discussion of the renormalization we have to project

onto the quark tensor-structure. To do so, we calculate the quark dressing functions by taking

the Dirac trace (see therefore Appendix A.1.2)

X(p) =trD
(
TXS

−1(p)
)

(2.60)

and using projectors defined by

TA(p) =
−i/p
4p2

, TB(p) =
1

4
(2.61)

in vacuum and

TA(p) =
−i~p~γ
4~p2

, TB(p) =
1

4
, TC(p) =

−iγ4

4ω̃p
or TC(p) =

−iγ4

4p̃4
(2.62)

in medium. Further on, we need to project the self-energy onto the quark tensor-structure,

defining

ΣX(p) =trD

(
TXΣ̃(p)

)
(2.63)

Vacuum renormalization

With this in mind, we will fix the renormalization constants, by imposing a renormalization

condition of the form

S−1
f (µ) = i/µ+ 1mf

R(µ) (2.64)

or equally expressed with dressing functions by

A(µ, µ) = 1 and B(µ, µ) = mf
R(µ) (2.65)

We then can compute the renormalization constants from the quark DSE, given in equation

(2.26). This is done by projecting onto the quark tensor-structures using the relation (2.61) and

the trace rules given in the Appendix A.1.2. Expressed with the projected self-energies (2.63),
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the renormalization constants are given by

Zf,vac2 (Λ, µ) =
1

1 + ΣA(µ,Λ)

Zf,vac2 (Λ, µ)Zf,vacm (Λ, µ) =1− ΣB(µ,Λ)

mf
R(µ) (1 + ΣA(µ,Λ))

(2.66)

As result we get the following equations for the quark dressing functions in vacuum

A(p, µ) =
1 + ΣA(p,Λ)

1 + ΣA(µ,Λ)

B(p, µ) =

m
f
R(µ) + ΣB(p,Λ)−ΣB(µ,Λ)

1+ΣA(µ,Λ) if mf
R(µ) 6= 0

ΣB(p,Λ)
1+ΣA(µ,Λ) if mf

R(µ) = 0
(2.67)

In-medium renormalization

In medium we restrict ourselves to the same O(4)-UV-cutoff regulator Λ. For the case of finite

temperature, we therefore will limit the three momentum to ~q2 < Λ2 − ω2
q (T ), while we sum

over all Matsubara frequencies, obeying the condition |ωq(T )| < Λ. In case of cold dense

matter, however, the limit of the three momentum is ~q2 < Λ2 − q2
4 and we integrate separately

over the spatial ~q and the fourth momentum component q4. The latter is integrated in the

interval [−Λ,Λ]. For more numerical details see Appendix C.1. Further, we know that finite

temperature and chemical potential does not introduce new divergences [23]. Consequently, we

use the renormalization constants from the vacuum case, with the same parameters (cutoffs,

renormalization points and renormalized quark mass value), to calculate the dressing functions.

A(~p2, ωp;µ) =Zf,vac2 (Λ, µ) (1 + ΣA(p; Λ))

B(~p2, ωp;µ) =Zf,vac2 (Λ, µ)
(
Zf,vacm (Λ, µ)mf

R(µ) + ΣB(p; Λ)
)

C(~p2, ωp;µ) =Zf,vac2 (Λ, µ) (1 + ΣC(p; Λ)) (2.68)

Problems of the renormalization

Using this renormalization method, problems appear if too small values for the renormalized

quark mass mf
R(µ) are inserted, since a strong decrease in the mass renormalization constant

Zf,vacm (µ,Λ) is the result. Physically the mass renormalization constant should not depend on

the renormalized input mass, but as one can see in figure 2.2 there is a dependency on the input

mass at small mass values.

Among other things, this behavior of the mass renormalization constant leads to negative values

for the regularized quark condensate at higher temperatures, which is only corrected if one sets

Zheavy,vacm (µ,Λ) to Z light,vacm (µ,Λ) (or the other way around, which is possibly the better choice).

The question is now, where does this problem in our renormalization method comes from? The

origin of this problem is that, for small renormalization points or small renormalized quark

masses, dynamical effects (dynamical mass generation) become more important and falsify the
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Figure 2.2: Mass dependency of the mass renormalization constant Zf,vacm (Λ, µ) for different
renormalization points µ in vacuum. Noticeable is the renormalization point dependency of the
decrease at small mass values. In fact for higher renormalization points, the decrease turns out to
be lesser. In this plot a Maris-Tandy ansatz (4.6), with parameters from the related section 4.1
and the mass values and renormalization points shown in the figure, is employed. Furthermore
the mass values for all renormalization points have to be translated to one renormalization point
(mR(µ

′
)→ mR(µ)).

results for too small values of the renormalized quark mass. A diagrammatic clarification for

this can be seen in the following figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Dynamical mass for different mass values including the chiral limit. Noticeable is
that the irregular asymptotic form (colored lines, at higher momenta) is strongly overshadowed
by the regular asymptotic form (black line, at higher momenta), if the renormalization points µ

or the renormalized quark mass values mf
R(µ) are decreased. In this plot a Maris-Tandy ansatz

given in equation (4.6) is employed. This is done in vacuum, with parameters from the section
4.1 and the mass and renormalization points given in the figure.

The regular

Mf (p2) ∝ 2π2γm
3

−
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f
cl

p2

(
1
2 ln

(
p2

Λ2
QCD

))1−γm (2.69)

and irregular

Mf (p2) ∝Mf (µ2)

[
ω log

(
p2

µ2

)
+ 1

]−γm
(2.70)
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asymptotic form presented in the last figure 2.3 are the solutions to the ultraviolet limit of the

quark DSE

Mf (p2) = Zf,vacm (µ,Λ)mf
R(µ) +

1

π

α(p2)

p2

∫ p2

p2
0

dq2Mf (q2) +
1

π

∫ Λ2

p2

dq2α(q2)

q2
Mf (q2) (2.71)

where a Maris-Tandy ansatz and the Rainbow-ladder approximation are employed for the chiral

limit as well as for non-vanishing bare quark masses. In the regular asymptotic form,
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f
cl

describes the renormalization point independent quark condensate in chiral limit (chiral con-

densate), γm = 12
11Nc−2Nf

is the anomalous dimension of the quark mass function and ΛQCD is a

scaling variable. For more information see reference [24]. The interpretation of figure 2.3 is that

we cannot use renormalized quark masses values and renormalization points, where the dynam-

ical mass generation is not negligible any more. To avoid problems and errors one should use

the mass renormalization constant at high renormalization points or high renormalized quark

masses. This means we should use Z light,vacm (µ,Λ) = Zheavy,vacm (µ,Λ).

2.2 Bound-states

The fundamental degrees of freedom of the QCD, discussed in the last section, are the founda-

tion of more complex structures, but due to their own color and the color confinement, they do

not exist as free particles. Only color neutral hadrons, as bound-states of quarks and gluons,

appear as observable particles. We can describe many properties of these strongly interacting

hadrons by the constituent quark model, proposed by Gell-Mann and Zweig. Due to this model,

we have a classification scheme for the composite states of QCD according to their flavor con-

tent. By considering the Noether currents jµα(x) and their related charges Qα(t) =
∫
d3xj0

α(x),

corresponding to the global flavor transformations UV (1) × SUV (Nf ) × SUA(Nf ) × UA(1), we

get the flavor (isospin, hypercharge/strangeness) and baryon number as well as the charge of the

state as conserved quantum numbers. With these quantum numbers, the fact that observable

hadrons are color singlet states and information to further symmetries of QCD, like the spin and

parity transformation properties, we are able to divide the hadrons into classes of bound-state

particles (mesons, baryons, glueballs, tetraquarks,...) and spin states (JPC = 0−+, 1−−,...).

For more information to this model see references [21] and [25]. The problem with this quark

model, however, is the missing connection to the QCD. In the more elaborated theory of QCD,

non-perturbative phenomena like color confinement and dynamical chiral symmetry breaking

are taken into account, to describe correctly the hadron spectrum. In quantum field theory,

bound-states appear as poles in Green-functions and therefore in the scattering amplitudes and

the cross sections, too. To describe an n-particle bound-state, one has to investigate the 2n-point

Green-function

Gα1...α2n(x1 . . . x2n) = 〈0| T̂
{

Ψα1(x1)Ψ̄α2(x2) . . .Ψα2n−1(x2n−1)Ψ̄α2n(x2n)
}
|0〉 , (2.72)
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and its properties at the poles, where the total momentum squared of the Green-function equates

a bound-state mass. This can be seen, considering the Källen-Lehmann spectral representation

for the propagator and the completeness relation of QCD:

1 =
∑
λ

1

(2π)3

∫
d4pθ(p0)δ(p2 −m2

λ) |λ〉 〈λ| =
∑
λ

1

(2π)3

∫
d3p

2Ep
|λ〉 〈λ| (2.73)

In this equation the Lorentz-invariant weight implements the condition, that every hadron is on

its mass shell (p2 = m2
λ ⇔ E2

p = ~p2 + m2
λ). The state space of the QCD, which is defined by

the complete set of orthogonal eigenstates |λ〉 of the self-adjoint Hamiltonian, contains colorless

bound-states but also (unphysical) colored states are possible. While the unphysical colored

states have to be neglected, the colorless bound-states carry momenta as well as further Quantum

numbers, that reflect symmetries of the QCD (angular momentum, parity, flavor). Inserting the

completeness relation above into the two field operators, which appear in the time ordered

vacuum expectation value of the propagator (2-Green-function), yields a single particle pole at

p2 = m2
λ. The typical multi-particle continuum of the Källén-Lehmann spectral representation,

with branch cuts above p2 = 4m2
λ, does not exist, since these states would carry color. The

absence of this continuum consequently is a further sign for the color confinement.

As bound-states, we can consider quark-antiquark bound-states (mesons), three quark bound-

states (baryons) or multiple other particle types, but in the following we restrict ourselves to the

quark-antiquark bound-states. For this purpose, we have to consider four-point Green-functions.

Until now, we study mesons with arbitrary spin and flavor. But there exist invariant subspaces

of mesons, which each have a certain flavor content and fixed spin quantum numbers (JPC).

If we want to take only one of these meson types into account, we have to project, from the

enormous state-space mentioned earlier, to states which coincide with the fixed spin quantum

numbers (JPC) and flavor content of this meson. This is done by setting x1 = x2 = x and

x3 = x4 = y and contracting the resulting quark pairs in the four-point Green-function with

Dirac and flavor matrices raΓβαΓ
′
δγrb. As result we can express the Green-function by current

correlator’s of the form 〈0| T̂
{
Wα(x)W

′
β(y)

}
|0〉. The quantity W

(′)
α (x), however, describes

the vector V µ
(e)(x), axialvector Aµ(e)(x), scalar S(e)(x) or pseudoscalar P(e)(x) Noether current

(jΓ
e (x) := Ψ̄(x)ΓreΨ(x) or jΓ(x) := Ψ̄(x)ΓΨ(x)) with the corresponding Dirac-matrices Γ ∈
{γµ, γµγ5,1, iγ5}. For W = W

′
, the resulting Green-function can be seen as effective meson

propagators of the form 〈0| T̂{Wα(x)Wβ(y)} |0〉 =
∑

λDF (z,mλ)ωαβ, since it represents a two-

point-function of the composite fields Se(x), Pe(x), V µ
e (x), Aµe (x) with the fixed quantum number

(JPC). In this equation, DF (z,mλ) =
∫ d4p

(2π)4 e
−ipz iΛ(p)

p2−m2
λ+iε

with z = x− y defines the Feynman

propagator of a particle with mass mλ and some other quantum numbers. To prove the validity

of this representation, we have to consider the transition element between the vacuum and a

hadron with total momentum P and relative momentum p between the two constituents:

χlαβ(x1, x2, P, p) := 〈0|TΨα(x1)Ψ̄β(x2) |λl(P, p)〉 (2.74)
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This hadron bound-state (or Bethe-Salpeter) wave-function can be seen as the transition prob-

ability of a quark-antiquark-system
∣∣ΨΨ̄

〉
to become an on-shell (P 2 = m2

λ) meson bound-state

|λl(P, p)〉 with fixed momenta P and p and other quantum numbers l. By considering the trans-

lation invariance, we see that the bound-state wave-function mainly depends on the relative

coordinate z = x1 − x2 and from the total position x = x1+x2
2 only through a phase:

χlαβ(x1, x2, P, p) = 〈0|TΨα(− z
2)Ψ̄β( z2) |λl(P, p)〉 e−iPx = χlαβ(z, P, p)e−iPx (2.75)

We can prove this dependency, inserting x1 = x + z
2 and x2 = x − z

2 as well as the behavior of

field operators and one-particle states under Poincaré-transformation U(Λ, a):

U(Λ, a)Ψα(x)U−1(Λ, a) = ΛΨα(Λx+ a), U(Λ, a) |λl(P )〉 = eiPa |λl(ΛP )〉 (2.76)

Additionally, the vacuum is invariant under Poincaré transformation U(Λ, a) |0〉 = |0〉. By insert-

ing the completeness relation (2.73) into the Green-function and using the definition of the time

ordering operator 〈0| T̂{Wα(x)W
′
β(y)} |0〉 = Θ(z0) 〈0|Wα(x)W

′
β(y) |0〉+Θ(−z0) 〈0|W ′

β(y)Wα(x) |0〉
as well as the behavior (2.75), we get the alternative representation of the Feynman propaga-

tor DF (z,mλ) =
∫ d3p

2Ep

Θ(z0)e−ipz+Θ(−z0)eipz

(2π)3 Λ(p) and therefore the first indication that hadrons

produce poles in their propagators. The next step is to find a functional Dyson-Schwinger

description, originating from the generating functional.

2.2.1 Bethe-Salpeter-equations

In this section we want to derive bound-state equations for quark-antiquark composite particles.

In the Dyson-Schwinger approach, these bound-state equations for quark-antiquark systems are

called Bethe-Salpeter equations (BSE). Since we are calculating composite particles, we need the

Green-function’s of the constituents as input. Analog to the elementary particles, we can derive

the BSE’s from the generating functional. But for this purpose, we have to use the two-particle

irreducibility (2PI) instead of one-particle irreducibility. In a diagrammatic description, one

particle irreducibility (1PI) means that the corresponding diagrams are constructed such that

cutting one internal line does not disconnect them. Analogously, cutting two internal lines does

not disconnect two particle irreducible diagrams. For a further discussion and examples of two

particle irreducibility consider references [26] and [27]. The following derivation of the BSE’s

using two particle irreducibility, will be oriented along the lines of reference [28].

In case of the elementary particles, we introduced a source term Jα(x) at the space-time point x.

The related quantum numbers were summed in the multi-index α. These sources were inserted

into the generating functional, to generate all Green-functions by functional derivatives of the

generating functional with respect to the respective source (to remember see (2.2)). In case of

quark-antiquark bound-states, we have to introduce bilocal sources Jαβ(x, y), which depend on

two spacetime points x and y and are able to connect to two fields. This is indicated by the

two multi-indices α and β. Consequently, we can write the generating functional of the QCD in
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Euclidean space as follows

Z[J ] = N

∫
Dϕ exp

[
−SQCD[ϕ] +

∫
x
ϕα(x)Jα(x) +

∫
x

∫
y
ϕα(x)Jαβ(x, y)ϕβ(x)

]
(2.77)

For simplicity we will set Jα(x) = 0 in the following. In analogy to equation (2.9), we can define

the connected and irreducible bound-state Green-functions based on the bound-state generating

functional for connected (two-particle) Green-functions W[2][J ] and the two-particle irreducible

(2PI) effective action Γ[2][B]:

W[2][J ] =− log (Z[J ])

Γ[2][B] =W[2][J ] +

∫
d4xd4yBαβ(x, y)Jβα(y, x) (2.78)

where Bβα(x, y) denotes a bilocal field, which corresponds to the source Jαβ(y, x). We see

that Jαβ(y, x) =
δΓ[2][B]

δBβα(x,y) and Bαβ(x, y) =
δW[2][J ]

δJβα(y,x) are again conjugated sources and we can

calculate all (2PI) Green-functions as functional derivatives of the (2PI) effective action. In

this case, however, the derivatives of W[2][J ] do not produce connected Green-functions, but bi-

locally connected ones. The related bi-locally connected two point Green-function
(
G

(2)
[2]

)
~α~β

=

δ2W[2]

δJα1α2δJβ1β2

∣∣∣
J=0

represents the propagator of a particle pair and is, in analogy to the (1PI) case,

the inverse of the (2PI) Green-function for vanishing sources fields J = 0:(
Γ

(2)
[2] [B]

)−1 B→S−−−→
(
G

(2)
[2]

)
~α~β

0←J←−−−W (2)
[2] [J ] (2.79)

Here we indicated the second derivative of the respective generating function by the upper index

(2). In the equation we furthermore stated that the bilocal field Bβα corresponds to the exact

quark Propagator Sβα, if the source field Jαβ vanishes:

Bβα(x, y)
Jαβ(y,x)=0
−−−−−−−→ Sβα(x, y) (2.80)

To be able to obtain bound-state equations, we have to separate the ”interacting” and the ”non-

interacting” parts of the (2PI) effective action. If we consider references [26] and [29], the (2PI)

effective action can be written as

Γ[2][B] = tr
[
S−1

0 B
]
− tr [log[B]] + Γ̃[B] (2.81)

where Γ̃[B] represents the interacting part. The trace given in this equation is in a functional

sense as well as in the Dirac-, flavor- and color-space. This means, that we sum over the Dirac,

flavor and color part and integrate over the continuous momentum space. This functional

notation and the omission of the discreet indices will be used throughout the rest of the bound-

state derivation. Using this representation for the (2PI) effective action, we get the following
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expression for the inverse two-particle propagator

(
G

(2)
[2]

)−1
=
δ2Γ[2][B]

δBδB

∣∣∣∣∣
B=S

= S−1S−1 +
δ2Γ̃[2][S]

δSδS
(2.82)

Reshuffling the terms and introducing the kernel

K := −
δ2Γ̃[2][S]

δSδS
(2.83)

yields the bound-state equation

G
(2)
[2] = SS + SSKG

(2)
[2] (2.84)

which is known as the inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) for the quark-antiquark

system. In strict sense this equation is only valid if the quark and antiquark have the same flavor,

but an extension to the general case is possible. To be able to establish this equation for the

bound-states, we have to clarify a missing piece: the definition of the kernel or the interacting

part of the (2PI) effective action in terms of the quark propagator S. It transpires, that there

exists a connection between the quark self-energy Σ and the quark-antiquark interaction kernel

K of the bound-state equation. This connection can be seen in two possible ways: at first by

considering the axialvector-Ward-Takahashi identity (AVWTI) (taken from reference [30])

{
γ5Σ(−p−) + Σ(p+)γ5

}
αβ

= −
∫
q
Kαγ,δβ(p, q, P )

{
γ5S(−p−) + S(p+)γ5

}
γδ

(2.85)

which is the central identity that ensures the correct implementation of chiral symmetry and its

dynamical breaking in the bound-state approach. The second possibility can be explained, if we

consider the first derivative of the (2PI) effective action:

0 = J |B=S =
δΓ[2][B]

δB

∣∣∣∣
B=S

=

(
S−1

0 −B−1 +
δΓ̃[2][B]

δB

)
B=S

⇔ S−1 = S−1
0 +

δΓ̃[2][S]

δS︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Σ

(2.86)

We see that the self-energy Σ and the quark-antiquark interaction kernel K are the first and

second functional derivatives of the interacting part of the (2PI) effective action Γ̃[S] with respect

to the quark propagator S. This opens the possibility to find a consistent and numerically feasible

truncation of both equations. The interacting part of the (2PI) effective action is chosen to be

in accordance with symmetries of the QCD. Consequently, the solutions of the DSE and the

BSE inherit these symmetries, which is especially of importance for the applications of QCD to

light hadrons, where chiral symmetry is essential.
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Rainbow-ladder truncation

The simplest setup, that preserves the AVWTI independent from the interaction and therefore

ensures that the pion, as Goldstone boson, is massless in chiral limit, is the Rainbow-ladder

truncation. The diagrammatic representation of the (2PI) effective action Γ̃ related to this

truncation is given in figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: (2PI) effective action corresponding to a Rainbow ladder truncation with effective
interaction G. The second quark-gluon-vertex is represented as bare vertex, since it only contains
the vector part γµ.

The corresponding quark-antiquark kernel is expressed by a gluon ladder exchange, including

a gluon propagator a bare and a ”dressed” quark-gluon-vertex. To preserve the AVWTI, the

dressed vertex should consist out of Dirac basis elements with an odd number of gamma matrices

only. Additionally the structures should only depend on the gluon momentum k. This leaves

the vector part γµ with a purely k2-dependent vertex, the only choice for the DSE and the

BSE. With this information we can write down the quark-antiquark kernel in Rainbow-ladder

truncation as

Kαγ,δβ(p, q, P ) = Z2
2

4πα(k2)

k2
(ta)AC (ta)BD (iγµ)α′γ′ P

T
µν(k) (iγν)β′δ′ δacδdb (2.87)

with the color basis elements ta and the Dirac-matrices γµ defined in the Appendix A as well

as the transversal Projector PT
µν(k) defined in equation (2.28). Furthermore α(k2) describes the

strong coupling, resulting from the gluon and Vertex dressing functions and Z2 is the quark

wave-function renormalization constant. The diagonal flavor part is represented by the last two

Kronecker delta’s and the gluon momentum by k = q − p with the quark momenta p and q.

Homogeneous BSE

The inhomogeneous BSE (2.84) for the two-particle propagator G
(2)
[2] has poles at the energies,

where the system exhibits a bound-state. Consequently we can express the propagator G
(2)
[2] in

terms of pole contributions and a regular term R(p, q, P ):

G
(2)
[2] (p, q, P ) =

∑
i

χ(p, Pi)χ̄(q,−Pi)
P 2 − P 2

i

+R(p, q, P ) (2.88)

The related on-shell condition is given by P 2
i = −M2

i , where i labels the bound-states. Except

from the regular part, we can get a similar equation by inserting the QCD completeness relation

(2.73) into a four-point Green-function, which we express by the bound-state wave-function
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shown in equation (2.74). In case of mesons, we can also write this bound-state wave-function

as

χ(p, Pi) = Sαβ(p+)Γβγ(p, Pi)Sγδ(−p−) (2.89)

with dressed (anti-) quark propagators Sαβ(p) and the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude (BSA) Γβγ(p, Pi).

The charge conjugated bound-state wave-function χ̄(p, P ), appearing in the pole contribution,

is related to the normal bound-state wave-function χ(p, P ) by

χ̄(p, Pi) =
[
Cχ(−p, Pi)C−1

]T
(2.90)

where C = γ2γ4 is the charge-conjugation matrix and the superscript T denotes a matrix

transpose. Inserting the last three equation in the inhomogeneous BSE (2.84) and equating the

residues at the bound-states poles P 2 = P 2
j , yields the following homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter

equation (BSE) for the on-shell Bethe-Salpeter amplitude (BSA) Γαβ(p, P ), which is only valid

at the pole P 2
j = −M2

j :

Γαβ(p, P ) =

∫
q
Kαγ,δβ(p, q, P ) {S(q+)Γαβ(q, P )S(−q−)}γδ (2.91)

Here the greek indices represent a super-index, which includes indices for the flavor, color and

Dirac part. Furthermore we can express this homogeneous BSE graphically by figure 2.5, using

the Rainbow-ladder truncation for the kernel (2.87):

Figure 2.5: Graphical notation of the homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation in Rainbow-ladder
truncation. The figure is taken from reference [30].

If we further apply the functional notation, suppressing the indices and the integral and inte-

grating the quark and antiquark propagators into a new kernel K̃, we can write the BSE as

eigenvalue equation:

λ(P 2)Γ(P 2) = K̃(P 2)Γ(P 2) (2.92)

We have to introduce an eigenvalue λ(P 2), since the homogeneous BSE is only valid for the

on-shell condition P 2 = −M2
j . Consequently we search for the total momentum P 2 = −M2

j ,

which produce an eigenvalue of λ(P 2) = 1. This is done by calculating the homogeneous BSE for
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multiple total momenta and plotting the eigenvalue spectrum λ(P 2) against the squared total

momentum P 2. In this section the uppercase Latin letters (P , Pi) represent the total momentum

of the quark-antiquark system, while the lowercase Latin letters (p, q, k) demonstrate relative

momenta between the quark and antiquark. An index i stands for an on-shell momentum.

Finally the lowercase Latin letters with subscript ± (±p±, ±q±) show the momenta of the quarks

and antiquarks themselves. Thereby the momenta of the quarks and antiquarks are given by

±q± = q±η±P with the partitioning parameters η±, which fulfill the condition η+ +η− = 1. For

equal quark and antiquark masses, η± = 1
2 maximizes the calculable meson mass and simplifies

the bound-state Amplitude. Furthermore the (anti-) quark momenta q± are complex for time-like

total momenta P 2 < 0. Therefore we need the (anti-) quark propagator for complex momenta.

Inhomogeneous BSE

While the on-shell quark-antiquark meson vertex is represented by the homogeneous BSE, we

can get off-shell information by the inhomogeneous BSE. To omit the task of solving the full

inhomogeneous BSE to get the desired information, we define a general vertex, that connects

quarks and antiquarks to a color singlet current. The resulting quantity inherits the pole struc-

ture of G
(2)
[2] (2.88) and is restricted to one mesonic channel. A BSE for this vertex can be derived

by multiplying the inhomogeneous BSE (2.84) with a renormalized current Γ0 and defining the

inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter amplitude

Γ̃ = S−1S−1G
(2)
[2] Γ0 (2.93)

This procedure then yields the inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) for the off-shell

Bethe-Salpeter amplitude (BSA) Γ̃

Γ̃ = Γ0 +KSSΓ̃ (2.94)

in functional notation and

Γ̃αβ(p, P ) = Γ0
αβ(p, P ) +

∫
q
Kαγ,δβ(p, q, P )

{
S(q+)Γ̃αβ(q, P )S(−q−)

}
γδ

(2.95)

in full glory.

2.2.2 Normalization

Due to the structure of the equation, the homogeneous BSE (2.91) determines the BSA only up

to a constant factor. Consequently an additional normalization condition is necessary. For this

purpose we use a canonical norm, which follows from the (2PI) propagator by demanding that the

residue at the bound-state pole equals one. This condition is necessary for the decomposition

(2.88) to hold. In the neighborhood of a certain pole, we can approximate the two-particle
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propagator G
(2)
[2] by one pole term with arbitrary residue ri

G
(2)
[2] ≈ ri

χ(p, Pi)χ̄(q,−Pi)
P 2 − P 2

i

=
ri

Pµ + (Pi)µ

χ(p, Pi)χ̄(q,−Pi)
Pµ − (Pi)µ

(2.96)

and a simple pole in the variable Pµ. If a function f(z) = g(z)
h(z) has a simple pole in z, the residue

of f(z) at the pole z0 is given by Res(f, z0) = g(z0)

h′ (z0)
. As result we can extract an equation for

the residue by applying this property onto (2.96) and G
(2)
[2] =

(
S−1S−1 −K

)−1
. This yields

[
∂

∂Pµ

(
S−1
αγ (q+)S−1

δβ (−q−)δ(p− q)−Kαγ,δβ(p, q, P )
)]−1

P=Pi

=
ri

2(Pi)µ
χ(p, Pi)χ̄(q,−Pi) (2.97)

By reshuffling the terms, taking the Dirac, flavor and color trace as well as the functional

trace and expressing the bound-state wave-function in terms of the BSA and the (anti-) quark

propagator, we get the normalization condition:

N 2 =
1

ri
=− (Pi)µ

2P 2
i

∂

∂Pµ
trDCF

[∫
q
S(q+)Γ̄(q,−Pi)S(−q−)Γ(q, Pi) +

+

∫
q

∫
p
S(qi+)Γ̄(q,−Pi)S(−qi−)K(p, q, P )S(pi+)Γ(p, Pi)S(−pi−)

]
P=Pi

(2.98)

With this normalization constant we can define a normalized BSA Γαβ =
ΓNαβ
N . It is further

noteworthy that the lowercase Latin letters with subscript ± and superscript i represent the

momenta of the quark propagator itself for the on-shell condition P 2 = P 2
i . The notation with

index i additionally is supposed to illustrate, that the derivative in the first term acts only on

the quark propagators and in the second term only on the kernel. If we use the Rainbow-ladder

truncation, mentioned earlier, the kernel K becomes independent from the total momentum

(K(p, q, P ) → K(p, q)) and the second term vanishes. Another renormalization, where we use

the spectral representation of the BSE to derive the normalization constant N , is possible too.

The corresponding derivation of the norm can be found in reference [28] and the norm itself is

given by

N 2 = −λ′i(P 2
i ) (2.99)

2.2.3 Meson amplitudes

The quark-antiquark bound-state amplitude Γαβ(p, P ) is the solution of the homogeneous BSE

(2.91) and depends on the relative momentum p and the total momentum P , which corresponds

to the mass of the meson bound-state P 2 = −M2. Furthermore there are different possible

representations of the quark-antiquark bound-state, corresponding to the continuous and discreet

transformation properties of the Lorentz group. This means there are different representations,

belonging to the considered spin and parity state (JPC). In the following, we only will consider

two possible meson states: The pseudoscalar (0−+) and the vector meson (1−−). For this purpose
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we consider the BSA as vertex between a two-particle bound-state, a quark and an antiquark.

While a general fermion-scalar vertex, which depends on the momenta p and P , has four basis

elements

τSk (P, p) ∈ {1, /P , /p,
[
/P , /p

]
}, (2.100)

a fermion-vector vertex includes 12 structures

τV,µk (P, p) ∈ {γµ, pµ, Pµ} × {1, /P , /p,
[
/P , /p

]
}. (2.101)

Due to the negative parity requirement for the parity transformation of the pseudoscalar and

vector meson amplitudes

ΓP (p, P ) = −γ4ΓP (Λp,ΛP )γ4, ΓµV (p, P ) = γ4ΛµνΓνV (Λp,ΛP )γ4

with Λ = diag(−1,−1,−1, 1) (2.102)

we have to include a γ5-matrix into the scalar basis elements, to define the following four

structures for the pseudoscalar vertex.

τPk (P, p) ∈ {γ5, γ5 /P , γ5
/p, γ

5
[
/P , /p

]
} (2.103)

Using these Dirac basis elements, the BSA of the pseudoscalar
[
ΓeP,λ(P, p)

]
αβ

and vector meson[
ΓµeV,λ(P, p)

]
αβ

can be decomposed into Lorentz-covariant parts τ
(µ)
k (P, p) and Lorentz invariant

parts fk(P, p) as well as a flavor part re and a color part:

[
ΓeP,λ(P, p)

]
αβ

=
4∑
k

fPk (P, p)
{
iτPk (P, p)

}
α′β′
⊗ δAB ⊗ reab

[
ΓµeV,λ(P, p)

]
αβ

=
12∑
k

fVk (P, p)
{
iτV,µk (P, p)

}
α′β′
⊗ δAB ⊗ reab (2.104)

In this decomposition of the BSA, the Lorentz invariant parts fPk (P, p) and fVk (P, p) are called

the dressing functions of the particular meson and they include the important momentum de-

pendence. The transformation properties under the Lorentz-group are determined by the Dirac-

structures, this means by the Lorentz covariants parts τ
(µ)
k (P, p). While the color part is diagonal,

the flavor part is represented by the flavor basis elements given in Appendix A.2. The greek

super-indices on the lhs therefore sum the indices for the Dirac (α′, β′), flavor (a, b) and color

(A,B) part. Finally, the index λ represents the particle type.

Chebyshev expansion

We mentioned, that the meson amplitude depends on the relative p and total P momentum of

the bound-state. This dependency can be formulated in terms of the three Lorentz invariants:
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P 2, p2 and P̂ · p̂ = P ·p
|P ||p| = cos(θp) = zp. It transpires that the (BSE) calculation is simplified,

if the dependence on the angular variable zp is expand in Chebyshev polynomials. For the

calculation and the final results we will therefore expand the dressing functions fk(P
2, p2, zp) in

Chebyshev polynomials of first kind Tn(zp) = cos(nθp) = cos(n arccos(zp)) with zp ∈ [−1, 1]:

fk(P
2, p2, zp) ≈

Ñ∑
j=0

′f jk(P 2, p2)Tj(zp)(i)
j (2.105)

where
∑′ indicates, that the first term has to be halved. This problem can be circumvent, by

defining modified Chebyshev polynomials T̃j(zp) =
(

1√
2
δj,0 + (1− δj,0)

)
T0(zp) and correspond-

ing Chebyshev coefficients f̃ jk(P 2, p2) =
(

1√
2
δj,0 + (1− δj,0)

)
f jk(P 2, p2) or if we take Chebyshev

polynomials of second kind. Furthermore we can mention, that the (modified) Chebyshev poly-

nomials fulfill the discreet orthogonality relation

2

N

N−1∑
n=0

T̃i(z
p
n)T̃j(z

p
n) = δij (2.106)

where zpn = cos
(

2n+1
2N π

)
defines the N zeros of the N th Chebyshev polynomial TN . If we

consequently apply 2
N

∑N−1
n=0 T̃j(z

p
n)(i)−j onto the kth meson dressing function fk(P

2, p2, zp), we

can extract the jth Chebyshev coefficient of this dressing function f jk(P 2, p2). To conclude this

discussion, we can mention that the Chebyshev polynomials are numerically calculated by the

recursive formula Tj(zp) = 2zpTj−1(zp) − Tj−2(zp) and the first polynomials T0(zp) = 1 and

T1(zp) = zp.

Charge conjugation

The Charge conjugation C describes one of the three discreet Lorentz-transformations, besides

parity P and time-reversal T . Thereby, the charge conjugation exchanges particles with their

corresponding antiparticles and creates a physical system, where everything would be the same,

except that the quantum numbers (electromagnetic charge, flavor number, baryon number),

mentioned at the beginning of this section, would be reversed. For constituents of equal flavor the

homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter amplitude is an eigenstate of the operation of charge conjugation,

yielding the C-parity eigenvalue C to be an additional multiplicative quantum number C = ±1

- additional to the spin J and the parity P . We can define the charge-conjugated BSA of the

pseudoscalar and vector meson by

Γ̄P (P, p) =
[
CΓP (P,−p)C−1

]T
Γ̄µV (P, p) = −

[
CΓµV (P,−p)C−1

]T
(2.107)

where C = γ2γ4 describes the charge-conjugation matrix and T indicates a matrix transpose.

In the following, we will consider only general eigenstates of the C-Parity

Γ̄(P, p) = ηcΓ(P, p) with the eigenvalues ηc = ±1 (2.108)
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If we consider the decomposition (2.104), the Lorentz covariants transform according to τ̄k(P, p) =[
Cτk(P,−p)C−1

]T
= ξkτk(P, p) and the C-parity manifest itself in the symmetry of the meson

dressing functions with respect to zp:

f̄k(P
2, p2, zp) =fk(P

2, p2,−zp) ≈
Ñ∑
j=0

f̃ jk(P 2, p2)T̃j(−zp)(i)j

=

Ñ/2∑
j=0

f̃2j
k (P 2, p2)T̃2j(zp)(−1)j − i

Ñ/2−1∑
j=0

f̃2j+1
k (P 2, p2)T̃2j+1(zp)(−1)j

!
=ξ̃kfk(P

2, p2, zp) for eigenstates (2.109)

The C-parity eigenvalue is therefore given by ηc = ξkξ̃k and defines a C-parity eigenstate only

if it is constant for all k. Consequently we have for each meson dressing function either even

or odd Chebyshev polynomials, if we consider eigenstates of the C-parity. In particular for the

pseudoscalar meson (JPC = 0+−), build by two constituents with equal flavor, this yields that

the odd Chebyshev coefficients vanish.

In the following we only will consider pseudoscalar mesons with two light quarks. To calculate

these so-called pions we use the decomposition (2.104) as well as the Chebyshev expansion

(2.105) to derive BSE’s for the Chebyshev coefficients of the individual dressing functions. This

rather technical task is done in Appendix B.2 including the final bound-state equations used for

the results.

2.2.4 Pion decay constant

Next we reconsider the inhomogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation (2.95) for the special case of the

isovector axialvector vertex[
Γ̃µ,eA (p, P )

]
αβ

=
[
Γ̃µ,eA,0

]
αβ

+

∫
q
Kαγ,δβ(p, q, P )

{
S(q+)Γ̃µ,eA (q, P )S(−q−)

}
γδ

(2.110)

with the bare vertex Γ̃µ,eA,0 = ZAγ5γ
µ ⊗ re

2 ⊗ 1c and the dressed one given by

Γ̃µ,eA (p, P ) =

NA∑
k

fAR,k(P, p)iτ
A,µ
k (P, p)⊗ re

2
⊗ 1c + Γ̂µ,eA (p, P ) +

Pµfλ
P 2 +m2

λ

ΓeP,λ(P, p) (2.111)

In this representation of the vertex, we follow the lines of [31] and separate the regular terms

fAR,k(P, p) and Γ̂µ,eA (p, P ) from the pole-structure with the on-shell condition P 2 = −m2
λ. ΓeP,λ(P, p)

is therefore the pseudoscalar homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter amplitude (2.104) of the pseudoscalar

meson bound-state with the mass mλ. By separating the pole-structure also in the BSE kernel,

we can rewrite the inhomogeneous BSE for the isovector axialvector vertex by

1

ZA

[
Γ̃µ,eA (p, P )

]
αβ

=
1

ZA

[
Γ̃µ,eA,0

]
αβ

+

∫
q
Mαγ,δβ(p, q, P )

{
S(q+)Γ̃µ,eA,0(q, P )S(−q−)

}
γδ

(2.112)
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where M is the renormalised, fully-amputated quark-antiquark scattering amplitude: M =

K +K(SS)K + ..., which can be decomposed as

Mαγ,δβ(p, q, P ) =
[
Γ̄lP,λ(−P, q)

]
γδ

1

P 2 +m2
λ

[
ΓlP,λ(P, p)

]
αβ

+Rαγ,δβ(p, q, P ) (2.113)

where R is regular for P 2 → −m2
λ. We have a unit residue in this equation due to the canonical

normalization presented in section 2.2.2. By substituting M and the isovector axialvector vertex

(2.111) into (2.112) and equating the residue at the bound-state pole, we obtain

δelfλP
µ = Z2

∫
q
trDCF

[
Γµ,eA,0S(q+)ΓlP,λ(q, P )S(−q−)

]
(2.114)

where we were free to chose Z2(µ,Λ) = ZA(µ,Λ), since their ratio is a finite, renormalization-

group-invariant quantity. In the derivation, fλ appeared as the residue of the isovector axi-

alvector vertex
[
Γ̃µeA

]
αβ

(x, x1, x2) = 〈0|TAµe (x)Ψα(x1)Ψ̄β(x2) |0〉, but it further is connected to

the transition from a pseudoscalar meson to an axialvector current. This can be seen, if we

reconsider equation (2.75) and add some Dirac-flavor structure Γre. As result we can extract

gauge-invariant quantities from the bound-state wave-function by setting z = x1 − x2 = 0:

〈0| jΓ
e (x) |λl(P, p)〉 = 〈0| jΓ

e (0) |λl(P, p)〉 e−iPx = −Γβαr
eχlαβ(x, x, P, p)

=−
∫
p
trDCF

[
Γreχl(p, P )

]
e−iPx (2.115)

This represents the vacuum-to-hadron transition element of the corresponding current. If we

use the Dirac structure Γ = γµγ5, which produces axialvector currents, |λl(P, p)〉 is restricted

to pseudoscalar and axialvector mesons. In the following, however, we only will consider pseu-

doscalar mesons. For this case we get

〈0|Aµe (x) |λl(P, p)〉 = δeliP
µfλe

−iPx (2.116)

where the total momentum is fixed to P 2 = m2
λ. Since the pion (λ = π) decays weakly into

leptons (π± → W± → µ± + νµ/ν̄µ), fπ defines the pion’s electroweak decay constant. Further

on, if we consider the medium, this means the finite temperature or cold dense matter case, the

pion decay constant fπ split up into two quantities: one spatial fsπ and one temporal f tπ decay

constant. The corresponding defining equation for the pion decay constants is then given by

δel

(
f tπP

L
µν(v) + fsπP

T
µν(v)

)
P ν = Z2

∫
q
trDCF

[
Γ̃µ,eA,0S(q+)ΓlP,π(q, P )S(−q−)

]
(2.117)

with the four momentum projectors P
L /T
µν (v) given by (2.28) and the unity vector v defined

by v =
(
~0, 1
)

. Consequently the decay constants f tπ and fsπ are longitudinal and transversal to

the fourth momentum component (heat bath in case of finite temperature). Following the lines

of reference [14], we additionally can define a velocity of the pion by the ratio of the two decay
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constants:

u2 =

(
fsπ
f tπ

)2

(2.118)

Only in vacuum (T = 0 and µq = 0) the two decay constant are equal f tπ = fsπ = fπ, yielding the

pion velocity to be u = 1. Furthermore we can find a pion dispersion relation in the symmetry

broken phase. Its real part is given by

ω2 = u2
(
~p2 +m2

π

)
(2.119)

At ~p = 0, the energy of the pion Eπ = umπ is called the pion pole mass. Finally we can state

the in-medium pion propagator. This propagator results from the vacuum pion propagator in

momentum and Euclidean space Dπ(p) = 1
p2+m2

π
, mentioned at the beginning of this section, by

inserting the dispersion relation:

Dπ(p) =
1

p2
4 + u2 (~p2 +m2

π)
(2.120)

where p4 equals a bosonic Matsubara frequency ωp in case of finite temperature.

2.2.5 Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner-relation

If we use Γ = iγ5 instead of Γ = γµγ5 in equation (2.115), we produce pseudoscalar currents

and get the following transition from a pseudoscalar meson to a pseudoscalar current

〈0|Pe(x) |λl(P, p)〉 = δelrλe
−iPx (2.121)

In the beginning of this section, we discussed the conserved quantum numbers of the vectorial

groups of the global flavor transformations UV (1)⊗SUV (Nf )⊗SUA(Nf )⊗UA(1). The discussion

of the axial groups UA(1) and SUA(Nf ), although, was skipped. Both groups are only conserved,

if the masses of all flavors vanish in the mass matrix. Additionally the groups are broken by two

phenomena: anomalous symmetry breaking and the spontaneous mass generation, connected

to the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. Although the symmetries are explicitly and

dynamically broken, there still exist a Noether current. In case of the SUA(Nf )-symmetry-

group the conservation of the Noether current Aµe = Ψ̄γµγ5reΨ, is explicitly hampered by a

mass term, which one can see, considering

∂µA
µ
e = iΨ̄{M, re}γ5Ψ

M=mq1
= 2mqΨ̄iγ5reΨ = 2mqPe (2.122)

This relation represents the partially conserved axialvector current (PCAC) relation and con-

nects the divergence of the axialvector current with a pseudoscalar density. If we include this

relation, for equal quark masses, into a vacuum-to-hadron transition element and consider the
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momentum space, we find the relation

fλm
2
λ = 2mqrλ (2.123)

which is valid for all flavor non-singlet pseudoscalar mesons. In this case the quantity rλ is not

directly measurable, but can be connected to other useful quantities. As derived in reference

[31], we are able to derive an inhomogeneous BSE (2.112) for an isovector, pseudoscalar vertex,

analogue to the discussion of the previous paragraph. The corresponding bare and dressed vertex

are therefore given by Γ̃eP,0 = ZPγ5 ⊗ re

2 ⊗ 1c and

Γ̃eP (p, P ) =
4∑

k=0

fPR,k(P, p)iτ
P
k (P, p)⊗ re

2
⊗ 1c +

rλ
P 2 +m2

λ

ΓeP,λ(P, p) (2.124)

where the terms fPR,k(P, p) are again regular for P 2 → −m2
λ and the isovector, pseudoscalar

vertex also receives a contribution from the bound-state pole at the meson mass mλ. Since the

ratio Z4
ZP

is a renormalisation-group-invariant quantity, we are again free to chose Z4(µ,Λ) =

Z2(µ,Λ)Zm(µ,Λ) = ZP (µ,Λ). The result of equating the residue at the bound-state pole on

both sides of the inhomogeneous BSE then yields

iδelrλ = Z2Zm

∫
q
trDCF

[
Γ̃eP,0S(q+)ΓPl (q, P )S(−q−)

]
(2.125)

If we further consider the steps of reference [31] the following relation for the pion can be deduced

in chiral limit:

rπ =

〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉0

µ

fπ
(2.126)

where
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉0

µ
represents the chiral condensate, which will be discussed later on. Inserting

this relation into the equation (2.123), gives us the known Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner (GMOR)

relation

f2
πm

2
π = 2mq

〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉0

µ
(2.127)

2.3 Observables

As mentioned earlier the first aim of this work is to study the QCD phase diagram. Until now

we discussed the properties of the DSE and BSE components. Henceforth we will look for the

background of the QCD phase diagram, beginning with the introduction of some basis elements

related to the phase diagram.
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2.3.1 Symmetries and order parameters

At first we have to define the meaning of a phase and it’s connection to thermodynamical observ-

ables. In thermodynamics a phase is defined as a possible state of a macroscopic system given

by a localized homogeneous region, which has different thermodynamic properties than other

phases. With thermodynamic properties, physical and chemical properties such as polarization,

magnetization, deformation, structure of a Crystal and so on are meant. In this idealized def-

inition effects like crystal defects or surface effects are neglected. Furthermore, the stability of

these phases is connected with the (analytical) behavior of the thermodynamical potential or the

corresponding partition function, which describes the system. This thermodynamic potential is

continuous for all values of the external parameters, but not analytical. The analyticity therefore

is defined by the continuity and the continuous differentiability of the corresponding function.

If the thermodynamic potential is analytical for a set of external parameters, the corresponding

phase is stable. But if one of the derivatives of the thermodynamic potential exhibits singularities

or discontinuities for a certain set of external parameters, the thermodynamic potential is not

analytical and we observe a phase transition and the coexistence of multiple phases. The order

of the related phase transition between the coexisting phases therefore is given by the number

of derivatives, which have to be applied on the thermodynamic potential until discontinuities

or singularities appear in the resulting derivative. Since the difference between the coexisting

phases become physically unimportant for increasing orders, we rather use a newer classification,

which describes the first order phase transition as discontinuous phase transition and all higher

phase transition as continuous phase transitions. The discontinuous phase transition therefore

results from passing a metastable phase, while evolving from one phase to the other, by changing

a certain external parameter. Such a metastable phase is for example the wet steam region in

case of fluids, where the fluid and the gaseous phase coexist but locally separated. To be able

to separate different phases, we need observables, which serve as indicator for the corresponding

phase. For this purpose, the observables have to be related to properties of the system, which

change when passing from one phase to another. At this point the Landau order parameters are

brought in.

Landau theory

Phase transitions can always be described by an external parameter t, which becomes critical

t → tc at the point where the phase transition between the coexisting phases takes place. In

this context, the Landau theory describes the behavior of observables and the partition function

itself near this critical point. The theory, however, is only applicable on phases which properties

are related to a certain symmetry. Furthermore, the phase transitions have to be marked by

the loss of this symmetry, with the result that the transition of any physical system between

two different states of symmetry (≡ phase) is denoted as phase transition. The Landau order

parameter, mentioned earlier, is a quantity related to the symmetry, which changes its value

when passing from one phase to another. Usually the order parameter is finite in one phase
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and vanishes in the other one. Consequently the order parameter serves as indicator of the

phase transition. Since the order parameter further measures the realization of a phase (how

strongly is a symmetry broken), we have quantitative values of the properties, too. For example

these order parameters can be physical quantities like densities, magnetizations or the dynamical

quark mass, where the last one is produced spontaneously only in one phase, if the chiral limit

is considered. In an area close to the point where the phase transition takes place, the order

parameter additionally can be described by a power law of the external parameter t, mentioned

above. Note that this is only true if we consider continuous phase transitions (should not be

mistaken with a crossover). Consequently we get the following general scaling law for order

parameters

X =b · (−t)β for t < 0

X =0 for t > 0 (2.128)

with the critical exponent β ∈ R+ and the proportionality constant b ∈ R+. In this case

the external parameter t represents the reduced temperature t = T−Tc
Tc

, but other external

parameters like the reduced chemical potential are possible too, if we consider another scaling

law. Furthermore, we note that also other physical quantities behave according to a certain

scaling law near the point of the phase transition. For example the response function R, which

is defined as the second derivative of the thermodynamical potential, fulfills the general scaling

law

R =c · (t)−γ for t > 0

R =c′ · (−t)−γ′ for t < 0 (2.129)

with γ and γ′ being two different critical exponents for the area above and below the point of

the phase transition. Apart from this quantity, there are further scaling laws for the correlation-

length, the correlation-function, the state variable and others. All these scaling laws have in

common, that they are universal, which means, that the phase separation and the fact that

there is critical behavior are identical for different systems, if the critical temperature Tc is used

as normalization. As result the scaling law is valid for all respective quantities of all systems,

dimensions, sizes and theories. The only things that change are the related critical exponents

and proportionality factors as well as the values of the critical temperature Tc. Systems, which

have the same critical exponents, are part of the same universality class. Furthermore, the

positive defined critical exponents (β for the order parameter, γ for the response-function, δ for

the state variable) as well as the scaling function are universal quantities. This entails that the

critical exponents only depend on the dimension and the approximation method, but not on

the coupling strength. Since the critical exponents are always positively defined, the sign in the

exponent of the scaling law indicates if the observable trends towards zero or if it diverges. The

further purpose of the Landau theory is to expand the thermodynamic potential A in powers of
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the order parameter X near the critical point of the phase transition. This can be represented

by

A(X,T ) ∼A0(T ) +A2(T ) ·X2 +A4(T ) ·X4 + . . .

An(T ) ∼An,0 +An,0 · t+ . . . (2.130)

where we used symmetry arguments to cancel the odd powers of the order parameter. Before

we can use our knowledge about the temperature and chemical potential behavior of the order

parameter to discuss the phase diagram, we have to mention that the first order phase transition

has a discontinuity in the order parameter at the point where the phase transition takes place, in

contrast to the continuous phase transition. Furthermore we have to mention two symmetries,

which are important for the strong interaction.

Chiral symmetry

Chiral symmetry and its breaking is one of the most important non-perturbative phenomenon

of the QCD. Thereby, the chirality is the property of left- and right-handed quarks to transform

separately under the chiral symmetry group SUR(Nf )× SUL(Nf ). Due to this transformation

property the left- and right-handed quarks decouple from each other. While the right-handed

quark transforms under the fundamental representation of the right-handed group SUR(Nf ),

the left-handed quark transforms as singlet and vice versa for the left-handed group SUL(Nf ).

If we consider the chiral limit, which is defined as the limit of vanishing quark masses, the chiral

symmetry group results from the enlarged flavor symmetry group SUV (Nf )×SUA(Nf ). In fact,

any mass term breaks the SUA(Nf )-group and therefore the chiral-symmetry, no matter whether

the mass term is dynamically generated or explicitly given in the QCD-action. To investigate

this property, we will use the right-handed (Ψ+) and left-handed (Ψ−) quarks (also called Weyl-

spinors), which are defined in equation (A.16). The Dirac-spinor thereby is a superposition of

these two representations Ψ =

(
Ψ+

Ψ−

)
and can be projected onto the Weyl-spinors utilizing the

chiral projectors P± defined in equation (A.15). With these projectors we are able to express

the QCD-action by left- and right-handed quarks, to figure out which tensor-structures break

the chiral symmetry. There are two possible cases how Dirac matrices transform under chiral

symmetry:

Γ =γµ, γµγ5 →
PωΓPω = 0

Ψ̄−ωΓΨω = 0
→ Ψ̄ΓΨ =

∑
ω

Ψ̄ωΓΨω,

Γ =1, γ5, σ
µν →

P−ωΓPω = 0

Ψ̄ωΓΨω = 0
→ Ψ̄ΓΨ =

∑
ω

Ψ̄−ωΓΨω (2.131)

The Dirac tensor-structure elements, shown in the first line, are chiral symmetric terms of the

QCD-action, which we can see, if we consider the transformation Ψ
′
ω = UωΨω with the trans-
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formation matrix Uω = ei
∑
a ε
ω
a τa in the following. In this transformation, τa represent the

hermitian, traceless generators of the SUR/L(Nf )-groups and ε±a are the corresponding inde-

pendent group parameters. Applying the mentioned transformation onto the tensor-structures,

given in the first line of the last equation, yields

∑
ω

Ψ̄
′
ωΓΨ

′
ω =

∑
ω

Ψ̄ωU
†
ωΓUωΨω =

∑
ω

Ψ̄ωΓΨω (2.132)

The tensor-structures of the second line, however, break chiral symmetry, since U †−ωUω 6= 1. As

result we see, that an explicit mass term in the QCD-action breaks chiral symmetry. Another

indication for this property is that the 2 ×
(
N2
f − 1

)
Noether currents jµa,ω = Ψ̄ωγ

µτaΨω and

their related charges Qa,ω =
∫
d3xΨ†ωτaΨω are only conserved, if the mass matrix, defined in the

Appendix A.1.2, vanish:

∂µj
µ
a,ω = i

(
Ψ̄−ωMτaΨω − Ψ̄ωτaMΨ−ω

)
(2.133)

The best way to observe the implications of an introduction of a mass term is to consider the

charge, which corresponds to the UA(1) Noether current without the anomalous contribution

jµ = Ψ̄γµγ5Ψ. This charge is given by

QA(t) =

∫
d3xΨ̄γ0γ5Ψ =

∫
d3xΨ†γ5Ψ (2.134)

If we further insert γ5 = P+ − P− into the charge, we can split the contribution of the right-

and left-handed quarks:

QA(t) =

∫
d3x(Ψ†+Ψ+ −Ψ†−Ψ−) =

∫
d3x(n+ − n−) = N+ −N− (2.135)

Since the charge is no longer a constant of motion, if we insert a mass term, the ratio between

left- and right-handed quarks N+

N−
can vary with time. As result, the introduction of a mass

is connected to a possible transfer between right- and left-handed quarks and therefore to the

breaking of chiral symmetry. To understand this property physically, we consider the helicity

h = ~s~p
|~s||~p| , which describes the projection of the spin ~s onto the direction of motion ~p. If the

spin points in the same direction as the momentum the particle is called left-handed and for the

case that it points in the opposite direction, it is called right-handed. For massive particles, it

is always possible to find an inertial system by Lorentz-boost, which is faster than the particle,

since a massive particle cannot move at the speed of light. The result is that the direction

of motion and therefore the sign of the helicity switches. Consequently the helicity is only a

conserved quantum-number for massless particles.

Until now we discussed the chiral symmetry breaking by an explicit mass term. But one of the

key features of QCD is the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking (SχSB), which is connected

to the purely non-perturbative phenomenon of dynamical quark mass generation. Against the

expectation, the dominant contribution to the physical quark mass does not result from the
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Higgs-mechanism, but from SχSB and the UA(1)-anomaly instead. This is true in chiral limit

as well as for physical quark masses. While the explicit breaking of chiral symmetry, which is

due to the current quark mass term (generated from Higgs-mechanism), is independent from

external parameters like temperature and chemical potential, the dynamical mass generation

and therefore the SχSB strongly depends on these parameters. As result, it is possible that

the dynamical part of the chiral symmetry is restored under certain conditions of the external

parameters.

In the following, we want to find an order parameter for the chiral symmetry. Since the explicit

chiral symmetry breaking is always present independent from the external parameters, we only

observe an actual phase transition between the chiral broken and the chiral symmetric phase in

case of the chiral limit. If, however, we consider the physical case with non-vanishing current

quark masses, we are only able to study the dynamical part of the chiral symmetry breaking. In

this case, we will denote the phase where the dynamical part of the chiral symmetry breaking

almost vanishes and mainly the explicit one remains, as chiral symmetric phase.

Connected to the experience that a mass term breaks chiral symmetry, the obvious first choice

for an order parameter is the dynamical quark mass Mf (p) =
Bf (p)
Af (p) . Another common pos-

sibility is the quark condensate
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f
µ
, which is the derivative of the generating functional

w.r.t. the current quark mass. The quark condensate is a possible choice, since it describes the

transition probability for left-handed quarks to become right-handed ones and vice versa. This

property can be seen by inserting the chiral representation (see A.1.2) of the Dirac-Matrices in

the quark condensate
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f
µ

=
〈

Ψ†LΨR

〉f
µ

+
〈

Ψ†RΨL

〉f
µ
. The connection to chiral symmetry

is automatically given if we compare with (2.135). Only if the transition probability is zero

the ratio between the right-handed and left-handed quarks is constant. To calculate the quark

condensate, we use the expression

〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f
µ

= −Zf,vacm (Λ, µ)Zf,vac2 (Λ, µ)
∑∫
q

trDC

[
Sf (p, µ)

]
(2.136)

resulting from (2.15) and yielding

〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f
µ

= −Z
f
mZ

f
2Nc

π2


1
2

∫ Λ
R,q

Bf (q2)

q2A2
f (q2)+B2

f (q2)
in vacuum,

2
∑∫ Λ
R,q

Bf (~q2,ωq)

~q2A2
f (~q2,ωq)+ω̃2

qC
2
f (~q2,ωq)+B2

f (~q2,ωq)
for finite temperature,

1
π

∫ Λ
R,q

∫ 1
−1 dz

√
1−z2Bf (q2,z)

~q2A2
f (q2,z)+ω̃2

qC
2
f (q2,z)+B2

f (q2,z)
for cold dense matter,

(2.137)

if we insert the already known quark propagator. In the upper equations Z2 and Zm are the

quark wave-function and the quark mass renormalization constants. The trace trDC includes

the Dirac and the color trace and the shortcuts for the integrals are defined in Appendix C.1.

Nc is the number of color flavors and z = cos(θ) represents the angle between the four internal

momentum q and the fourth component of the same. The index µ further implies, that the
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quark condensate depends on the quark renormalization point. At a certain point, however, we

need to remove this dependency by multiplying the quark condensate by a factor, which defines

the renormalization point invariant quark condensate

〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f

=

(
1

2
log

(
µ2

Λ2
QCD

))γm
·
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f
µ

(2.138)

While the chiral condensate, which is defined as the quark condensate in chiral limit, vanishes

above a certain critical external parameter value, the quark condensate converges to a fixed

value in case of physical quark masses. This value is proportional to the bare quark mass

and shows a quadratically divergent behavior. Furthermore the asymptotic value represents

the static contribution of the quark condensate, resulting from the current quark mass in the

quark propagator. If we use the fact that the dynamical contribution of the quark propagator

becomes negligible for high quark masses, we can regularize the quark condensate by subtracting

the primarily static quark condensate of a heavy quark, weighted with the corresponding mass

ratio:

∆
(µ)
f ′f =

〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f ′

(µ)
−
Zf
′

mm
f ′

R (µ)

Zfmm
f
R(µ)

〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f

(µ)
(2.139)

In this regularized quark condensate no divergences appear anymore. Note that we do not sum

over the index f . Additionally the high quark does not necessarily have to be back coupled

to the system. The observation that the quark condensate in the physical quark mass case

trends towards zero but never vanishes, is attributed to the fact, that the explicit mass term

breaks chiral symmetry independent from the thermodynamic circumstances. As result the

quark condensate does not indicate a proper phase transition for non-vanishing quark masses.

Although, this order parameter will be used throughout this work, we can mention another order

parameter: The chiral susceptibility, which is given by χf (p) =
∂〈Ψ̄Ψ〉f

µ

∂mfR(µ)
.

Confinement

The confinement is a not fully understood non-perturbative phenomenon of QCD, which can

be described with two related points of view. On one hand the confinement is connected to the

complete absence of (free) colored particles from particle state space, while it is, on the other

hand, connected to the fact that it is impossible to separate individual quarks completely. The

first statement is known as color confinement and the latter one is called the quark confinement.

To discuss the quark confinement, we have to introduce the potential between two quarks, which

is given by V (r) = α
r + σr, where σ defines the string tension in the linear rising component.

The direct implication of this linear rising potential is, that an infinite amount of energy is

necessary to separate two quarks completely. But for a rising distance between the two quarks

the stored potential energy increases, due to the separation of the quarks. At a certain point

it becomes eventually large enough to create a quark-antiquark-pair. Due to this case of string
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breaking, the potential mentioned above has to be varied in the sense that it becomes constant

at a certain distance between the two quarks. The quarks consequently can be separated up to

a given distance, but it is impossible to separate them completely. Since the resulting quark-

antiquark pairs of the string breaking are color neutral, the color confinement is always fulfilled.

Connected to the scenario with linear rising potential, we can define the Polyakov-loop, which

is obtained by taking the color trace of the Wilson loop in direction of the imaginary time τ :

L[A] :=
1

Nc
trC

(
Pei

∫
drA4(~x,τ)

)
(2.140)

In this equation, P defines the path-ordering operator. If we further take the expectation value

of the Polyakov loop 〈L[A]〉, we find that the resulting quantity is connected to the free energy

of a static quark Fq:

〈L[A]〉 ∝ e−
Fq
T =

0 if Fq =∞

finite if Fq <∞
(2.141)

This mirrors the implications of the linear rising potential. As result, we have found an order

parameter for the confinement-deconfinement phase transition. It only remains to define how

the expectation value of the Polyakov-loop is calculated. In fact a DSE for the background field

〈A0〉 is derived and calculated, which yields upon integration the potential of the background

field. The DSE for this background field was introduced in [32] and is diagrammatically given

by 2.6. Utilizing this background field we can define an upper bound for the expectation value

Figure 2.6: DSE for the background field 〈A0〉. The curly propagators at the bottom of each
diagram represent the background field. It couples to a gluon-, a ghost- and a quark-loop as
well as to a pair of two-loop diagrams involving gluon and ghost propagators.

of the Polyakov-loop:

L[〈A0〉] ≥ 〈L[A0]〉 , L[〈A0〉] = 0 ⇔ 〈L[A0]〉 = 0 (2.142)

The confinement phase diagram was studied in previous works [10], but will not be discussed in

this work. In future works, however, it is possible to study the confinement in case of the cold

dense matter case.

2.3.2 QCD phase diagram

Until now we discussed the basis elements of a phase diagram and mentioned, that all information

to the thermodynamic properties of a given system are summed in its phase diagram. An
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(a)
(b)

Figure 2.7: Sketches for the QCD phase diagram with special attention to different areas.

arbitrary phase diagram therefore is determined by an equation of state f(T, µq). Depending

on the behavior of this state-equation and the related properties of the system at a given set of

external parameters (T, µq), certain areas are defined as phases. Different phases are separated

by lines, which can be parameterized by the critical external parameters (Tc(µq), µq). Thereby

these so-called coexistence lines/ areas/ hyperareas indicate a phase transition between multiple

coexisting phases. Furthermore, we distinguish between different kinds of phase transitions by

presenting different kinds of lines in the phase diagram. Additionally there is a critical end point,

which represents the point, where the kind of phase transition of the coexistence line changes.

The state-equation usually depends on many external parameters but can be projected onto

pairs of two of these parameters.

The QCD phase diagram contains information of the two symmetries, which we discussed in the

paragraph before. The corresponding state-equations are the order parameters of the respective

symmetry. They depend on the external parameters of temperature T and quark µq or baryon

µB chemical potential. According to these symmetries and the related properties, we distinguish

phases corresponding to different kinds of strongly interacting matter. Two possible sketches of

the QCD phase diagram are shown in figure 2.7.

The phases, in these QCD phase diagrams, are shown for the external parameters of temperature

on the vertical axes and the baryon chemical potential on the horizontal axes. As on can see,

there is a rich structure and various effects. We can distinguish between three main areas:

the quark-gluon-Plasma (QGP), the color-superconductors and the hadronic phase. The latter

phase, at small temperatures and chemical potentials (correspond to small densities), is therefore

defined by a realized color confinement and a spontaneously broken chiral symmetry, due to the

formation of a quark condensate. The physical degrees of freedom in this phase are the only

free particle for the related conditions: the strongly interacting hadrons. The most popular

hadrons are the protons and the neutrons, which form nuclei and atoms and therefore all higher

structures that appear in nature. Figure 2.7a shows the corresponding position of such nuclear

matter. It further defines the vacuum as the point of zero temperature and chemical potential
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or density. In the second phase - the quark-gluon-plasma at high temperatures and chemical

potentials - the quarks and gluons are the degrees of freedom, since there is no longer a color

confinement in this phase. Additionally, the chiral symmetry is (approximately) restored in this

phase. At the hot and dense conditions of the QGP-phase the quarks can consequently move as

free particles. Finally it remains only to mention the last phase: the superconducting phase(s) at

high chemical potential (high densities) and low temperatures. These superconducting phase(s)

exist in great variety, due to different kinds of quark flavors, and are assumed to be present in

neutron stars. An important phenomenon at very high densities (chemical potentials) of the

strange quark matter is the appearance of a so-called color-flavor-locking (CFL) phase, in which

quarks form Cooper pairs only in certain combinations of color and flavor. The CFL phase is

the most symmetric realization of a color-superconducting phase, where all three quark flavors

symmetrically participate in forming Cooper pairs. In this phase left-handed quarks are paired

with each other, as well as right-handed ones. The chiral symmetry is broken, but not due to the

formation of a quark condensate, but rather by the pairing of the left- and right-handed quarks.

Furthermore the differences due to the quark masses can be neglected, which distinguish the

CFL phase from the non-CFL phases. The most important non-CFL phase is the 2SC phase,

where two light flavors form Cooper pairs, while the strange quark remains unpaired as residual

color-charge. A study to the different superconducting phases can be found in reference [33].

While the existence of the phases are largely accepted, the coexistence lines are still a matter

of intense studies in experimental and theoretical groups, as one can see in figure 2.7a, where

different experiments are mentioned. The following statements can summarize the present status.

The hadronic phase and the QGP are separated by different transition regions. For vanishing

chemical potential as well as for small chemical potentials we find a crossover, which indicates a

continuous change between the phases. For increasing chemical potential this crossover ends up

in a second order critical end point (CEP), which separates the crossover region from the sharp

(first order) phase transitions, expected for higher chemical potentials. Previous works [2] showed

a gap between the crossover of the confinement and the crossover of the chiral symmetry, but the

chiral and the confinement-deconfinement coexistence lines have the same CEP. Additionally,

no differences in the area of the sharp phase transitions were found. Furthermore we observed

in previous works, as well as in this work, an additional phase in the area of the sharp phase

transition. Our investigations to the QCD phase diagram showed that the crossover turns at the

critical end point into an area defined by the upper and lower spinodal. The upper and lower

spinodal are therefore two possible solutions for the first order phase transition. We already

mentioned, that a discontinuous phase transition results from passing a metastable phase, while

evolving from the symmetric to the non-symmetric phase. The mentioned area between the two

spinodal is such a metastable phase, where both phases the QGP and the hadronic phase coexist

but locally separated.

We have to mention that the crossover as continuous transition between the two phases is not an

actual phase transition and does not have a properly defined critical temperature. Therefore, we

define a pseudo-critical temperature to resolve this issue. There are two possible ways to define
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such a pseudo-critical temperature, which work for the discontinuous phase transition too. First

of all we can use the inflection point method, where we utilize the point of maximal change in

the curve of the order parameter w.r.t. the temperature. This yields for the chiral symmetry,

with the quark condensate as order parameter:∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f
µ

∂T

∣∣∣∣∣∣
T=T infl.c

= max
∀T

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f
µ

∂T

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.143)

Secondly, we can define the pseudo critical temperature by the maximum of the response function

of the respective symmetry. In case of the chiral symmetry the response function is given by the

chiral susceptibility. Consequently the pseudo critical temperature is defined by∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f
µ

∂mf
R(µ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
T=T infl.c

= max
∀T

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉f
µ

∂mf
R(µ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2.144)

The latter definition measures the reaction of the system to small changes in the quark mass.

Both methods give different results in the crossover region but coincide in the discontinuous

phase transition region and the CEP.

2.3.3 Silverblaze property

The Silverblaze property is a property of the cold dense matter case. It states that, in a

relativistic theory at zero temperature, the partition function and observables do not depend

on the chemical potential, if the latter stays below the mass gap of the system. If the chemical

potential exceeds the mass gap, states can be excited and observables change. The mass gap

depends on the observed particles. In case of baryons the mass gap is equal to mB
3 , with mB

being the baryon mass of the lightest baryon. The Silverblaze region is therefore below µ < mB
3 .

If we consider mesons, the mass gap is given by mM
2 , with mM being the meson mass of the

lightest meson. Although the Lagrangian of the theory shows an explicit chemical potential

dependence, observables like the masses of physical particles must stay constant, which requires

a cancellation of the internal chemical potential dependencies of the Lagrangian. The Silverblaze

property only holds at zero temperature, since thermal excitations also change observables.

Additionally we have to be attentive in choosing the truncation, since the latter one can easily

violate the Silverblaze property. In the following, we will follow the traces of reference [33] to

discuss the Silverblaze property.

For simplicity, we now assume a quark propagator (2.44) with the physical mass ∆, which has

a pole on the imaginary p4-axis and fulfills

D(~p2 = 0, p4 = i∆) =−∆2C2(~p2 = 0, p4 = i∆) +B2(~p2 = 0, p4 = i∆) = 0 (2.145)

Simultaneously, ∆ should be the lowest singularity of the system, which means the mass gap of

the system. If we consider the figure 2.8 and the residue theorem, we can use the substitution
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q4 −→ q4 + iµq as long as the singularity at =(q4) = ∆ is not included in the closed path γ, this

means as long as the chemical potential µq is smaller as the pole ∆.

Figure 2.8: Change in the integration contour for finite chemical potential µq below the mass
gap ∆, using the residue theorem. The dots represent the pols of the propagator in the complex
q4 plane.

If we apply the substitution mentioned above to the quark self-energy Σ, the quark-loop Π and

the quark condensate
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉

for chemical potentials below the mass gap µq < ∆, we get the

following connections to the vacuum analogues:

Σ(~p, p4 + iµq) ∼
∫
q
S(~q, q4 + iµq)K(~p, p4 + iµq, ~q, q4 + iµq)

q4→q4+iµq
=

∫
q
S(~q, q4)K(~p, p4 + iµq, ~q, q4) ∼ Σvac(~p, p4 + iµq)

Π(~k, k4) ∼
∫
q
S(~q, q4 + iµq)S(~p, p4 + iµq)K̃(~p, p4 + iµq, ~q, q4 + iµq)

q4→q4+iµq
=

p=q−k

∫
q
S(~q, q4)S(~p, p4)K̃(~p, p4, ~q, q4) ∼ Πvac(~k, k4)

〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉
∼
∫
q
S(~q, q4 + iµq)

q4→q4+iµq
=

∫
q
S(~q, q4) ∼

〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉
vac

(2.146)

The quark condensate, as observable, stays constant below the mass gap and therefore reflects

the Silverblaze property. The other two equations show, that the quark self-energy and the

quark loop at finite chemical potential can be calculated by the analog expressions in vacuum,

if we consider the vacuum expressions at a certain point of the complex plane. For the validity

of the last two equations, it is important to choose a kernel with a consistent dependence on

the chemical potential: K(p4 + iµq, q4 + iµq). For this purpose, we have to consider the vertex,

included in the kernel. In the quark DSE we use a vertex Γ(p, q) = Γ(k = p−q), whose chemical

potential dependence drops out. Consequently the truncation scheme of the quark DSE does

not violate the relation mentioned above. For the gluon DSE, in contrast, we have to use a

vertex of the form Γ(p, q) = Γ(p2 + q2 = ~p2 + p2
4 + ~q2 + q2

4), since Γ(p, q) = Γ(k = p − q) spoils

the multiplicative renormalizability. But this vertex violates the Silverblaze property, since a

consistent implementation of the chemical potential would require a dependence on (p4 + iµq)
2

and (q4 + iµq)
2. This violation, however, is only weak. As result, we will accept this violation

in our calculations.
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QCD phase diagram

The goal of this chapter is to calculate the QCD phase diagram, using the most elaborate

truncation with adequate input and as few approximations as possible. For this purpose, we

investigate at first the quark and gluon propagators, then we pass to the order parameters

including the thermal mass of the gluon, which is only calculable due to the unquenching effects

included in this truncation and finally we reach the QCD phase diagram. But first we have to

present the properties and specifications of the truncation scheme and to discuss the related

gluon renormalization. The truncation thereby is adopt from previous works (see for example

[22] and [2]), where the impact of additional quark flavors on the QCD phase diagram were

studied. Additionally, we can compare with FRG results [34], [35], which use the Polyakov

extended quark-meson model.

3.1 Truncation scheme

In this section we introduce the approximations, which are necessary to make the system of

coupled Dyson-Schwinger equations numerically calculable. As already mentioned before, the

Dyson-Schwinger equations are the foundation of an infinite tower of coupled integral-equations.

Since it is too complicated to solve them self-consistently, the main difficulty in the DSE-

framework is to find a truncation scheme that correctly describes the relevant physics, while

cutting the infinite tower of integral equations. Especially in the case of QCD-thermodynamics,

we have to be very attentive. In this case the infinite tower of Dyson-Schwinger equations has

to be cut-off such that the temperature and density dependence of the n-point functions, that

are not determined self-consistently, are carefully approximated.

To truncate the system, input from other sources - such as symmetries, constraints or other

calculation methods - are necessary. Therefore, in this work, the truncation scheme has two

key points: An approximation in the gluon DSE and an approximation for the full quark-gluon

vertex. Since studies to the full gluon DSE are very difficult and mostly restricted to large and

infinite temperatures, the gluon is truncated by separating the quark back-coupling (quark-loop

for each flavor) and the pure gluonic Yang-Mills part. While the Yang-Mills part is replaced by
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temperature dependent quenched lattice fit data - neglecting second order unquenching effects1

in Yang-Mills diagrams - the quark back-coupling term introduces an implicit chemical poten-

tial dependence and ensures that important temperature effects of the unquenched gluon are

taken into account. By splitting these two terms and calculating them separately no interactions

between diagrams contained in Yang-Mills part and back-coupling terms are involved. But as

comparisons with unquenched lattice data [10] for the vacuum and the finite temperature and

vanishing chemical potential case shows, this approximation is valid within an error of a few

percent (below five percent). Due to this truncation the gluon DSE (2.26) boils down to the

following equation

D−1
εν (k) =

[
Dlat. que
εν (k)

]−1
+ ΠQL

εν (k) (3.1)

where we omitted color indices. The corresponding quark-loop is given by

ΠQL
εν (k) = −g

2

2

Nf∑
f

Zf1F

∑∫
q

trD

[
γεS

f (p)Γν(p, q, k)Sf (q)
]

(3.2)

and the quenched gluon propagatorDlat. que
εν (k) is determined by temperature dependent quenched

lattice fits for the transversal (Z lat que
T ) and the longitudinal (Z lat que

L ) gluon dressing functions

[36], which are given by the equation

Z lat que
T,L (k2) =

x

(x+ 1)2

[(
ĉ

x+ aT,L(T )

)bT,L(T )

+ x

(
β0α

4π
ln(1 + x)

)γ]
(3.3)

Here we use the shorthand x = k2/Λ2, with k being the four momentum of the gluon. ĉ = 5.87

and Λ = 1.4 GeV are temperature-independent parameters. The logarithmic term leads to the

perturbative running with the anomalous dimension γ =
−13Nc+4Nf
22Nc+4Nf

in the ultraviolet momentum

area. At this point, we have to bear in mind that the fit function represents the quenched gluon

dressing functions. Consequently Nf has to be equal to 0 in the anomalous dimension of this fit-

function. Furthermore aT,L(T ), bT,L(T ) describe temperature dependent fit parameters. With

a transition temperature of Tc = 277MeV for the quenched SU(3) theory, these temperature-

dependent fit parameters are given by

aL(t) =

0.595− 0.9025 · t+ 0.4005 · t2 if t < 1

3.6199 · t− 3.4835 if t > 1
,

aT (t) =

0.595 + 1.1010 · t2 if t < 1

0.8505 · t− 0.2965 if t > 1
,

1Unquenching effects describe effects resulting from quark (matter sector in general) back-coupling onto the
Yang-Mills part. In the quenched case the gluon is decoupled from the quark and can be calculated without the
knowledge of the quark, but the quark itself depend further on the gluon (Yang-Mills part).
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bL(t) =

1.355− 0.5741 · t+ 0.3287 · t2 if t < 1

0.1131 · t+ 0.9319 if t > 1
,

bT (t) =

1.355 + 0.5548 · t2 if t < 1

0.4296 · t+ 0.7103 if t > 1
(3.4)

with the reduced temperature t := T/Tc. Adding the same tensor-structure as above (see

equation (2.46)), the quenched gluon propagator for finite temperature and the cold dense

matter case is given by

Dlat que
εν (k) = P Tεν(k)

Z lat que
T (k2)

k2
+ PLεν(k)

Z lat que
L (k2)

k2
+ PL

εν (k)ξ (3.5)

or in the vacuum case by

Dlat que
εν (k) = PT

εν (k)
Z lat que
T/L (k2;T = 0)

k2
+ PL

εν (k)ξ (3.6)

It is notable that the quenched gluon is independent of chemical potential, which enters the

gluon DSE only through the quark-loop. Furthermore, the Landau-gauge (ξ = 0) is employed

throughout this work.

Since the behavior of the vertex at finite temperature and density is unknown, constraints and

symmetries have to be used to achieve an appropriate form of the quark-gluon interaction.

Therefore, information from lattice or the functional form of the vertex has to be used. At this

point, the information to the functional form combines information from the well-known pertur-

bative behavior at large momenta and the approximate form from the Slavnov-Taylor-Identity

at small momenta. At large momenta, temperature and density effects are exponentially sup-

pressed, so that the interaction relies entirely on the vacuum structure of the vertex. Furthermore

the vertex dressing function combined with the gluon dressing function fulfills the perturbative

renormalization-group running of the coupling in ultraviolet. As already mentioned (see also sec-

tion 2.1.4), the longitudinal part of the vertex is fixed by the Slavnov-Taylor-Identity (STI), but

since it is unknown if the exact solution of the Slavnov-Taylor identity has the same Ball-Chiu

structure, it is questionable if the full vertex structure, presented in (2.56) (or correspondingly

in (2.57)), is a good approximation. Consequently we only will use the first Ball-Chiu term in

the following. This means that we only take the leading γµ-tensor-structure of the Abelian Ball-

Chiu construction into account, which is multiplied with a factorized infrared enhanced function

Γ(x), that accounts for the non-Abelian dressing effects and the correct ultraviolet running of

the vertex. Finally we get for finite temperatures the following vertex

Γfν (p, q, k) =γνΓ(x)

(
δν,s

Af (~p2, ωp) +Af (~q2, ωq)

2
+ δν,4

Cf (~p2, ωp) + Cf (~q2, ωq)

2

)
Γ(x) =

d1

d2 + k2
+

x

1 + x

(
β0α(µ′′) ln[x+ 1]

4π

)2δ

(3.7)
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with the flavor dependence f and the squared momentum variable x, which is in the case of the

quark DSE the gluon momentum squared (x = k2

Λ2 ) and in case of the quark-loop calculation a

sum over the quark momenta (x = p2+q2

Λ2 ) due to multiplicative renormalizability. In the cold

dense matter case, we use the same ansatz but we have to exchange the discreet Matsubara

frequencies by the fourth momentum component. The factorized function Γ(x) represents the

universal momentum behavior of the leading dressing function of the vertex. It is determined

by the qualitative accordance with explicit results for the vertex DSE at zero temperature (see

[37] and references therein). The infrared part in Γ(x) is fixed by the constant Λ = 1.4GeV, the

fit parameter d2 = 0.5GeV2 and the effective infrared strength of the vertex2

d1 =

4.6 in case of quenched theory

8.05 in case of unquenched theory with Nf = 2 + 1
(3.8)

While d2 is fixed to match the transition scale from the infrared to the ultraviolet of the gluon

sector, the infrared strength of the vertex d1 is adjusted to match the temperature behavior

(especially the critical temperature) of the condensate in lattice calculations [22]. Information

related to the vertex dressing function Γ(x) and in particular for the infrared part are encoded

it the GH̃-factor of the approximated Slavnov-Taylor identity (2.52). Studies to the behavior of

the ghost dressing function G(k2) and the ghost-quark scattering kernel H(k2) can be found in

reference [7], [38], [39] and [24].

Concerning the perturbative behavior, the running coupling α(µ′′) at a chosen scale µ′′, the

beta-function β0 and the anomalous dimension of the vertex in this ansatz 2δ are given by

α(µ′′) =
g2

4π
= 0.3, β0 =

11Nc − 2Nf

3
, δ =

−9Nc

44Nc − 8Nf
(3.9)

We can emphasize that this vertex ansatz shows some important properties. In the ultraviolet

area, where the leading γµ-part dominates, the presented ansatz has the correct running of the

one-loop resumed perturbation theory. It fulfills charge conjugation symmetry, required for the

full vertex. It also contains potential temperature and chemical potential dependencies. Another

advantage is that the ghost DSE does not have to be solved simultaneously in this truncation. In

vacuum we have to use Af (p2)+Af (q2)
2 instead of

(
δµ,s

Af (~p2,ωp)+Af (~q2,ωq)
2 + δµ,4

Cf (~p2,ωp)+Cf (~q2,ωq)
2

)
in the presented ansatz.

3.2 Gluon renormalization

Now that we introduced a truncation scheme that includes unquenching effects of the gluon

and couples different quark flavors via the quark-loop, we have to focus on the renormalization

of this gluon. Therefore, we will separate the vacuum and the in-medium cases to highlight

different aspects of the renormalization. As in the case of the quark renormalization (see section

2Actually the ratio d1
d2

is the infrared strength of the vertex, but we will further on refer d1 as infrared strength.
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2.1.5), we first have to introduce a regulator and a regularization scheme. Since we have the

same numerical situation as for the quark, the O(4)-UV cutoff plays the role of the regulator.

Due to this hard cutoff regulator, spurious quadratic divergences appear in the gluon self-energy,

which break translational and gauge invariance. In medium these quadratic divergences are

further accompanied by thermal mass like quantities, that we have to be aware of when we later

regularize the gluon. Aside of the superconducting phase - where a thermal mass appears, which

is transversal to the heat bath (P Tεν(k)) - the thermal mass like terms appear only in the PLεν(k)

part of the gluon. The PLεν(k) part of the gluon, as well as the P Tεν(k) one, is in fact transversal

to the gluon four momentum (PT
εν (k)) and fulfills

ΠL(k2)k2
∣∣
k2−→0

= aΛ2︸︷︷︸
quadratic divergence

+ bT 2 + cµ2
q︸ ︷︷ ︸

thermal mass like

(3.10)

with some constants a, b and c and the hard O(4)-cutoff Λ. Only the first term has to be removed

carefully without spoiling the thermal mass like terms. Furthermore, there is an unphysical,

quadratically divergent component longitudinal to the gluon four-momentum, which result from

the hard cutoff, too. This longitudinal component has to vanish in Landau-gauge. Due to the

unphysical longitudinal component, the vacuum self-energy receives the following form

Πεν(k) = ΠL (k)PL
εν (k) + ΠT (k)PT

εν (k) (3.11)

with the transversal PT
εν (k) and longitudinal PL

εν (k) projectors w.r.t. the four momentum of the

gluon - defined in equation (2.28) - and the projected gluon self-energies

ΠT (k) =
Πεν(k)PT

εν (k)

3

ΠL (k) = Πεν(k)PL
εν (k) (3.12)

obtained using the gluon projector rules presented in Appendix A.1.1. The task is now to

find a regularization that removes the unphysical components longitudinal to the gluon four

momentum and the spurious quadratic divergences (3.10), without spoiling the thermal mass

like terms. It transpires that the following projector removes both. Consequently we can define

the regularized self-energy by

Πreg
εν (k) =

[
δεαδνβ − δενPL

αβ(k)
]

Παβ(k)

=PT
εν (k)

(
ΠT (k)−ΠL (k)

)
(3.13)

This is the same as using the Brown-Pennington projector PBPεν (k) = δεν − 4kεkν
k2 on Πεν di-

rectly. The quadratic divergences from the PT
εν (k) and PL

εν (k) gluon parts cancel, leaving only

a logarithmic divergent term in the direction longitudinal to heat bath.
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Vacuum case

This logarithmic divergence is removed by fixing the renormalization in vacuum. For this purpose

we should fix the gluon renormalization constant Z̃3, but due to our truncation scheme we rather

replace the gluon renormalization constant by the subtraction of the gluon self-energy at a given

gluon renormalization point µ′

Πren
εν (k) = Πreg

εν (k)−Πreg
εν (µ′) (3.14)

Therefore this subtraction obeys the renormalization condition

Πren
εν (µ′) = 0 (3.15)

With this in mind, we can project the truncated and renormalized gluon DSE (compare with

equation (3.1)) onto the gluon tensor-structure, using the projector rules presented in Appendix

A.1.1 and the definitions (2.47) for the dressed gluon and (3.6) for the quenched gluon. Conse-

quently this yields the following DSE for the gluon dressing function in vacuum:

[
Z(k2)

]−1
=
[
Zque lat
T/L (k2;T → 0)

]−1
+ Πren

vac(k) (3.16)

The corresponding renormalized and regularized gluon self-energies, projected onto the physical

gluon tensor-structure, are given by

Πren
vac(k) =Πreg

vac(k)−Πreg
vac(µ

′)

Πreg
vac(k) =

1

3k2

Nf∑
f

Πf,reg
εν (k)PT

εν (k) (3.17)

The regularized gluon self-energy with tensor-structure Πf,reg
εν (k) is therefore calculated by equa-

tion (3.13) and (3.2) without Z̃3.

Medium cases

The regularization method already was constructed such that medium effects - like the appear-

ance of a thermal mass like term - are taken into account when subtracting the divergences. Con-

sequently we only have to study the renormalization. Since the introduction of temperature and

chemical potential does not introduce new divergences, we use the vacuum self-energy Πreg
vac(µ′)

at the gluon renormalization point µ′ to calculate the renormalized transversalhb Πren
T (k) and

longitudinalhb Πren
L (k) self-energies

Πren
T/L(k) = Πreg

T/L(k)−Πreg
vac(µ

′) (3.18)
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where the regularized transversal (w.r.t. heat bath) Πreg
T (k) and longitudinal (w.r.t. heat bath)

Πreg
L (k) gluon self-energies are defined by

Πreg
T (k) =

1

2k2

Nf∑
f

Πf,reg
εν (k)P Tεν(k)

Πreg
L (k) =

1

k2

Nf∑
f

Πf,reg
εν (k)PLεν(k) (3.19)

with the longitudinal PLεν(k) and transversal P Tεν(k) projectors presented in equation (2.41).

Like in vacuum the regularized gluon self-energy with tensor-structure is calculated by equation

(3.13) and (3.2) without Z̃3. By using the gluon projector rules from Appendix A.1.1 we can

project the gluon DSE onto the longitudinal (w.r.t. heat bath) and transversal (w.r.t. heat

bath) tensor-structure of the gluon in medium, with the following resulting DSE’s for the gluon

dressing functions [
ZT/L(~k2, ωk)

]−1
=
[
Zque lat
T/L (k2)

]−1
+ Πren

T/L(k). (3.20)

In addition to these calculations we have to bear in mind, that the gluon self-energy contributes

to the thermal mass of the gluon, which is the dominant thermal effect. We already mentioned

that the gluon self-energy now is free of quadratic divergences, which are related to the finite

cutoff, but still contains infrared divergences due to thermal mass. As a consequence we split

the gluon self-energy into a divergence free part (regular part) Πregular
T/L (k) and a thermal mass

mth
T/L(T, µq)

Πreg
T/L(k) =

Πreg
T/L(k)~k2

∣∣∣
ωk=0,~k2−→0

k2
+ Πregular

T/L (k), (3.21)

where the thermal mass is defined by[
mth
T/L(T, µq)

]2
:=

1

2
Πreg
T/L(k)~k2

∣∣∣
ωk=0,~k2−→0

, (3.22)

and the regular part by

Πregular
T/L (k) = Πreg

T/L(k)−
2
[
mth
T/L(T, µq)

]2

k2
. (3.23)

This separation is noteworthy since we will calculate the thermal mass with higher accuracy as

the regular part and therefore the regular part has to be split up. For more details see C.3.

The electric screening mass mth
L (T, µq) is also known as the Debye mass and is always present

in the medium. In contrast to that, the magnetic screening mass mth
L (T, µq) only appears in the

color-superconducting phase and is also known as Meissner mass.
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3.3 Results

In this section we will at first present the results for the quark and gluon propagators for the

truncation shown in this chapter for various temperatures T and chemical potentials µq, then

we will continue with the order parameters - for chiral symmetry breaking - resulting from these

propagators. At the end we will conclude with the related QCD phase diagram. The numerical

background is detailed in Appendix C and the used model parameters will be mentioned with

the related results. To investigate the quark and gluon propagators, we have to decompose them

into their tensor-structures. This rather technical task is done in Appendix B.1, including the

final equations used for the results that follow.

3.3.1 Quark propagator

At first, we will include the temperature in our investigations of the quark propagator, keeping

the chemical potential fixed at µq = 0 and demonstrate the effect that the temperature has on

the (real) quark dressing functions. For this purpose, we use a light quark mass of mu/d = 0.8

MeV for the up and down quark and the experimentally known factor of 27 between the strange

quark mass and the light quark mass to fix the strange quark mass (ms = 27 · mu/d = 21.6

MeV). Therefore, we fixed these values, obtained from the GMOR relation, by renormalization

conditions at the quark renormalization point µ = 80 GeV. Since previous works [2] showed that

QCD with Nf = 2 + 1 quark flavor and QCD with Nf = 2 + 1 + 1 quark flavor provide almost

the same results, we will only discuss the case of Nf = 2 + 1 quark flavors. In this case, the

related parameters have already been presented in section 3.1.

As one can see in figure 3.1, the starting point of the finite temperature curves increases for

increasing temperatures. The reason for this behavior is the fact, that the zeroth (np = 0) quark

(fermionic) Matsubara frequency ωp = πT (2np + 1) does not vanish and we plot against the

four momentum p2 = ~p2 +ω2
p instead of the three momentum ~p2. For small temperatures below

T ≈ 110 MeV, there are only small variations in the momentum behavior of all dressing functions

and one can readily see that the vacuum limit is fulfilled. Because of the good agreement with

the vacuum result of the scalar dressing function one can further speak of a degeneration of

the scalar dressing function behavior below this temperature. Additionally, it is important to

mention that we can observe the desired degeneration of the two vector dressing functions if we

approach the vacuum. The best demonstration for this property is shown in figure 3.1d. For

temperatures equal and above T ≈ 110 MeV we can observe a significant change in the infrared

behavior of all dressing functions. In particular, for the scalar dressing function and the related

dynamical quark mass this is meaningful. For increasing temperatures, the infrared value of

the dynamical quark mass decreases. Since the dynamical quark mass is an order parameter

for chiral symmetry, we therefore observe the restoration of chiral symmetry. In the ultraviolet

part of the dressing functions, there are no temperature effects visible for momenta bigger than

p2 ≈ 50 GeV2. A test of the precision of the isotropic extrapolation (defined by equation (C.17)),

by comparing the results for two sequential Matsubara frequencies for finite temperature, but
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.1: Collection of results for the light quark dressing functions for vanishing chemical
potential. The figures (a)-(c) display the first A(~p2, ω0) and second C(~p2, ω0) vector and the
scalar B(~p2, ω0) dressing function for the zeroth Matsubara frequency ω0 plotted against the
four momentum p2 = ~p2 + ω2

p for the vacuum (black line) and various other temperatures but
vanishing chemical potential. Figure (d) represents the ratio between the two vector dressing
functions and (e) and (f) are the corresponding quark wave-function renormalization ZF (~p2, ω0)
and the dynamical quark mass M(~p2, ω0).
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vanishing chemical potential was already made in a previous work [2]. The problem is that the

precision was only tested for vanishing chemical potential, whose inclusion is known to break

O(4)-invariance. Consequently we will discuss the equivalent version for non-vanishing chemical

potential later on.

The second step is to include the quark chemical potential of the up and down quark in our

investigation. The corresponding results are given by 3.2. Thus the strange quark chemical

potential is kept zero µsq = 0 MeV. The main effect of this inclusion is that the quark dressing

functions are no longer real valued. This means that the quark dressing functions obtain an

imaginary component, which has to be investigated. As one can see in figure 3.2 the absolute

scale of this imaginary part is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the real part. Further

we can observe that the starting point of all curves lies at one specific four momentum, which

is equal to the zeroth Matsubara frequency. As one can see in figure 3.2a to 3.2c, the impact of

the chemical potential on the real part of all quark dressing functions is small below a chemical

potential of about µq ≈ 200 MeV. Above this critical value the momentum dependence of

the vector dressing functions is more influenced and one can observe a strong decrease in the

scalar dressing function, which corresponds to a restoration of chiral symmetry. Further, it is

noteworthy that increasing chemical potential leads to different UV limits for the Matsubara

frequencies of the second vector dressing function. This is a sign that the chemical potential

breaks O(4)-symmetry and that the isotropic extrapolation method used in this work - employed

to compare with previous works - and described in Appendix C, fails. In figure 3.2d we have a

closer look to this topic. We defined a relative difference between the real parts of two second

vector dressing functions with sequential Matsubara frequencies:

∆n(~p2) =
<[C(~p2, ωn)]−<[C(~p2, ωn+1)]

1
2 (<[C(~p2, ωn)] + <[C(~p2, ωn+1)])

(3.24)

This definition coincides with the definition for vanishing chemical potential, introduced in refer-

ence [2]. The relative difference, in this reference, was shown for all quark dressing functions for

finite temperature but vanishing chemical potential. In case of non-vanishing chemical poten-

tial, we only have to discuss the second vector dressing function, since the scalar and first vector

dressing function show the same behavior as stated in the mentioned reference. The relative dif-

ference ∆0(~p2) of the two second vector dressing functions, which corresponds to the difference

between the dressing functions of the first two Matsubara frequencies (C(~p2, ω0) and C(~p2, ω1)),

has a non-vanishing relative difference, which additionally increase with the chemical potential.

In contrast, the relative difference for higher Matsubara frequencies vanishes for all presented

chemical potentials. The other way around, it is obvious that the O(4)-invariance is restored for

decreasing chemical potential. Therefore the zero chemical potential limit is naturally fulfilled.

To continue we consider the imaginary part of all quark dressing functions. The first observa-

tion is the symmetry of the quark dressing functions with respect to the Matsubara frequencies,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3.2: Collection of results for the light quark dressing functions for various temperatures
and chemical potentials. The figures (a)-(c) show the real part of the first A(~p2, ωp) and second
C(~p2, ωp) vector and the scalar B(~p2, ωp) dressing function for the zeroth Matsubara frequency
ω0 plotted against the four momentum p2 = ~p2 + ω2

p for a fixed temperature of T = 100 MeV
and various chemical potentials. In figure (d) the difference between the second vector dressing
function for two sequent Matsubara frequencies is plotted against the three momentum ~p2.
Therefore only the UV limit is presented for a fixed temperature of T = 100 MeV and various
chemical potentials. (e) and (f) demonstrate the imaginary part of the second vector dressing
function once for a fixed temperature of T = 100 MeV and various chemical potentials and once
for a fixed chemical potential of µq = 100 MeV and various temperatures. Therefore only the
zeroth Matsubara frequency is shown and while (e) is plotted against the four momentum p2,
(f) is plotted against the three momentum ~p2.
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which can be displayed by the equation

D(~p2, ωn) = D∗(~p2, ω−(n+1)) (3.25)

with ω−(n+1) = −ωn and D ∈ {A,B,C}. All quark dressing functions show the same behavior

for increasing chemical potential and fixed temperature, therefore we demonstrate only the

second vector dressing function in figure 3.2e. Generally we can say, that the imaginary part of

the quark dressing functions slowly rise up to a chemical potential of µq = 200 MeV. Above this

value there is a strong increase in the imaginary part of the dressing functions. If we redo this

investigation for fixed chemical potential and increasing temperatures, we observe a rise of the

imaginary part of all dressing functions, but striking is the change of sign in the IR area for the

vector dressing functions. In the UV area we further can see an improvement to the results of

reference [2]. Due to the variation detailed in Appendix C.4 we were able to fix the problem of

a non-vanishing imaginary part in the UV limit. Further investigations to the quark propagator

can be found in reference [2].

3.3.2 Gluon propagator

After discussing the quark propagator, we have to consider the other fundamental degree of

freedom of the QCD. Consequently, this section will be about the influence of temperature and

chemical potential onto the gluon propagator, which we will study again by considering the

dressing functions. To start, we show the results for the longitudinal and transversal gluon

dressing functions in figure 3.3. For different temperatures, the qualitative behavior is not

changed significantly, but quantitatively we can observe a difference. While the transverse gluon

dressing function is almost temperature independent, the longitudinal gluon dressing function

has a visible change in the maximum and the scale, where the dressing function rises. The reason

for this behavior is the thermal mass. The main impact of the back-coupling from the matter

sector onto the gluon at finite chemical potential and finite temperature results in the thermal

mass. Since the Meissner mass vanishes in contrast to the Debye mass, the longitudinal gluon

dressing function is affected much more. If we consider the chemical potential dependency, the

gluon dressing functions behave similar. To estimate the influence of changes in the thermal

mass on the gluon dressing function, it is of interest to investigate the thermal mass and the

regular part of the quark-loop separately. Additionally, to get an idea of the difference between

the longitudinal and transversal part and the difference between the effects of increasing the

temperature in opposite to the effect of increasing the chemical potential, we define

∆ΠT ,ΠL(~k2, 0) =
Πregular
T (~k2, 0)−Πregular

L (~k2, 0)

1
2

(
Πregular
T (~k2, 0) + Πregular

L (~k2, 0)
) (3.26)

and show the corresponding result in figure 3.4. The new defined quantity is not influenced by

the thermal mass, since it only depends on the regular part of the gluon. Therefore we can
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3: Unquenched longitudinal (a) and transversal (b) gluon dressing function for Nf =
2+1 quark flavors and for various temperatures and vanishing chemical potential, plotted against
the four momentum of the gluon.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Relative difference between the regular parts of the longitudinal and transversal
quark-loop for fixed chemical potential and various temperatures in figure (a) and for fixed
temperatures and various chemical potentials in figure (b). The relative difference is therefore
plotted against the four momentum of the gluon.

investigate the influence of the temperature and the chemical potential on the gluon dressing

function, without the changes which are due to the thermal mass.

While the increase of temperature influences the relative difference between the transversal and

longitudinal regular part predominantly for small temperatures below T ≈ 200 MeV and it is

almost temperature independent above this critical temperature - except for a small change in

the scale of the decrease. An increase of the chemical potential has the opposite effect. This

means that the relative difference between the regular parts only changes slightly for chemical

potentials below µq ≈ 200 MeV, but increases strongly above this value. This behavior reflects

the chemical potential dependency of the quark dressing functions, shown in figure 3.2. For

vanishing temperature and chemical potential the relative difference between the two regular

parts should vanish, because of the degeneration of the transversal and longitudinal dressing

function in vacuum. This vacuum limit can be seen in figure 3.4a.

Next we will investigate the behavior of the thermal mass resulting from the quark-loop calcu-

lation for different temperatures and chemical potentials. The results are shown in figure 3.5.

In this figure, we show the thermal mass against the temperature for various chemical poten-

tials and classify the results depending on the type of the “phase” transition for the observed

chemical potential. While the thermal mass shows a continuous behavior for chemical potentials
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Thermal mass resulting from Nf = 2+1 quark-loops plotted against the temperature
and shown for various chemical potentials (every chemical potential between µq = 0 MeV and
µq = 240 MeV in steps of 10 MeV). While in figure (a) the thermal mass is demonstrated for
quarks and gluons corresponding to the crossover (black lines) and the upper spinodal solution
(gray lines), figure (b) shows the crossover (black lines) and the lower spinodal solution (gray
lines). In both figures the red line represents the thermal mass against the temperature for the
critical chemical potential.

below µcq = 170 MeV, it is discontinuous above this critical value. Later on we will denote the

chemical potential region below the critical chemical potential as crossover region and the region

above as first order region. Furthermore we can distinguish between two stable solutions above

the critical chemical potential, calculated with different staring guesses and different calculation

directions. For more information see Appendix C.4 and the next section. In both cases we

can observe, that the thermal mass behavior becomes steeper the closer one gets to the critical

chemical potential and turns into a discontinuity above this critical value. The temperature

where the discontinuity appears, decreases with rising chemical potential but differently for the

two stable solutions. Additionally we can see that for high temperatures the behavior of the

thermal mass can be described by a straight line with a chemical potential independent slope

and different offsets for different chemical potentials
((
mL
th

)2
(T −→∞, µq) ≈ m · T + b(µq)

)
.

This property, however, is in contrast to hard thermal loop (HTL) calculations, which (to one

loop order) predict
(
mL
th

)2 ∝ T 2 for high temperatures.

3.3.3 Chiral symmetry order parameter

Until now we investigated the quark and gluon propagators for different temperatures and chem-

ical potentials. However, we already know that these propagators are impossible to measure

experimentally because of confinement and gauge invariance. Thus in this section we will in-

vestigate observables for chiral symmetry, which are calculated from the fundamental degrees of

freedom, but are experimentally measurable. For chiral symmetry we already discussed that we

can consider the dynamical generated quark mass M(~p2, ωp) the chiral susceptibility χ(~p2, ωp)

and the (regularized) quark condensate
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉

(T, µq) (∆(T, µq)). In the following we will utilize

the regularized quark condensate, which is defined in (2.139) and describes mainly the dynami-

cally generated part of the quark condensate. The results for the regularized quark condensate

for different temperatures and chemical potentials are shown in figure 3.6.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: Regularized quark condensate against the temperature for different chemical poten-
tials (every chemical potential between µq = 0 MeV and µq = 240 MeV in steps of 10 MeV).
While in figure (a) the regularized quark condensate is shown for the crossover (black lines) and
upper spinodal solution (gray lines), figure (b) demonstrate the regularized quark condensate for
the crossover (black lines) and lower spinodal solution (gray lines). In both figures the red line
represents the regularized condensate against the temperature for the critical chemical potential
µcq and the blue lines show the corresponding development of the regularized quark condensate
at the (pseudo-) critical temperature Tc(µq).

For high chemical potential and temperature the regularized quark condensate trends towards

zero, which is related to a restoration of chiral symmetry. The chiral symmetry, however, is

never fully restored since we consider the physical case away from chiral limit. In this case the

chiral symmetry gets broken by the explicit mass term independent from the thermodynamic

circumstances. Additionally we can observe that for high temperatures and chemical potentials

the regularized quark condensate becomes slightly negative, which is a problem of the calcula-

tion method and is more detailed in Appendix C.4.

Furthermore we can see a continuous behavior of the regularized quark condensate for small

chemical potentials. For increasing chemical potential and for approaching a critical chemical

potential of µcq = 170 MeV the decrease of the regularized condensate becomes steeper and turns

into a discontinuity above this critical value. With this behavior we can define and distinguish

two types of transitions, a continuous transition for chemical potentials below a critical chemical

potential of µcq = 170 MeV and a discontinuous phase transition above it. At this point, the

discontinuous phase transitions for chemical potentials above the critical chemical potential are

phase transitions of first order (we can observe a jump in the curve of the regularized quark

condensate). The transition at the critical chemical potential itself is a phase transition of sec-

ond order (only the first derivative of the curve is discontinuous). Furthermore we find two

stable solutions above the critical chemical potential. How these two spinodals can be choosed

is detailed in Appendix C.4. For chemical potentials above the critical value we have a distinct

temperature for the phase transition between the chiral broken and the chiral symmetric, which

equals the temperature of the discontinuity. In the crossover region below the critical chemical

potential, however, a transition point is not properly defined as already mentioned in section

2.3.2. Although, the crossover does not describe a real phase transition, we were able to define

a pseudo-critical temperature. We introduced two possible definitions for the (pseudo-) critical

temperature, which are applicable for the crossover region as well as the first oder region. But
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while the defined temperatures differ in the crossover region, they are equal in the first order

phase transition region. In the following, we will utilize the inflection point method in equation

(2.143) as definition of the (pseudo-) critical temperature. By doing so we can observe the

development of the regularized quark condensate at the (pseudo-) critical temperature (see the

blue lines in figure 3.6). Additionally we can see that the pseudo-critical temperature Tc(µq)

decreases in the crossover region (dark blue line) and also in the first order phase transition

region (blue line). For the later one we can say, that the critical temperature of the second

solution (lower spinodal) decreases faster. Therefore we have our first hints for the behavior and

properties of the coexistence lines in the QCD phase diagram. With this in mind we now can

turn our interest onto the QCD phase diagram.

3.3.4 QCD phase diagram

In the last section we investigated the regularized quark condensate for different chemical poten-

tials and temperatures and already saw some hints on the QCD phase diagram. In this section

we now will discuss the properties of the phase diagram, resulting from the presented quark

condensate for Nf = 2 + 1 quark flavors. In the phase diagram we show transition lines and

mention their type of transition. For this purpose, we use the same pseudo-critical temperature

as in the last chapter for the crossover region (denoting the crossover as a phase transition in

the following, although this is a false description, since it is a continuous change) and the tem-

perature where the discontinuity appears for the critical temperature of the first order phase

transitions. With this in mind we get the QCD phase diagram presented in figure 3.7.

The crossover transition line starts at T inflc (µq = 0) = 151.25 MeV and turns at the second order

critical end point into a phase-coexistence-area, specified by the upper and lower spinodals. In

this area the phases exist simultaneously but locally separated. The second order critical end

point, which separates the crossover region from the first order phase transition region, is given

at the point

(
T c, µcq

)
= ( 112.75(50) , 170.0(5) )MeV (3.27)

The critical end point as well as the pseudo-critical temperature at vanishing chemical potential

differs slightly from previous calculations in reference [2], but can be explained by little changes

in the numerical evaluation - for example the separation of the real and imaginary part of the

quark DSE shown in equation (C.17). Direct comparisons showed almost perfect agreement.

Also the overall behavior corresponds very well with the previous results. For more information

to the QCD phase diagram see reference [2].
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Figure 3.7: QCD phase diagram for Nf = 2 + 1 quark flavors. The dashed line represents the
crossover transition line, this means a continuous transition between the chiral symmetric and
the chiral broken phase, where we defined a pseudo-critical temperature as transition point.
The normal line in contrast represents a first order phase transition line, so a discontinuous
(first order) phase transition, which limits a phase-coexistence-area where both phases exists
simultaneously but at different locations (gray area). The big dot shows the point of the second
order phase transition critical end point (CEP).
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Chapter 4

Quarks and pions in cold dense

matter

If we are searching for an adequate toy model for first results of the quark and pion dressing

functions, the Maris-Tandy ansatz is the best choice. Not only that the ansatz leads to the

correct pion mass, it also provides the perfect framework to test new results to quarks and

pions at finite chemical potential. But at first we compare with the more elaborate model

discussed before, by calculating the corresponding QCD phase diagram. To begin with, we have

to introduce the truncation scheme.

4.1 Truncation scheme

As already mentioned in section 3.1 the infinite tower of coupled integral equations has to be

approximated by imposing a suitable truncation scheme. In this chapter we will utilize a stronger

approximation, in which we will introduce a fit function for the running coupling. Therefore we

will not calculate the gluon or ghost DSE, neglecting unquenching and coupling effects between

different quark flavors. Further we use the Landau gauge (ξ = 0) and approximate the vertex

by the first Ball-Chiu term:

Γfν (p, q, k) = γν

(
Γfs δνs + Γf4δν4

)
Γ(~k2, ωk) (4.1)

with Γfs =
Af (~p2,ωp)+Af (~q2,ωq)

2 and Γf4 =
Cf (~p2,ωp)+Cf (~q2,ωq)

2 in medium and

Γfν (p, q, k) = γνΓfBCΓ(k2) (4.2)

with ΓfBC = Af (p2)+Af (q2)
2 in vacuum. The desired truncation scheme is the so-called Maris-

Tandy approximation, which was first proposed in [40]. In this approximation we combine the

vertex Γ and gluon Z dressing functions to a renormalization-group invariant coupling α. But

for the possibility of an inclusion of thermal mass we will define a new effective coupling Ω = α
k2 ,
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whereby we get the following connection to the gluon (2.47) and vertex (4.2) in vacuum

1

Z̃3

g2

4π
Dεν(k)Γfν (p, q, k) = PT

εν (k)Ω(k2)γνΓfBC (4.3)

and correspondingly in medium

1

Z̃3

g2

4π
Dεν(k)Γfν (p, q, k) =

[
P Tεν(k)ΩT (~k2, ωk) + PLεν(k)ΩL(~k2, ωk)

]
γν

(
Γfs δνs + Γf4δν4

)
(4.4)

with the gluon and vertex tensor-structures given in (2.46) and (4.1). The effective coupling Ω

for the different cases

Ω(k2) =Ω̃(k2)

ΩT/L(~k2, ωk) =


Ω̃

(
~k2 + ω2

k +
(
m
T/L
th

)2
)

for model with thermal mass

Ω̃
(
~k2 + ω2

k

)
for model without thermal mass

(4.5)

is then replaced by

Ω̃(s) = π
η7

Λ2
xe−η

2x + Ω̃UV (s), Ω̃UV (s) =
1

s

2πγm

(
1− e−s/Λ2

t

)
ln

[
e2 − 1 +

(
1 + s/Λ2

QCD

)2
] (4.6)

with x = s
Λ2 . The infrared s2 behavior in the coupling α (correspondingly the s behavior in Ω)

only occur for technical convenience. It cancels not only the 1
k2 factor of the gluon propagator

but also the kinematic singularity stemming from the transverse projector in Landau gauge. The

problem with this model is, that the infrared part of the effective coupling Ω vanishes for s −→ 0.

In opposite, the interaction with one less power in s produces brunch cuts in the integrand [30],

but now the infrared part of the effective coupling is constant for s −→ 0. Many observables are

insensitive to the deep-infrared behavior of the interaction, due to the freeze-out of dynamical

quark mass in the infrared part. This is also true for the replacement πη7x −→ 2πη5 which

was suggested in reference [41] with slight readjustment of the parameters. This variation of the

model is now called the Qin-Chang-model, which is given by the following equation where the

UV part Ω̃UV (s) stays the same.

Ω̃(s) = 2π
η5

Λ2
e−η

2x + Ω̃UV (s) (4.7)

For both versions (Maris-Tandy and Qin-Chang) the latter term accounts for the right ultraviolet

running with the anomalous dimension of the quark mass function γm = 12
11Nc−2Nf

and fixed

quark flavor number Nf = 4. The corresponding UV parameters for four quark flavors are

Λt = 1GeV and ΛQCD = 0.234GeV. The non-perturbative physics, on the other hand, is encoded

in the first term, which is characterized by two parameters: the infrared scale Λ = 0.72GeV and

a dimensionless parameter η = 1.8. The scale Λ, together with the quark mass, is fixed by
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experimental data, while the dimensionless parameter η remains free.1 The only remaining

piece is the longitudinal and transversal thermal mass m
L/T
th . For this purpose we can, for

example, employ the thermal mass values used in reference [12], which are given by

(
mT
th,HTL

)2
=0(

mL
th,HTL

)2
=

16

5

(
T 2 +

6

5π2
µ2
q

)
(4.8)

Further we can choose if the first Ball-Chiu terms (Γs and Γ4) are used or if they are replaced by

the quark wave-function renormalization constant Zvac2 (µ,Λ). Finally we can set Z̃1 = 1 since

the ghost-gluon-vertex is not ultraviolet divergent in Landau gauge. To get the cold dense matter

case, we again have to exchange the discreet Matsubara frequencies by the fourth component of

the four vector.

4.2 Results for the quark propagator and the QCD phase dia-

gram

In this section we will present our results related to the QCD phase diagram for the simplified

truncation presented in this chapter. Since we already discussed the fundamental degrees of

freedom - the quark and gluon propagator - in detail in the last chapter, we only will mention

some modifications of the quark propagator. Then we will present our results for the quark

propagator for cold dense matter. Additionally we will touch upon the chiral symmetry order

parameter and show the resulting phase diagram stemming from the new truncation scheme. In

addition to the new truncation scheme we use another renormalization point µ = 19 GeV for

the quark and calculate the quark mass renormalization constant for a high mass, to circumvent

the problem presented in section 2.1.5. The results will be given with the model parameters of

the respective ansatz (Maris-Tandy or Qin-Chang). Like in the previous chapter, the strange

quark chemical potential is kept zero. Due to the fact that the separation of the imaginary and

real part of the quark self-energy, presented in equation (C.17), is not possible for the calcula-

tion of the quark on the chemical potential axes until now, we neglect this correction for the

following results. To be able to compare our phase diagram for the simplified truncation, we

will reproduce the results from reference [42]. Therefore we first have to mention the changes of

the quark propagator if we consider the chiral limit.

4.2.1 Quark propagator and condensate in chiral limit

To investigate the influence of the quark mass onto the quark propagator, we will use the vac-

uum case for sake of simplicity. If, in this case, we approach the chiral limit, the vector dressing

1The description with Λ and η is a newer definition and the relationship with the usual parameters (ω or σ,D)
used in reference [12] is given by ω = Λ

η
and D = ηΛ2.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: (a): Vacuum (T = 0 MeV and µq = 0 MeV) scalar dressing function B(p2) for
different quark masses mR(µ). (b): Normalized regularized quark condensate against the tem-
perature for vanishing chemical potential and various quark masses. The normalization is done
by dividing the regularized quark condensate for finite temperatures by the corresponding value
in vacuum. The results of both figures are calculated with the Maris-Tandy ansatz presented in
equation (4.6) with the parameters given in the section 4.1.

function is not affected very much. As we can see in figure 4.1a, the scalar dressing function

converges to a new ultraviolet behavior, if we decrease the quark mass. Ultimately the ultravi-

olet behavior of the chiral limit is described by the regular asymptotic form shown in equation

(2.69) and detailed in section 2.1.5. Further we can see that the infrared part increases with the

mass. But the ratio between the maximal dynamical contribution in the infrared and the quark

mass input at the renormalization point B(0)
B(µ) decrease for increasing quark masses.

The next step is to study the impact of the quark mass on the quark condensate. To compare

the results for different quark masses it is necessary to consider the regularized quark conden-

sate. The related results for the regularized quark condensate for vanishing chemical potential,

but different quark masses and temperatures are shown in figure 4.1b. We can see that the

normalized, regularized quark condensates coincide for low temperatures, but show a continual

decrease with different strengths for large temperatures. The vacuum limit for the unnormalized,

but regularized quark condensate increases slowly for increasing quark masses. By decreasing

the quark mass and therefore approaching the chiral limit the dynamical part of the quark

condensate decreases, but approaches the zero only in case of the chiral limit. Further we can

observe, that the crossover for finite quark masses turns into a phase-transition of second order

in the case of the chiral limit. The corresponding critical temperature for the chiral limit with

a Maris-Tandy ansatz given by (4.6) is Tc(µq = 0) = 156.0 MeV.

4.2.2 Quark propagator and condensate for cold dense matter

To complete the QCD phase diagram we need results for the chemical potential axes, which,

in the following, we will refer to as the cold dense matter case. In Appendix C.2 we discuss

two possible calculation methods for this case and select a method, which uses quark dressing

functions depending on the four momentum q and an angle zq = cos(θq) between the four

momentum and the fourth component of the same. The corresponding DSE’s for the quark
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dressing functions are given by

Af (p2, zp) =Z2 +
Z2

2CFα(µ′′)

4π2p2(1− z2
p)

∫ Λ2

ε2
dq2

∫ 1

−1
dyq

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

q

q2

Df (q2, zq)
·

·
[
Af (q2, zq)KAA + Cf (q2, zq) (|q|zq + iµq)KAC

]
Bf (p2, zp) =Z2ZmmR(µ) +

Z2
2CFα(µ′′)

4π2

∫ Λ2

ε2
dq2

∫ 1

−1
dyq

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

q

q2Bf (q2, zq)KBB

Df (q2, zq)

Cf (p2, zp) =Z2 +
Z2

2CFα(µ′′)

4π2 (|p|zp + iµq)

∫ Λ2

ε2
dq2

∫ 1

−1
dyq

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

q

q2

Df (q2, zq)
·

·
[
Af (q2, zq)KCA + Cf (q2, zq) (|q|zq + iµq)KCC

]
(4.9)

with the angle yq = cos(Ψq) between the external and internal three momentum: ~p~q = |~p||~q|yq.
The related angular kernels are presented in (B.14). In this section, we will show our results for

these quark dressing functions and the corresponding quark condensate. To check the validity of

the results for the cold dense matter case, we have three possible tests: a “vacuum limit” and a

“medium limit” as well as the consistency of the quark condensate. To investigate the chemical

potential dependency of the quark dressing functions first, we will start with the vacuum limit,

where we study if the cold dense matter results trend towards the vacuum result, when we

decrease the chemical potential.

The vacuum limit for the real part of the quark dressing functions is given in figure 4.2. The first

observation is that the dressing functions are not strongly dependent on the chemical potential.

However, there are a few properties, which can be discussed. While the first vector dressing

function in figure 4.2a only shows some marginal variations in the middle momentum region

and a slight decrease in the infrared, the scalar dressing function in figure 4.2b increases in the

infrared region, if the chemical potential is increased. Furthermore, both dressing functions have

in common that the chemical potential effects become negligible in the ultraviolet. The second

vector dressing function, in contrast, contains chemical potential effects in the UV. As one can

see in figure 4.2d, the dressing function strongly varies for different angles zp between the four

momentum p and the fourth component of the same. For certain angles, we have different UV

limits, which implies that the O(4)-invariance is broken. Furthermore the difference between

these individual UV limits increase with increasing chemical potential. In the infrared area of the

second vector dressing function, presented in figure 4.2c, the behavior of the dressing function

is similar to the one of the first vector dressing function: we only observe a small decrease of

the dressing function, if the chemical potential is increased.

Additionally, another feature of the finite chemical potential can be stated, which will become

more important later on. This feature is connected to the angle mentioned earlier and entails

that all dressing functions vary in the middle momentum region. This variation is more or less

pronounced for the different dressing functions, but increases for all dressing functions if the

chemical potential is increased. While the variation strongly affects the scalar and second vector

dressing function, the first vector dressing function shows almost no variation. Furthermore, the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: Vacuum limit of the real part of the quark dressing functions for vanishing temper-
ature and different chemical potentials including the vacuum case (black line). In figure (a) the
real part of the first vector dressing function A(p2, θp) is plotted against the four momentum p2

for different angles between the four momentum and the fourth component of the same. The
remaining figures are the corresponding displays for the scalar dressing function B(p2, θp) (b)
and the second vector dressing function C(p2, θp) (c) and (d). The figure (d) therefore is the UV
limit of the second vector dressing function. The results are calculated with the Maris-Tandy
ansatz presented in (4.6) and the parameters given in section 4.1. Additionally the quark mass
is given by mR(µ) = 3.7 MeV at a renormalization point of µ = 19 GeV.
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variation of all dressing functions vanish in the IR limit. In the UV limit, however, the variation

only vanishes for the first vector and scalar dressing function. Next we study the behavior of

the imaginary part of all dressing functions. These imaginary parts decrease continually, if we

approach the vacuum limit and ultimately vanish. Furthermore the relation (3.25), found for

the medium, also holds for the cold dense matter case. In this case it is given by

X∗(p2, z = cos(θ)) = X(p2,−z) (4.10)

with X representing one of the quark dressing functions. If we consider the vacuum limit, it is

obvious that the first vector and scalar dressing function trend towards the vacuum solution and

that the difference of the individual UV limits of the second vector dressing function vanishes.

Furthermore the imaginary parts of all dressing functions vanish and the variation in the middle

momentum region decreases. The infrared limit of the second vector dressing function, however,

is more complicated since the solutions of the cold dense matter case and the vacuum case

differ for all chemical potential. For decreasing chemical potential, the variation of the dressing

function (due to different angles) is shifted to the infrared, with the result that the vacuum and

the cold dense matter solution coincide for certain angles. If we further calculate the vacuum

dressing functions with the cold dense matter method - this means calculating the first and

second vector dressing function separately and integrating over a further angle explicitly as

shown in equation (4.9) - and set the chemical potential to zero, the actual vacuum result is

reproduced perfectly. This includes that the vector dressing function degenerate. Finally, we

can say that the vacuum limit is fulfilled for all dressing functions and independent from the

calculation method, which is used to calculate the vacuum.

In the following, we will consider a fixed chemical potential and compare the quark dressing

function solution of the cold dense matter case with corresponding results for finite temperature.

By turning down the temperature, we will study if the finite temperature results trend towards

the cold dense matter solution. We will call this vanishing temperature limit: “medium limit”.

The corresponding results of all dressing functions in this limit are presented in figure 4.3.

At first, we will consider the medium limit of the real parts of the quark dressing functions,

before we will look for the imaginary part. In figure 4.3a and 4.3b we immediately see that the

temperature and chemical potential effects in the UV limit of the first vector and the scalar

dressing function vanishes for all temperatures. If we further consider decreasing temperatures,

the finite temperature results match the IR part of the cold dense matter dressing functions

the better, the lower the temperature is. On the other hand, for higher temperatures above 90

MeV, there still is a strong difference between the finite temperature and the cold dense matter

results. This difference, however, is less pronounced in case of the scalar dressing function. To

achieve good results for the medium limit of the second vector dressing function, it is necessary

to improve the numeric. This is done using more and more explicit Matsubara frequencies, the

higher the chemical potential is. Applying this high precision, we observe in figure 4.3c that the

difference between the finite temperature and the cold dense matter results is clearly visible,
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.3: Medium limit of the quark dressing functions for fixed chemical potential and differ-
ent temperatures, as well as the (regularized) quark condensate for the upper and lower spinodal.
Figure (a) to (e) are calculated with the Maris-Tandy ansatz given in (4.6), a quark mass of
mR(µ) = 3.7 MeV at a renormalization point of 19 GeV and the parameters given in section 4.1.
The result given in figure (f) is calculated with the same Maris-Tandy ansatz but without the
UV part of the interaction and two different masses at the same renormalization point, as well
as the parameter set (η,Λ) = (1.5625, 0.8 GeV). The upper spinodal is calculated in chiral limit,
but for the lower spinodal we have to introduce a quark mass of mR(µ) = 1 KeV. Figure (a)
and (e) show the real and imaginary part of the first vector dressing function A for a chemical
potential of µq = 250 MeV and various temperatures, plotted against the four momentum for
different Matsubara frequencies and angles between the four momentum and the fourth compo-
nent of the same. Figure (b) to (e) are the corresponding ones for the other dressing functions,
with figure (b) showing the real part of the scalar dressing function B and (c) and (d) the real
part of the second vector dressing function C, where (d) is the UV limit. For the latter two we
used an other chemical potential of µq = 100 MeV. Figure (f) represents the (regularized) quark
condensate in cold dense matter.
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already at small temperatures. Additionally, this difference increases fast, so that we can observe

a distinct gap between the finite temperature and cold dense matter results in the infrared region

for a small temperature of T = 60 MeV. To study the UV limit of the second vector-dressing

function, we consider figure 4.3d. Here we can see that the zeroth Matsubara frequency, which

breaks the O(4)-invariance (compare with figure 3.2d and the discussion in the related section

3.3.1), increases for decreasing temperature and trends towards the cold dense matter solution.

This yields that the O(4)-invariance, which is mainly broken by the chemical potential and only

slightly by the temperature, gets restored to some extend for increasing temperatures.

It is to note that the higher Matsubara frequencies coincide with the cold dense matter solution,

too, if vanishing temperatures are considered. This property is possible, due to the variation of

the dressing functions resulting from the different angles. That the higher Matsubara frequencies

coincide too, can especially be seen in figure 4.3e. In this figure, we consider the imaginary part

of the first vector dressing function. The observations are also applicable for the other dressing

functions. We can see that the variation of the dressing functions, due to the different angles

zp, is more pronounced in the imaginary part. Furthermore, all Matsubara frequencies coincide

with the cold dense matter solution, as long as the temperature is small enough. While the

first vector and the scalar dressing function vanish in the UV and the IR limit, this property

does not hold for the second vector dressing function. The second vector dressing function only

vanishes in the IR limit. Since an inclusion of the regularization detailed in equation (C.17) into

the cold dense matter calculation is not possible until now, we only consider finite temperature

results, where this regularization method is not used. The corresponding finite temperature

results do not vanish in the UV and coincide with the cold dense matter case, if the temperature

is decreased. Finally we can state, that the medium limit is fulfilled.

The remaining test is the consistency of the (regularized) quark condensate. Therefore, we

consider the related results given in figure 4.3f, where we use the chiral limit and a simplified

version of the Maris-Tandy ansatz. In this case, the Maris-Tandy ansatz given in equation (4.6)

without the UV term will be used, to compare with the results of reference [42]. For the same

reason, we indicate the results for the condensate of the lower and upper spinodal. As one can

see, the (regularized) quark condensate is constant up to the phase-transition points. As result,

the Silverblaze property and therefore the last test is fulfilled. Furthermore, we get two critical

temperatures (µlowerq = 281 MeV and µupperq = 530 MeV) for the observed discontinuous phase-

transition of first order. For the lower solution, we introduced a small mass and considered the

regularized quark condensate. While the behavior of the condensate is unchanged if the model is

varied and physical masses are considered, the behavior of the quark dressing functions changes.

To proof this, we show the results for the vector and scalar dressing functions corresponding to

the results presented in 4.3f, plotted against the four momentum for different chemical potentials,

in figure 4.4.

While the vacuum limit is still fulfilled, we observe a different behavior especially for the vector

dressing function. If we consider figure 4.4b, we see that the scalar dressing function does

not change its behavior very strongly. Only the variation of the dressing function, connected
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Real part of the quark dressing functions for vanishing temperatures and different
chemical potentials plotted against the four momentum for different angles between the four
momentum and the fourth component of the same. The dressing functions are calculated in
chiral limit with an Maris-Tandy ansatz given by (4.6) without the UV part and the parameter
set (η,Λ) = (1.5625, 0.8 GeV). In figure (a) both vector dressing functions are presented. While
the first vector dressing function A(p2, θp) is represented by solid lines, the second vector dressing
function C(p2, θp) is given by dashed lines. Figure (b) then shows the scalar dressing function
B(p2, θp).

to the different angles, is more pronounced. Additionally, it is striking that the scalar dressing

function becomes slightly negative. In the UV, the chemical potential effects are negligible again.

Also noteworthy is that the scalar dressing function and therefore the dynamical mass and the

quark condensate vanishes above a critical chemical potential of µcq = 530 MeV. Above this

critical chemical potential the chiral symmetry is completely restored, since there is no explicit

chiral symmetry breaking term due to a finite quark mass. Consequently, we have found the

critical chemical potential for the discontinuous phase-transition of first order between the chiral

broken phase and the chiral symmetric phase. The results for both vector dressing functions,

however, are given in figure 4.4a, where the solid line of each color represents the first and the

dashed line of the same color the second vector dressing function for a certain temperature.

One can immediately see, that there only is a difference between the first and the second vector

dressing function for chemical potentials above the already mentioned critical chemical potential

of µcq = 530 MeV. This also is the case for the lower spinodal solutions with another critical

temperature of µcq = 281 MeV and the difference, that the scalar-dressing function does not

vanish. In both cases - the chiral limit for the upper spinodal and the small quark mass for

the lower spinodal - problems appear in the chiral symmetric phase, which are related to the

convergence of the iteration. A discussion to this topic can be found in appendix C.2. Apart

from the degeneration of the vector dressing functions and the behavior of the iteration, also the

chemical potential dependence increases, if a simplified model and the chiral limit are applied.

With increasing chemical potential the infrared part of the vector dressing functions decrease,

while the variation due the different angles increase. For the sake of comparison, we finally

conclude by mentioning some previous works [33], [43], [44] to the quark at finite chemical

potential.
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4.2.3 QCD phase diagram

With the discussion of the previous two sections in mind we can investigate the phase diagram

resulting from the (regularized) quark condensate. As in the previous chapter we show transition

lines with the corresponding type of phase-transition in the phase diagram in figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: Chiral limit phase diagram for the Maris-Tandy ansatz given in equation (4.6)
without the UV-part and the parameter set (η,Λ) = (1.5625, 0.8 GeV). While the dashed
line represents a second order phase-transition, the solid lines are first order phase-transitions
limiting the area where both phases appear simultaneously but locally separated (gray area).
This phase-coexistence-area between the chiral broken

〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉
6= 0 and the chiral symmetric〈

Ψ̄Ψ
〉

= 0 phase, represents a metastable phase where both phases exist simultaneously but
locally separated. The big dot shows the position of the second order critical end point (CEP).

In case of chiral limit we observe actual phase-transitions between the chiral symmetric and the

chiral broken phase, since there is no additional explicit chiral symmetry breaking that we have

to be aware of. As result the transition point is the temperature where the condensate vanishes.

In the (chiral limit) QCD phase diagram we can observe, that the second order transition line

starts at Tc(µq = 0) = 132.5 MeV and turns at the second order critical end point into a phase-

coexistence-area, specified by the upper and lower spinodals. The second order critical end point

therefore is given at the point

(
T c, µcq

)
= ( 107.0(5) , 190(1) )MeV (4.11)

For increasing chemical potential, the critical temperatures of the upper and lower spinodal

further decrease, until the solutions intersect with the chemical potential axes at the points:

µlowerq = 281(1)MeV and µupperq = 530(1)MeV (4.12)

The second order region of the coexistence line and the upper spinodal show qualitative good

agreement with the results presented in [42], but the corresponding critical temperatures calcu-

lated in this work are slightly smaller. Since the phase diagram should be reflected for negative
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chemical potentials, without a non-analyticity (kink) at the temperature axis, we can argue that

the flatter behavior at small chemical potentials is reasonable. Although the qualitative behavior

is in good agreement, we see, that the critical end point and the lower spinodal near this point

are very different. The reason for this is that we used a different order parameter. In reference

[42] the susceptibility was used instead of the regularized quark condensate. Additionally, it is

numerically challenging to distinguish between a first and a second order phase-transition in a

certain chemical potential area, so that we were obliged to define the critical end point by the

point where the upper and lower spinodal degenerate. Finally, we can compare the intersection

points of the lower and upper spinodal with the chemical potential axes. While in the lower case

we see a good agreement, the upper spinodal is too high by a value of 30 MeV (6%). At the end,

we can mention that the QCD phase diagram for the Maris-Tandy ansatz shown in equation

(4.6) with the thermal masses (4.8) and physical quark masses can be found in reference [12].

4.3 Pion equations in vacuum and for finite chemical potential

Before we can discuss new results for the pion at finite chemical potential, we have to specify

our approximations for the calculation. Instead of using the full pion tensor-structure

Γπ(P, p) = −iγ5E(P, p)+γ5 /PF (P, p) + γ5/pG(P, p) + γ5

[
/P , /p

]
H(P, p) (in vacuum), (4.13)

we only will study the leading pion dressing function E(P, p) in the following results of the

vacuum and the cold dense matter case. An extension to the full pion is easy to achieve, but the

first pion dressing function already is sufficient to make first statements to the pion properties

at finite chemical potential. In Appendix B.2, we discuss two possible parameterizations of the

homogeneous BSE for the first pion dressing function. For the following results, we will use the

parameterization

P =( 0 , 0 , 0 , imπ ), p = ( |~p|( 0 , 0 , 1 ) , p4 ), q = ( |~q|( 0 , sin(Ψq) , cos(Ψq) ) , q4 ),

(4.14)

for the relative momenta p and q as well as the total momentum P , where ~p and p4 as well as

the analogs of q are given by (C.9). This parameterization yields the following representation

of the BSE for the first pion dressing function expand in Chebyshev polynomials

Ẽj(p
2, P 2) =

3CFZ
2
2

2π2N

N−1∑
n=0

T̃j(z
p
n)

∫ Λ2

ε2
dq2q2

∫ 1

−1
dyq

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

q

α(k2)

k2
KEE(q+, q−)·

·
Ñ∑
l=0

Ẽl(q
2, P 2)T̃l(zq)(i)

l−j (4.15)

where Ẽ corresponds to the modified Chebyshev polynomials T̃k(zq) and is connected to E

by Ẽj(P
2, p2) =

(
1√
2
δj,0 + (1− δj,0)

)
Ej(P

2, p2). The angles in this equation are given by
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zq = cos(θq) and yq = cos(Ψq). While ±q± = q ± P
2 represents the momenta of the quark and

antiquark, k = q − p is the momentum of the gluon. Additionally, N represents the number of

external angular grid points zpn = cos
(

2n+1
2N π

)
and Ñ the order of the Chebyshev polynomial,

which is maximally taken into account. Since the quark propagator is the only ingredient of the

BSE that changes from vacuum to the cold dense matter case, alone the kernel KEE(q+, q−)

has to be given separately for these two cases. In vacuum the kernel is given by (B.19), while

in cold dense matter it is defined by (B.20). The kernel also is the only ingredient that changes

in the normalization factor

N 2 =
3

2π3

∂

∂P 2

∫ Λ2

ε2
dq2q2

∫ 1

−1
dyq

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

qKEE(q+, q−)
Ñ∑

j,k=0

Ẽj(q
2, P 2

i ) ·

· T̃j(−zq)Ẽk(q2, P 2
i )T̃k(−zq)

)
P=Pi

(4.16)

of the first pion dressing function (E = EN
N ). The pion decay constant, however, has to be

considered separately for the vacuum

fπ =− 3Zf,vac2

4π3P 2

∫ Λ2

ε2
dq2q2

∫ 1

−1
dyq

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

q

Ñ∑
k=0

ẼNk (q2, P 2)T̃k(zq)·

·
B(q2

−)A(q2
+)Pq+ +A(q2

−)B(q2
+)Pq−

D(q2
−)D(q2

+)
(4.17)

and the cold dense matter case

f tπ =− 3Zf,vac2

4π3P

∫ Λ2

ε2
dq2q2

∫ 1

−1
dyq

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

q

Ñ∑
k=0

ẼNk (q2, P 2)T̃k(zq)·

· B(~q2, q4−)C(~q2, q4+)q̃4+ + C(~q2, q4−)B(~q2, q4+)q̃4−
D(~q2, q4−)D(~q2, q4+)

, (4.18)

since the decay constant is decomposed into two individual decay constants in the cold dense

matter case, as discussed in section 2.2.4. In the following results, we only will calculate the

temporal part of the pion decay constant, since the parameterization mentioned above does not

allow to calculate the spacial part, which one can see in equation (B.28). Because the total

momentum P is purely imaginary for the on-shell condition P 2 = −m2
π of the homogeneous

BSE and the input of the quark consequently has to be calculated on the complex plane, it

is necessary to show the method of calculating the quark for complex momenta. To calculate

the quark propagator on the complex pane, there are multiple possibilities. The simplest one

is to calculate the quark on the real axis first and to perform a further iteration step of the

DSE’s (presented in section B.1.1 for the vacuum and in equation (4.9) for the cold dense

matter case) with complex external but real internal momentum afterwards. This method is

straightforward, but involves some problems. The integral over the internal momentum q only

converges as long as the external momentum p is close to the real axis. Additionally, one has to
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compute the effective interaction for complex arguments, but most of the effective interactions

are only designed to reproduce the behavior of the running coupling of QCD αs(k
2) on the real

axis. A more elaborated approach, which does not suffer from this problem, was introduced in

reference [45]. Here, the integration variable of the DSE is shifted from the quark to the gluon.

Consequently, the complex external momentum now appears in the quark and the effective

interaction is only needed on the real axis. This, however, requires the knowledge of the quark

dressing functions for complex momenta during the iteration. To calculate the quark in the

complex plane during the iteration, we can use the Cauchy method, where we calculate the

quark dressing functions iteratively on a hyperbola γ in the complex plane and use the equation

f(p0) =

∮
γ
f(p)
p−p0

dp∮
γ

1
p−p0

dp
(4.19)

to calculate the dressing functions for complex or real momenta inside of this hyperbola. In this

work we will use the first simple method. In the corresponding results, we additionally see that

we get a better result for the vacuum pion dressing function, if we use the two vector dressing

functions A and C instead of only one for the vacuum calculation.

4.4 Results for the pion in vacuum and for finite chemical po-

tential

Finally, we are at the point, where we discuss the pion in the QCD phase diagram. In previous

works [8], [46], [47] the pion was calculated for finite temperature and chemical potential with

an simplified Maris-Tandy ansatz. In this work, we will restrict ourselves to finite chemical

potential but use the full Maris-Tandy ansatz. In this section, we therefore will present the

corresponding new results for the pion at finite chemical potential. For this purpose, we need

data for the pion in vacuum on which we can build on. We will use the vacuum results for a test

of the vacuum limit and generally to compare with the results of the cold dense matter case.

4.4.1 Pion in vacuum

To build a foundation for the following cold dense matter studies, we will consider the normalized

first pion dressing function EN , before we study the observables of the pion (the pion mass and

decay constant). The first pion dressing function, which depends on the four momentum and

the angle between the four momentum and the fourth component of the same, will be expressed

by Chebyshev polynomials, which defines the angular dependency. The corresponding results in

form of Chebyshev coefficients are given in figure 4.6.

The zeroth Chebyshev coefficient is related to a constant Chebyshev polynomial. It is given in

figure 4.6a and has the biggest contribution to the whole pion dressing function. The coefficient

is constant in the infrared but proportional to p−2 in the ultraviolet. Therefore, the zeroth

coefficient is the only coefficient, which has a non-vanishing contribution in the infrared. The
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: First pion dressing function expressed by even Chebyshev coefficients up to the
fourth order, plotted against the relative four momentum between the quark and the antiquark.
Only the non-vanishing Chebyshev coefficients are presented. The results are calculated using
a Maris-Tandy ansatz given in (4.6) with the parameters defined in the related section 4.1. For
the quark and the antiquark, quark masses of mR(µ) = 3.7 MeV at a renormalization point of
µ = 19 GeV are used.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.7: Quark mass dependency of the pion mass mπ in (a) and the pion decay constant
fπ in (b). While the dots represent the calculated values, the straight line defines a linear fit
function with the fit parameters given in the related figure. The results correspond to the first
pion dressing function shown in figure 4.6 and some other quark masses.

remaining coefficients trends towards zero for the IR and the UV, with the result, that they

only contribute for the momentum interval, where the slope of the zeroth Chebyshev coefficient

appears. Additionally we see, that the higher the order of the Chebyshev polynomial is, the

lower is the contribution of the corresponding coefficient to the whole pion dressing function.

Due to the constrain of C-parity invariance, the coefficients corresponding to odd Chebyshev

polynomials vanish. Also the imaginary part of the coefficients can be neglected. These two

properties, however, only are possible because of the equal momentum partitioning. At the

end, we consider the second and fourth coefficients represented in figure 4.6b. For the second

coefficient we can observe an oscillating behavior after the main contribution. This oscillating

behavior depends on the manner we calculate the pion dressing function, as we will see later on.

The observables, however, are not affected significantly, if the calculation method is changed.

As we can see, the fourth component already is small enough to neglect it. Next we examine

the observables, which are given in figure 4.7.

As one immediately sees in figure 4.7a, the qualitative behavior of the GMOR relation is fulfilled,

since the pion mass mπ is proportional to the root of the quark mass. This further involves that
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the pion mass vanishes in chiral limit. Within the applied precision, we can confirm this behavior

in our calculation. According to reference [31] we can reproduce a pion mass of mπ = 138.5 MeV

and a pion decay constant of fπ = 92.4 MeV, under consideration of all tensor-structures of the

pion and by using a quark mass of mR(µ) = 3.7 MeV at the renormalization point µ = 19 GeV.

Since we only consider the first pion dressing function, we get a pion mass of mπ = 121.25 MeV

and a pion decay constant of fπ = 69.88 MeV for the same quark mass. To reproduce the correct

pion mass mentioned above we would need a quark mass of mR(µ) = 4.84 MeV. But in this

case, we would get a pion decay constant of fπ = 70.49 MeV. Consequently it is unavoidable to

include the remaining tensor-structures of the pion, to get the right results for the observables.

A discussion of the pion in vacuum, which includes up to four tensor structures, can be found

in reference [48]. Another discrepancy, due to the omission of the other tensor-structures, is the

quantitative behavior of the results given in figure 4.7a. The connection between the pion mass

and the quark mass is given by the GMOR relation in equation (2.127) and implies for the fit

parameter A =
2〈Ψ̄Ψ〉
f2
π

. If, however, we insert the chiral condensate given by
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉

= 0.02057

GeV3 the fit parameter should be A = 8.4255 GeV. Comparisons with Esther Weil, although,

showed good agreement for the first pion dressing function. If we consider the quark mass

dependency of the pion decay constant, the almost constant behavior of the decay constant is

striking. But under closer examination, we see that the pion decay constant actually increases

with increasing quark mass with a small gradient. Utilizing the corresponding fit function of the

pion decay constant, we can determine the pion decay constant to be fπ = 67.97 MeV in chiral

limit. Finally with all the results from the vacuum in mind, we can study the pion in the cold

dense matter case.

4.4.2 Pion for finite chemical potential

In this section, we want to study the chemical potential behavior of the pion properties. For

this purpose, we consider the chemical potential dependency of the pion amplitude first. Fur-

thermore, we will show that the vacuum limit of the pion amplitude and the observables is

fulfilled. Again, we only will consider the first pion dressing function expressed by Chebyshev

polynomials. The related results are presented in figure 4.8.

As one can see, the main contribution to the whole pion dressing function still results from

the zeroth Chebyshev coefficient. But the contributions of the other coefficients strongly in-

crease with increasing chemical potential. Furthermore, we observe that the contribution from

all Chebyshev polynomials with even orders are positive for rising chemical potential, while the

odd orders are negative. Due to this non-vanishing contribution of the odd polynomials for the

case of non-vanishing chemical potential, we can clearly state that the C-parity is broken. The

vacuum limit of vanishing chemical potential, however, vanishes. Consequently the C-parity is

restored if we decrease the chemical potential. As one can see in figure 4.8a, the dominant zeroth

contribution is almost independent from chemical potential. We observe that the slope of the

function as well as its UV behavior matches the one of the vacuum. Additionally, the function
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.8: Chemical potential dependency of the first six Chebyshev coefficients of the first
pion dressing function, plotted against the relative four momentum p2 between the two con-
stituents. While figure (a) shows the real part of the zeroth Chebyshev coefficient of the first
pion dressing function E0(p2, P 2) for different chemical potentials including the vacuum, figure
(b) to (f) represent the remaining first to fifth Chebyshev coefficients E1−5(p2, P 2). The results
are calculated with a Maris-Tandy ansatz presented in (4.6) with parameters from the related
section 4.1. The pion results correspond to light quarks with a quark mass of mR(µ) = 3.7 MeV
at a renormalization point of µ = 19 GeV.
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increases slightly in the IR for increasing chemical potential. Furthermore, the vacuum limit

of the zeroth coefficient of the first pion dressing function is clearly fulfilled. The remaining

coefficients show a much stronger and with the order of the Chebyshev polynomial increasing

chemical potential dependence. Since these coefficients trend continuously towards the vacuum

solution for decreasing chemical potential, we can easily state that the vacuum limit of the higher

coefficients is fulfilled, too. A further observation is that the non-constant coefficients vanish

in the UV and the IR just like in the vacuum case. Their contribution is mainly concentrated

near the slope of the zeroth Chebyshev coefficient and is shifted to higher momentum intervals

for increasing polynomial orders. Finally we can state, that the contribution of every coefficient

decreases, at least by one order of magnitude, for every higher polynomial order. Before we

discuss the observables, we have to mention that there are two possible methods to calculate the

vacuum limit of the pion amplitude. The difference between the two methods is the complex

quark input for equation (4.15). In the following we will contrast the two different approaches

of the quark:

Method one: The two vacuum quark dressing functions for complex momenta are calculated

as explained in section 4.3. This means that we perform a further iteration step of the following

DSE with complex external p̃2 =
(
p± imπ2

)2
but real internal q momentum.

Af=
(
p̃2
)

=Z2 +
Z2

2CF
2π2p̃2

∫ Λ2

ε2
dq2 q

2Af<(q2)

Df
<(q2)

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

qΩ(k2)

(
p̃2 + q2

2
+

(p̃2 − q2)2

2k2
− k2

)

Bf
=
(
p̃2
)

=Z2ZmmR(µ) +
3Z2

2CF
2π2

∫ Λ2

ε2
dq2 q

2Bf
<(q2)

Df
<(q2)

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

qΩ(k2) (4.20)

The gluon momentum k2 = p̃2 + q2 − 2|p̃||q|zq consequently is complex. While the dressing

function on the right hand side X< are the vacuum quark dressing functions on the real axis,

the dressing function on the left hand side X= are the complex ones.

Method two: The easiest way to calculate the vacuum limit of the quark dressing functions in

the cold dense matter case is to set the chemical potential to zero in equation (4.9). As already

discussed in section 4.2.2, the two vector dressing functions A(p2, zp) and C(p2, zp) consequently

degenerate for real momenta and lose their angular dependency zp. To calculate the vacuum

quark dressing functions for complex momenta with equation (4.9), we have to set µq = 0 and

to insert the two degenerated quark vector dressing functions A<(p2) and C<(p2) = A<(p2) as

well as the scalar dressing function B<(p2) on the real axis. Furthermore, only the external

fourth momentum component is complex p̃4 = p4 ± imπ2 , if we use the parameterization shown
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Chemical potential dependency of the pion mass mπ (a) and the temporal pion decay
constant f tπ (b) for a quark mass of mR(µ) = 3.7 MeV at a renormalization point of µ = 19
GeV. The observables correspond to the first pion dressing functions presented in figure 4.8.

in section 4.3. The quark dressing functions for complex momenta therefore are given by

Af=(~p2, p̃4) =Z2 +
Z2

2CF
4π2~p2

∫ Λ2

ε2
dq2 q

2Af<(q2)

Df
<(q2)

∫ 1

−1
dyq

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

qΩ(k2)·

·

[
~p~q + 2

~p~k

k2

(
~q~k + q4k4

)]

Bf
=(~p2, p̃4) =Z2ZmmR(µ) +

3Z2
2CF

4π2

∫ Λ2

ε2
dq2 q

2Bf
<(q2)

Df
<(q2)

∫ 1

−1
dyq

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

qΩ(k2)

Cf=(~p2, p̃4) =Z2 +
Z2

2CF
2π2p̃4

∫ Λ2

ε2
dq2 q

2Af<(q2)

Df
<(q2)

∫ 1

−1
dyq

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

qΩ(k2)
k4

k2

[
~q~k + q4k4

]
(4.21)

with the gluon four momentum k2 = ~k2 + k2
4, the real gluon three momentum ~k2 = ~q2 + ~p2 −

2|~p||~q|yq and the complex fourth component k4 = q4− p̃4. The spacial ~q and temporal q4 internal

momenta are connected to the four momentum by equation (C.9).

Inserting the two or three complex quark dressing functions of method one or two into the

kernels (B.19) or (B.20) of the equation (4.15), yields two possible methods to calculate the pion

amplitude in vacuum. We observe that the pion results of the two methods only differ slightly.

The vacuum limit, however, is better fulfilled if we use the second method. If we compare

with the results presented in figure 4.6, mainly the oscillating behavior of the second Chebyshev

polynomial vanishes.

Next we consider the observables and their chemical potential dependence. As one can see in

figure 4.9a the pion mass mπ stays constant for all chemical potentials up to µq = 200 MeV. The

temporal pion decay constant f tπ in figure 4.9b, in contrast, is almost constant up to a chemical

potential of µq ≈ 50 MeV and increases thereafter. Thereby, the temporal pion decay constant

increases only by 4 MeV up to a chemical potential of µ = 200 MeV. At the end we can conclude

by saying that the Silverblaze property is fulfilled, since the pion mass and decay constant stay

constant approximately up to half of the pion mass µq = mπ
2 ≈ 60 MeV of the quark chemical

potential.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.10: Chemical potential dependency of the pion mass mπ (a) and the temporal pion
decay constant f tπ (b) up to the point of chiral phase transition for a quark mass of mR(µ) = 0.5
MeV at a renormalization point of µ = 19 GeV. The results are calculated with a Maris-Tandy
ansatz presented in (4.6) with parameters from the related section 4.1.

Previous works [8], [49], [50] for the pion mass and decay constant for finite chemical potential

showed almost the same qualitative behavior. In this context, the same qualitative behavior

means that in most of these works the pion mass is almost chemical potential independent and

the pion decay constant rises at higher chemical potential. In these references a (simplified)

Maris-Tandy ansatz and the Rainbow-ladder approximation Γν(p, q, k) = γν are employed to

calculate the quark dressing functions for finite chemical potential at first. Then the pion decay

constants, shown in section 2.2.4, are calculated with the approximation Γπ(p) = B(p)
fsπ

. The pion

mass, however is calculated by the GMOR relation (2.127). In reference [49], the pion decay

constant stays constant up to a chemical potential of µq = 200 MeV and increases thereafter.

The pion mass stays constant up to µq = 200 MeV too and decreases slightly for higher chemical

potential. In reference [50] the chemical potential dependence of the pion mass is stronger. Here

the pion mass decreases at first, but increases later on at high chemical potential µq ≥ 280

MeV. The pion decay constant stays constant up to a chemical potential of µq ≈ 175 MeV and

increases for higher chemical potential. For a critical chemical potential of µcq ≈ 375 MeV the

pion mass and the pion decay constant exhibit a phase transition and vanish for higher chemical

potential. However, in the later work [8] of the same group, the pion mass again is almost

chemical potential independent and only decreases slightly. The decay constant, on the other

hand, increases strongly already for low chemical potential. In this work a phase transition is

found for a critical chemical potential of µcq ≈ 280 MeV.

In the following, we want to investigate the pion at this (chiral) phase transition. Since we

are not able to find a reasonable QCD phase diagram for physical masses and the Maris-Tandy

ansatz presented in (4.6), we have to reconsider the chiral limit QCD phase diagram, which is

shown in figure 4.5. We remember that the lower spinodal is calculated with a small mass of

mR(µ) = 1 keV. Consequently, there exists a reasonable QCD phase diagram for small quark

masses. In the following, we increase the quark mass up to mR(µ) = 0.5 MeV, to be able to

observe pion masses that are large enough. The resulting pion mass and decay constant for

finite chemical potential are shown in figure 4.10. As in the physical case, the pion mass mπ

in figure 4.10a stays constant up to a critical chemical potential of µcq = 277 MeV. Above this
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critical chemical potential, no pion solution of the BSE can be found anymore, which means that

there exist no more pions. Also the temporal pion decay constant f tπ in figure 4.10b behaves

like in the physical case. This means, the temporal pion decay constant stays constant up to

the half of the pion mass and increases thereafter until the critical chemical potential µcq = 277

MeV is reached. This critical chemical potential, however, matches very well with the already

mentioned one of reference [8]. Furthermore, we have make clear that this critical chemical

potential, which marks the point where no pions exist anymore, is connected to the critical

chemical potential of the lower spinodal of the chiral symmetry for vanishing temperature and

not a confinement-deconfinement phase transition. The quark condensate behave like in figure

4.3f with a phase transition of the lower spinodal at µcq = 277 MeV.
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Conclusion and outlook

The first goal of this work was to reproduce the QCD phase diagram for Nf = 2 + 1 quark

flavors with lattice fits as input and included unquenching effects, by the back-coupling of the

quarks onto the Yang-Mills part. We studied the quark and the unquenched gluon propaga-

tors for finite temperature and chemical potential and used the regularized quark condensate

as order parameter for the chiral symmetry breaking. In the related QCD phase diagram we

found continuous and sharp “phase” transitions, which are in accordance with previous works

given by [2]. Because of some numerical changes the critical end point (CEP) is shifted slightly

to (T c, µcq) = (112.75(50), 170.0(5)) MeV. Due to the quark back-coupling onto the Yang-Mills

part, we were able to study the thermal mass resulting from the quark-loop. Additionally we

successfully implemented the idea of Christian Welzbacher to use a new regularization to prevent

errors in the imaginary part of the quark dressing function, which spoiled up to this point the

calculation of a quark density. Furthermore we proposed some improvements for the numerical

calculation of the quark and gluon at finite temperature and chemical potential.

For an additional, simplified interaction, namely the known Maris Tandy ansatz but without the

UV-part and in chiral limit, we calculated the QCD phase diagram using the quark condensate

as order parameter for the chiral symmetry again. A comparison with previous results from ref-

erence [42] showed good agreement, although the critical end point (T c, µcq) = (107.0(5), 190(1))

MeV is different. Thereafter, we studied the quark at finite chemical potential and vanishing

temperature for the full Maris Tandy model and physical masses as well as in chiral limit and

discussed the influence of the chemical potential onto the quark dressing functions. Additionally

we proved that the vacuum and medium limit are fulfilled, before we investigated the chemical

potential influence on the quark condensate. Here we saw, that the Silverblaze property is ful-

filled. Furthermore, we were able to study the phase transition of the chiral symmetry on the

chemical potential axis in chiral limit and for small quark masses. Here, the results matches

very well with [42].

At the end we calculated the first pion dressing function and the related pion mass and decay

constant and discussed their quark mass dependency. We showed that the Gell-Mann-Oakes-

Renner relation is qualitatively fulfilled in vacuum. Finally we calculated the first pion dressing
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function for finite chemical potential and showed that the vacuum limit is fulfilled. For this

purpose, we considered two possible calculation methods for the complex quark. Then, we dis-

cussed the chemical potential dependency of the pion mass and decay constant. Here, the pion

mass and decay constant showed a behavior, which is in good agreement with the Silverblaze

property. Furthermore, we observed that the behaviors of the pion mass and decay constant

match qualitatively with the results from reference [49] and [8]. Additionally, we were able to

study the behavior of the pion properties at the phase transition of the chiral symmetry for

small quark masses. We observed that no pions exist anymore for chemical potentials above the

critical chemical potential µcq = 277 MeV of the chiral symmetry phase transition. This critical

chemical potential is almost identical to the one found in reference [8].

In the future we will add the full tensor-structure of the pion first, before we expand the pion

calculation to finite temperatures. We will study the impact of the inclusion of the remaining

tensor-structures and the temperature on the pion mass and decay constant as well as the pion

amplitude. Then we will use the unquenched quark as input for the pion, whereby we will extend

the unquenched quark to the case of cold dense matter. Next, we repeat the study for further

mesons. Ultimately we want to be able to calculate back-coupling effects of the pion and further

mesons onto the quark and latter on onto the QCD phase diagram (especially onto the critical

end point).
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Appendix A

Conventions

The definition of the underlying quantities and shortcuts used in this work are very important

to comprehend the theory and the results. Therefore we will present all basis-elements and their

corresponding shortcuts based on their appearance in the wave-function of a physical particle.

A physical particle is an irreducible representation of the Poincaré group with fixed spin and

mass. In QCD two more quantum numbers have to be included, the flavor and the color of the

particle. Consequently the wave-function of a physical particle can be decomposed into a color,

a flavor and a Dirac part, which further includes the momentum dependence and the spin part.

Ψ = ΨDirac︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΨMomentum⊗ΨSpin

⊗ΨColor ⊗ΨFlavor (A.1)

In the following we will mention some features for the individual parts. We begin with the

Dirac part. But first we mention some shortcuts, which will be used throughout all parts. The

Einstein sum convention states that we have to sum over indices, which appear twice.

a · b = aib
i :=

∑
i

aib
i (A.2)

with the arbitrary vectors a and b and the superindex i. Additionally we use the shortcuts∫
p =

∫ d4p
(2π)4 and

∫
x =

∫
d4x for the momentum and spacial integrals. Further on we will apply

natural units c = 1, ~ = 1 and e = 1 throughout this work.

A.1 Dirac-part

The Dirac-part classifies types of particles by their behavior under Poincaré transformation. The

related quantum numbers, corresponding to an invariance under this transformation, are the spin

and the mass of the considered irreducible representation. In the following we will consider two

types of particles separately, the fermionic spin-1
2 -particles and the bosonic spin-1-particles. We

will start with the latter one.
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A.1.1 Spin-1-particles

The spin-1-particles are the gauge bosons of the underlying theory, which mediate the interac-

tion. In case of the QCD, gluon fields mediate the strong interaction. These fields transform

under Poincaré transformation as Lorentz vectors. Consequently their propagators are two-

dimensional tensors, described by two Lorentz indices. From QFT courses we further know,

that the gluon propagator is transversal to the gluon four momentum. As result we introduced

the projectors P
L /T
εν (k) in equation (2.28), which project onto the direction transversal and lon-

gitudinal to the gluon four momentum. In this section we will prove that the operators defined

in equation (2.28) are actually projectors and we will show some of their properties. The rules

that the operators have to fulfill to be projectors are

• idempotency: P 2
λ = Pλ

• ∃ orthogonal projector: Pλ + P⊥λ = 1

Naturally the square of P
T /L
εν (k) stays the same

PT /L
εν (k)P

T /L
νλ (k) = P

T /L
ελ (k) (A.3)

and the mentioned orthogonal projector is just the counterpart, so that the following equation

is valid

PT
εν (k) + PL

εν (k) = δεν (A.4)

which implies

PT
εν (k)PL

εν (k) = 0 (A.5)

too. Consequently the projector rules are fulfilled. Additionally we can state some properties

needed for the given projectors:

trL

[
PT
εν (k)

]
= 3 and trL

[
PL
εν (k)

]
= 1 (A.6)

In case of finite temperature and cold dense matter we had to introduce projectors that projects

(2.41) longitudinal and transversal to the fourth momentum component. For these projectors,

we want to prove the rules of projectors once more and additionally we want to show that the

new projectors act on the subspace defined by the transversal (w.r.t. gluon four momentum)

projector. The property of idempotency again is naturally fulfilled

P T/Lεν (k)P
T/L
νλ (k) = P

T/L
ελ (k) (A.7)

and there is an orthogonal projector to P
T/L
εν (k) which is the addition of P

L/T
εν (k) and PL

εν (k).

As result the addition of both new projectors P
T/L
εν (k) equals the transversal (w.r.t. gluon four
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momentum) projector

P Tεν(k) + PLεν(k) = PT
εν (k) (A.8)

which proves that the new thermal projectors act on the subspace transversal to the gluon

four momentum. Similarly we can see this property, if we apply the longitudinal or transversal

projectors (w.r.t. the gluon four momentum) at first and then the new projectors

P T/Lεν (k)PL
νλ(k) = 0 P T/Lεν (k)PT

νλ(k) = P
T/L
ελ (k) (A.9)

Finally it only remains to mention some further properties of the new projectors:

P Tεν(k)PLνλ(k) = 0

trL
[
P Tεν(k)

]
= 2 and trL

[
PLεν(k)

]
= 1 (A.10)

A.1.2 Spin-1
2
-particles

Fermionic spin-1
2 -particles, such as the elementary quarks, are defined by the Dirac equation of

motion

(
i/∂ + g /A−M

)
Ψ = 0, Ψ̄

(
i
←−
/∂ − g /A+M

)
= 0 (A.11)

acting on the quark spinor field Ψ and its counterpart Ψ̄ = Ψ†γ0. The vector Aµ represents the

gauge boson, which mediates the interaction and M is the mass matrixM = diag(mf1 , . . . ,m
fNf ).

In this equation we used the Dirac slash notation /∂ := ∂µγ
µ and the Dirac-basis elements γµ

which are defined by the Clifford algebra in Minkowski space

{
γµM , γ

ν
M

}
= 2gµν− (A.12)

where gµν− = diag(1,−1,−1,−1) represents the metric of the Minkowski space, which connects

covariant and contravariant vectors by pµ = gµνp
ν . A possible representation of the traceless

Dirac-matrices γµ in Minkowski space is

γ0 =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
γk =

(
0 σk

−σk 0

)
γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 =

(
0 1

1 0

)
(A.13)

which is called the standard or Weyl-representation. Other representations are possible too but

they have to be unitary transformations γ
′
µ = UγµU

† of the already presented one. Another

representation, which is important is the Chiral or Dirac representation. This representation is

connected to the standard representation by the unitary matrix U = 1√
2

(
1 −1
1 1

)
. and can be
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written as

γ0 =

(
0 1

1 0

)
γk =

(
0 σk

−σk 0

)
γ5 =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
(A.14)

It is designed for the ultra-relativistic and the chiral limit, where in both cases the quark masses

are neglectable. In these cases the Weyl-spinors Ψ± transform separately, which we discussed

in section 2.3.1. Due to the last representation we can define chiral projectors

P± =
1

2
(1± γ5) −→ Pω = P †ω,

∑
ω

Pω = 1, P 2
ω = Pω, PωP−ω = 0 (A.15)

who projects the Dirac-spinor Ψ onto the right-handed (+) or left-handed (-) Weyl-spinor Ψω

Ψω = PωΨ, Ψ̄ω = Ψ̄P−ω (A.16)

by using the property P̄ω = γ0P
†
ωγ0 = P−ω. In both representations (standard or chiral) greek

indices usually represent the whole four vector, while latin indices address only the spatial part

of the four vector (k ∈ {1, 2, 3}). For now on we will use the standard representation. The

corresponding Pauli matrices, from which the gamma matrices inherit their Clifford algebra, are

thereby given by

σ1 =

(
0 1

1 0

)
σ2 =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
σ3 =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
(A.17)

To complete the set of basis generators for the Lorentz transformation in four-dimensional rep-

resentation

{γA}16
A=1 = {1, γµ, iγµγ5, σµν}, (A.18)

we have to define the generators of the Clifford algebra

σµν =
i

2
[γµ, γν ] (A.19)

In the dressed quark propagator the tensor-structure, already appearing in the bare quark prop-

agator, gets a momentum dependence by introducing dressing functions belonging to the dif-

ferent basis-elements. To extract these dressing functions we need a method to identify the

corresponding basis elements. The desired method is to multiply the propagator with an ap-

propriate projector, who projects the desired dressing function onto a tensor-structure which

is not traceless anymore, while the tensor-structures related to the other dressing functions are

still traceless. By taking the Dirac-trace we consequently can separate the individual dressing

functions. To utilize this method, it is useful to mention some important Dirac-trace rules.
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Dirac-trace rules

Using the Clifford algebra presented before and the cyclicality of the trace (tr [UV ] = tr [V U ]

with U and V representing some arbitrary n× n-matrices), we can derive the following general

equation in Minkowski space

trD(γα1γα2 . . . γα2n) =gα1α2trD(γα3 . . . γα2n)− gα1α3trD(γα2γα4 . . . γα2n) + . . .

+ gα1αntrD(γα2 . . . γα2n−1) (A.20)

This equation further holds for odd numbers of Dirac-matrices as well, but since the Dirac-

matrices are traceless and we can reduce the trace over N Dirac-traces to the trace over one or

two Dirac-traces by adding and subtracting the trace of permutations of the first term of the

last equation, we can see, that the trace over an odd number of Dirac matrices vanishes.

trD(γα1γα2 . . . γα2nγα2n+1) = 0 with n ∈ N (A.21)

The most important applications of the equation (A.20) in this work are

trD(γαγβ) =4gαβ

trD(γαγβγγγδ) =4(gαβgγδ − gαγgβδ + gαδgβγ) (A.22)

A.1.3 Euclidean space

Until now we considered most of the properties of the Dirac part in the Minkowski space, but

since we use the Euclidean space for all n-point functions in this work, in particular because of

the Matsubara formalism, it is useful to show the connection between the Minkowski and the

Euclidean space. The main property of the Euclidean space is, that the difference between co-

and contravariant vectors vanishes and that the spacial and temporal parts therefore are not

longer separated anymore. This yields a metric of the form gµν → δµν and a scalar product as

well as the anti-commutator relation given by

aE · bE =

4∑
µ=0

aE,µb
µ
E =

4∑
ν,µ=0

aνEb
µ
Eδνµ = ~aE~bE + a4

Eb
4
E ,

{
γµE , γ

ν
E

}
= 2δµν (A.23)

which is also applicable for the Dirac slash notation by exchanging bE with γE . To achieve this

property, we have to modify the Lorentz-vectors, -tensors and gamma matrices in the following

way

aµE =

(
~a

ia0

)
, γµE =

(
−i~γ
γ0

)
, TµνE =

(
T ij iT i0

iT 0j −T ij

)
, γ5

E = γ5 (A.24)

where ’E’ stands for Euclidean and no subscript refers to the Minkowski quantity. Instead of a

zeroth component we refer now to a fourth one. Because of the sign convention for Euclidean
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gamma matrices, the signs in the Clifford algebra relation change, which implies
(
γiE
)2

= 1

∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Consequently we can choose the gamma matrices to be hermitian γµE =
(
γµE
)†

.

The standard representation then reads

γ0
E =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
γkE =

(
0 −iσk
iσk 0

)
γ5
E = iγ0γ1γ2γ3 =

(
0 1

1 0

)
(A.25)

where σk are again the Pauli-matrices presented above. Also the generators of the Clifford

algebra are then hermitian

σµν =
i

2
[γµ, γν ] −→ σµνM = − i

2
[γµM , γ

ν
M ],

(
σµνM
)†

= σµνM (A.26)

Further noteworthy are the alternations of the Lorentz transformation properties. In Minkowski

space the quark spinors transform under Lorentz transformation as follows

Ψ′(x′) =D(Λ)Ψ(x)

Ψ̄′(x′) =Ψ̄(x)D−1(Λ) = Ψ̄(x)γ0D
†(Λ)γ0 (A.27)

with the representation matrix for spin-1
2 -particles

D(Λ) = exp

[
− i

4
ωµνσ

µν

]
(A.28)

which yields that the bilinear Ψ̄Ψ is a Lorentz-invariant. If we consider the Euclidean case

the gamma matrices are now hermitian, in contrast to the Minkowski case (γ0(γµ)†γ0 = γµ),

with the result that the Euclidean generator of the Clifford algebra does not fulfill the equation

γ0 (σµν)† γ0 = σµν anymore. That γ4D†(Λ)γ4 = D−1(Λ) still holds is due to the fact how

the infinitesimal Lorentz transformation ωµνE is related to its Minkowski counterpart via (A.24).

Finally the bilinear Ψ̄Ψ is still a Lorentz-invariant and Ψ̄γµEΨ transforms like a Lorentz vector.

At the end we can demonstrate the replacement rules between the Minkowski and the Euclidean

space, following from the properties and representations above:

aE · bE = −a · b, /aE = i/a, (∂ · a)E = (∂ · a), /∂E = −i/∂, �E = −� (A.29)

For the Dirac traces above we only have to exchange the Minkowski metric gµν by the Euclidean

one δµν . Furthermore we have to discuss the integral transformation. By using a Wick rotation

we can transform the integral over the Minkowski time to an integral over the Euclidean time

lim
T→∞(1−iε)

i

∫ T

−T
dx0 = lim

τ→∞

∫ τ

−τ
dx4 (A.30)

where the infinitesimal variable ε is necessary because of the pols of the propagator. With these

replacements rules in mind, we now can transform the generating functional in Minkowski space
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into the Euclidean space, using the example of the fermionic action.

eiS = exp

[
i

∫
d4xΨ̄(x)

(
i/∂ −m

)
Ψ(x)

]
= exp

[
−
∫
d4xEΨ̄(xE)

(
/∂E +m

)
Ψ(xE)

]
= e−SE

(A.31)

If we start from the Euclidean action, we perform all calculations in Euclidean space until the end

where we arrive at Lorentz-invariant quantities. Those are for example the momentum dependent

dressing functions of the Green-functions and Bethe-Salpeter amplitudes or observables such as

masses. Thereby Lorentz-invariant scalar products only differ by minus signs in Minkowski

and Euclidean conventions. Consequently we can transform trivially between Minkowski and

Euclidean formulas.

A.1.4 Momentum space

Apart from the Minkowski and Euclidean space it is important to mention another space, the

momentum space. Since all calculations are done in the momentum space, especially the DSE

derivation and calculation, it is useful to give some rules to connect the normal space with the

momentum space. To transform between both spaces, we use the Fourier transformation

ϕ(x) =

∫
d4p

(2π)4
e−ipxϕ(p), ϕ(p) =

∫
d4xeipxϕ(x) (A.32)

where ϕ stands for the quark spinor field Ψf
a,i and the gluon vector field Agµ as well as the

ghost field ca. For the case of finite temperature we further have to consider equation (2.37) for

the fourth component of the four momentum. We can transform the action and therefore the

generating functional of a system into the momentum space using the following substitutions

∂ · a = ∂µa
µ −→ ipµa

µ = ip · a, � = ∂µ∂
µ −→ −pµpµ = −p2

Ψf
a,i(x) −→ Ψf

a,i(p), Agµ(x) −→ Agµ(k), ca(x) −→ ca(k) (A.33)

In the last equation we indicated the Minkowski space by distinguishing co- and contravariant

vectors, but the substitutions holds for the Euclidean space, too. Finally we can transform the

fermionic action, mentioned before, as example:

eiS = exp

[
−i
∫
d4pΨ̄(p)

(
/p+m

)
Ψ(p)

]
= exp

[
−
∫
d4pEΨ̄(pE)

(
i/pE +m

)
Ψ(pE)

]
= e−SE

(A.34)

A.2 Color and flavor part

Next we will consider the color and flavor part of the wave-function. Therefore we have to

mention the properties of the SUC(Nc)-group. In this work two possible representations of this

group will be used, the fundamental one for the quark and the adjoint one for the gluon and the
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fabc abc

1 123
1/2 147 , 246 , 257 , 345
−1/2 156 , 367√

3/2 458 , 678

dabc abc

1/
√

3 118 , 228 , 338
1/2 146 , 157 , 256 , 344 , 355
-1/2 247 , 366 , 377

-1/2
√

3 448 , 558 , 668 , 778

-1/
√

3 888

Table A.1: Antisymmetric fabc and symmetric dabc structure constants for the color group
SUC(3). The values for the remaining indices are obtained via permutation.

ghost. In both cases the group has N2
c − 1 hermitian traceless generators, which form the basis

of a Lie algebra with the commutation relations

[ta, tb] = ifabctc (A.35)

where fabc are the totally anti-symmetric and real structure constants of SUC(Nc). Additionally

the generators fulfill the relations

trc [tatb] = T (R)δab and

N2
c−1∑
a=1

t2a


ij

= C(R)δij (A.36)

where T (R) is the Dynkin index and C(R) the Casimir in the representation R. Before we

specify the color number we discuss the possible representations separately:

• Fundamental representation: T (R) = 1
2 , C(R) = N2

c−1
2Nc

• Adjoint representation: T (R) = C(R) = Nc

While the adjoint representation is given by (ta)bc = −ifabc and therefore by (N2
c −1)×(N2

c −1)-

matrices, the fundamental representation is given by Nc×Nc-matrices which further satisfy the

anticommutation relation

{ta, tb} =
1

Nc
δab + dabctc (A.37)

with the totally symmetric and real structure constants dabc. In nature we have three color

flavors (Nc = 3), which yields for the structure constants the values given in the tabular A.1.

Additionally in case of SUC(3) we can represent the generators of the fundamental representation

by the 3× 3 Gell-Mann matrices (ta = λa
2 )

λ1 =


0 1 0

1 0 0

0 0 0

 λ2 =


0 −i 0

i 0 0

0 0 0

 λ3 =


1 0 0

0 −1 0

0 0 0

 λ4 =


0 0 1

0 0 0

1 0 0



λ5 =


0 0 −i
0 0 0

i 0 0

 λ6 =


0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

 λ7 =


0 0 0

0 0 −i
0 i 0

 λ8 =
1√
3


1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 −2

 (A.38)
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The flavor part of the quark and gluon propagator is diagonal and has not to be considered

here, but for the case of the pseudoscalar mesons, we have a relevant flavor part. We only will

consider mesons built by two equal quark flavors (up and down) in this work. These mesons are

called pions or ρ-mesons, depending on there spin state and their flavor part can be represented

by Pauli-matrices in the following way

∣∣π+
〉

=
∣∣∣ud†〉 =

1

2
(σ1 + iσ2)∣∣π−〉 =

∣∣∣du†〉 =
1

2
(σ1 − iσ2)∣∣π0

〉
=

∣∣∣∣ 1√
2

(
uu† − dd†

)〉
=

1√
2
σ3 (A.39)

with the shortcuts u† = (1, 0) and d† = (0, 1). The flavor-functions which enter the wave-

function of the pion are therefore connected with the upper representations by re =
√
Nf |πe〉

and fulfill the orthogonality relation

trf

[
(re)† re

′
]

= Nfδee′ (A.40)
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Appendix B

Projected equations

In this chapter we will derive and present the projected DSE’S and BSE’s for the quark and

gluon dressing functions as well as for the pion dressing functions for the truncations presented in

this work. For this purpose, we derive the equations at first in general using only the truncation

properties that the truncation schemes have in common.

B.1 Projected DSE’s

Since we projected the DSE’s already onto the tensor-structure to introduce the renormalization,

we are left with the determination of the quark and gluon selfenergy only. To remember: We

derived the projected quark DSE’s in vacuum (2.67) and medium (2.68) by defining projected

self-energies (2.63) and taking the Dirac trace A.1.2. The analog for the projected gluon DSE in

vacuum is given in (3.16) and in medium by (3.20). Therefore we had to introduce the projected

quark-loop’s (3.17) and (3.19) as well as to use the gluon projector rules A.1.1. To recapitulate

the connection of the renormalized quark-loop, see section 3.2.

In the following, we will derive these projected self-energies. At first we include the gluon

tensor-structure ((2.46) or (2.47)) and further the gluon and vertex (3.7) truncations into the

quark self-energy and the quark-loop (2.29). Doing so and comparing the color diagonal tensor-

structure on both sides ([tata]
fund. = CF1 = N2

c−1
2Nc

1) in the quark DSE, but taking the color-trace

(trc [tgth]adj. = Ncδgh) in the quark-loop, we end up with the following self-energies in vacuum

Σ̃f (p) =CF g
2

∫
q
γεS

f (q)γνΓfBCΓ(k2)
Z(k2)

k2
PT
εν (k)

Πf
εν(k) =− g2Zf,vac2

2

∫
q
trD

[
γεS

f (q)γνS
f (p)

]
ΓfBCΓ(p2 + q2) (B.1)

and in medium

Πf
εν(k) =− g2Zf,vac2

2

∑∫
q

trD

[
γεS

f (q)γνS
f (p)

] (
Γfs δνs + Γf4δν4

)
Γ(p2 + q2)

99
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Σ̃f (p) =CF g
2
∑∫
q

γεS
f (q)γν

(
Γfs δνs + Γf4δν4

)
Γ(k2)

[
ZL(~k2, ωk)

k2
PLεν(k) +

+
ZT (~k2, ωk)

k2
P Tεν(k)

]
(B.2)

where we used the argument p2 + q2 in Γ for the case of the quark-loop because of multiplicative

renormalizability. Since the ghost-gluon-vertex is not ultraviolet divergent in Landau gauge we

were able to set Z̃1 = 1. With these equations in mind, we can derive the already mentioned and

introduced projected quark and gluon self-energies. To highlight different aspects of interest we

will discuss the vacuum and in-medium case separately.

B.1.1 Vacuum

To calculate the projected quark and gluon self-energies, it remains only to insert the quark

tensor-structure (2.45) into the truncated quark and gluon self-energies (B.1) and to calculate

the traces presented in (2.63) and (3.17). The result is

Σ̃f
A(p) =

4πCFα(µ′′)

p2

∫ Λ

q

Af (q2)ΓfBC
Df (q2)

KAA

Σ̃f
B(p) =12πCFα(µ′′)

∫ Λ

q

Bf (q2)ΓfBC
Df (q2)

KBB (B.3)

for the quark self-energy and

Πreg
vac(k) =− 8πα(µ′′)

3k2

Nf∑
f

Zf,vac2

∫ Λ

q

Af (q2)

Df (q2)

Af (p2)

Df (p2)
Γ(p2 + q2)ΓfBC

[
8

(kp)(kq)

k2
− 2pq

]
(B.4)

for the gluon quark-loop. The angular kernels given in the quark self-energy are thereby defined

by

KAA =
Γ(k2)Z(k2)

k2

(
−k2 +

p2 + q2

2
+

(p2 − q2)2

2k2

)
KBB =

Γ(k2)Z(k2)

k2
(B.5)

In both self-energies we used the shortcut Df (q2) = q2A2
f (q2) + B2

f (q2) and the internal quark

momentum q2. For the quark self-energy we utilized the momentum routing kµ = qµ − pµ and

for the quark-loop pµ = qµ − kµ. The running coupling α(µ′′) at a choosen scale µ′′ is given by

α(µ′′) = g2

4π = 0.3. For more details of the numerical solution of this coupled system of integral

equations see Appendix C.
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B.1.2 Finite temperature

Like in the vacuum case we insert the quark tensor-structure (2.44) into the truncated quark

and gluon self-energy (B.2), yielding the following projected self-energies

Σ̃f
A(p) =

4πCFα(µ′′)

~p2

Λ∑∫
q

1

Df (~q2, ωq)

[
Af (~q2, ωq)

(
ΓfsKAAS + Γf4KAA4

)
+

+ Cf (~q2, ωq)ω̃q

(
Γfs + Γf4

)
KAC

]
Σ̃f
B(p) =4πCFα(µ′′)

Λ∑∫
q

1

Df (~q2, ωq)

[
Bf (~q2, ωq)

(
ΓfsKBBS + Γf4KBB4

)]

Σ̃f
C(p) =

4πCFα(µ′′)

ω̃p

Λ∑∫
q

1

Df (~q2, ωq)

[
Af (~q2, ωq)

(
Γfs + Γf4

)
KCA +

+ Cf (~q2, ωq)ω̃q

(
ΓfsKCCS + Γf4KCC4

)]
(B.6)

for the quark, after taking traces of the form (2.63). The angular kernels in the quark self-energy

are therefore defined by

KAAS =

[
ZL(~k2, ωk)

k2

ω2
k

k2

(
~p~q − 2

(~p~k)(~q~k)

~k2

)
+ 2

ZT (~k2, ωk)

k2

(~p~k)(~q~k)

~k2

]
Γ(k2)

KAA4 =
ZL(~k2, ωk)

k2

~k2

k2
~p~qΓ(k2) , KBB4 = −KCC4 =

ZL(~k2, ωk)

k2

~k2

k2
Γ(k2)

KAC =
ZL(~k2, ωk)

k2

(~p~k)ωk
k2

Γ(k2) , KCA =
ZL(~k2, ωk)

k2

(~q~k)ωk
k2

Γ(k2)

KBBS =KCCS =

[
2
ZT (~k2, ωk)

k2
+
ZL(~k2, ωk)

k2

ω2
k

k2

]
Γ(k2) (B.7)

In the quark and the following gluon self-energies the shortcut Df (~q2, ωq) = ~q2A2
f (~q2, ωq) +

ω̃2
qC

2
f (~q2, ωq) +B2

f (~q2, ωq) is used and the running coupling α(µ′′) is defined like in the vacuum

case before. To reduce the numerical effort and since the restoration of O(4)-invariance is already

given for the zeroth Matsubara frequency in case of the gluon, the following “zeroth Matsubara

frequency approximation” is introduced for the gluon dressing functions

ZT/L(~k2, ωk) ≈ ZT/L(~k2 + ω2
k, 0) (B.8)

This reduces the necessary transversal and longitudinal parts of the quark-loop to the following

equations and is used throughout the work.

Πreg
T (~k2, 0) =− 8πα(µ′′)

~k2

Nf∑
f

Zf,vac2

Λ∑∫
q

Γ(p2 + q2)

Df (~q2, ωq)Df (~p2, ωp)

(
3

(~p~k)(~q~k)

~k2
− ~p~q

)
·

·Af (~q2, ωq)A
f (~p2, ωp)Γ

f
s
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Πreg
L (~k2, 0) =− 8πα(µ′′)

~k2

Nf∑
f

Zf,vac2

Λ∑∫
q

Γ(p2 + q2)

Df (~q2, ωq)Df (~p2, ωp)
·

·

{
Af (~q2, ωq)A

f (~p2, ωp)

[
Γfs

(
2

(~p~k)(~q~k)

~k2
− ~p~q

)
+ Γf4~p~q

]
−

− Cf (~q2, ωq)C
f (~p2, ωp)ω̃pω̃q(Γ

f
s + Γf4) +Bf (~q2, ωq)B

f (~p2, ωp)(Γ
f
4 − Γfs )

}
(B.9)

As already mentioned in section 3.2 we split the quark-loop into a divergence free part (regular

part) (3.23) and a thermal mass (3.22), which we calculate with higher accuracy. After expressing

the quark-loop with the quark dressing functions, we can give explicit equations for the thermal

masses. These equations are given by

(
mT
th

)2
(T, µq) =0

(
mL
th

)2
(T, µq) =− 2α(µ′′)

π

Nf∑
f

Zf,vac2

Λ∑∫
R,q

Γ(2q2)

D2
f (~q2, ωq)

{
A2
f (~q2, ωq)~q

2 ·

·
[
Cf (~q2, ωq)−

1

3
Af (~q2, ωq)

]
− C2

f (~q2, ωq)ω̃
2
q

[
Af (~q2, ωq) + Cf (~q2, ωq)

]
+

+ B2
f (~q2, ωq)

[
Cf (~q2, ωq)−Af (~q2, ωq)

]}
(B.10)

where
∑∫ Λ
R,q represents the radial part of the integral only and is defined in Appendix C. The

regular part of the quark-loop, on the other hand, is simply determined by subtracting the

divergence, which resulting from the thermal mass. For this purpose, it is important to apply

the same precision for the thermal mass. In contrast, we add a more precise thermal mass term

to the regular part, to get back the regularized quark-loop. In this way we can extract the

thermal mass with an high accuracy. For more details to the thermal mass, the approximation

used in this section, the regulator definition and the numerical solution in general see Appendix

C.

B.1.3 Cold dense matter

For the cold dense matter case, we only considered the quark propagator until now. For this

purpose, we adopt the projected quark DSE’s from the medium case and exchange the dis-

creet Matsubara frequencies by the continuous fourth momentum component (ωx(T ) −→ x4).

Additionally we integrate over the fourth momentum component instead of summing the dis-

creet Matsubara frequencies (
∑∫ Λ
q −→

∫ Λ
q ). Because we are calculating only the quark, without

back-coupling it onto the gluon, we can set the transversal and longitudinal (in the sense of the

fourth momentum component) gluon dressing function to the vacuum gluon dressing function

ZT/L(~k2, k4) = Z(k2). The reason for this is that only unquenching effects (thermal mass) pro-

duce a difference between these two dressing functions. Considering the mentioned variations,
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yields the following quark self-energies

Σ̃f
A(p) =

4πCFα(µ′′)

~p2

∫ Λ

q

1

Df (~q2, q4)

[
Af (~q2, q4)

(
ΓfsKAAS + Γf4KAA4

)
+

+ Cf (~q2, q4)q̃4

(
Γfs + Γf4

)
KAC

]
Σ̃f
B(p) =4πCFα(µ′′)

∫ Λ

q

1

Df (~q2, q4)

[
Bf (~q2, q4)

(
ΓfsKBBS + Γf4KBB4

)]
Σ̃f
C(p) =

4πCFα(µ′′)

p̃4

∫ Λ

q

1

Df (~q2, q4)

[
Af (~q2, q4)

(
Γfs + Γf4

)
KCA +

+ Cf (~q2, q4)q̃4

(
ΓfsKCCS + Γf4KCC4

)]
(B.11)

with the related angular kernels

KAAS =
Z(k2)

k2

[
~p~q
k2

4

k2
+ 2

(~p~k)(~q~k)

k2

]
Γ(k2) , KAA4 =

Z(k2)

k2

~k2

k2
~p~qΓ(k2)

KAC =
Z(k2)

k2

(~p~k)k4

k2
Γ(k2) , KCA =

Z(k2)

k2

(~q~k)k4

k2
Γ(k2)

KBBS =KCCS =
Z(k2)

k2

[
2 +

k2
4

k2

]
Γ(k2) , KBB4 = −KCC4 =

Z(k2)

k2

~k2

k2
Γ(k2) (B.12)

If we further neglect the first Ball-Chiu terms Γs = Γs = Z2, the quark self-energy simplifies to

Σ̃f
A(p) =

4πZ2CFα(µ′′)

~p2

∫ Λ

q

Af (~q2, q4)KAA + Cf (~q2, q4)q̃4KAC

Df (~q2, q4)

Σ̃f
B(p) =4πZ2CFα(µ′′)

∫ Λ

q

Bf (~q2, q4)KBB

Df (~q2, q4)

Σ̃f
C(p) =

4πZ2CFα(µ′′)

p̃4

∫ Λ

q

Af (~q2, q4)KCA + Cf (~q2, q4)q̃4KCC

Df (~q2, q4)
(B.13)

with the angular kernels

KAA =
Z(k2)

k2

[
~p~q + 2

(~p~k)(~q~k)

k2

]
Γ(k2) , KAC = 2

Z(k2)

k2

(~p~k)k4

k2
Γ(k2)

KBB =3
Z(k2)

k2
Γ(k2)

KCC =2
Z(k2)

k2

[
1−

~k2

k2

]
Γ(k2) , KCA = 2

Z(k2)

k2

(~q~k)k4

k2
Γ(k2) (B.14)

A detailed description of the treatment of the integrals is given in Appendix C.

Quenched QCD with Maris-Tandy model: In this truncation we do not calculate the

gluon and introduce an effective interaction instead. For this purpose, we have to exchange the

following equations in relation (B.5), (B.7) and (B.12). In section 4.1 the possible ansätze for Ω
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are presented.

Ω(k2) =α(µ′′)Γ(k2)
Z(k2)

k2

ΩL/T (~k2, ωk) =α(µ′′)Γ(k2)
ZL/T (~k2, ωk)

k2
(B.15)

B.2 Projected BSE’s

Similar to the quark and gluon propagators, we want to derive projected BSE’s for the pseu-

doscalar mesons, more precisely the pions, in this section. For this purpose, we will use the

decomposition (2.104) first and project onto the dressing functions and afterwards we will

expand the dressing functions with Chebyshev polynomials (2.105). The first step to get

the BSE’s for the dressing functions is to define appropriate projectors T πX(P, p) (X(P, p) =

trD [T πX(P, p)Γπ(P, p)]) for the Dirac tensor-structure of the pions

Γπ(P, p) = γ5

[
−iE(P, p) + /PF (P, p) + /pG(P, p) +

[
/P , /p

]
H(P, p)

]
(B.16)

after having removed the flavor and color dependency, by taking the trace or comparing the

structure with the relations given in Appendix A.2. The mentioned projectors are given by

T πE(P, p) =
i

4
γ5, T πF (P, p) =

p2 /P − /p(pP )

4 (p2P 2 − (pP )2)
γ5,

T πG(P, p) =
P 2/p− /P (Pp)

4 (P 2p2 − (Pp)2)
γ5, T πH(P, p) =

[
/P , /p

]
16 (P 2p2 − (Pp)2)

γ5 (B.17)

In fact only the first pion dressing function E(p, P ) will be considered in this work. Therefore

we restrict ourselves to the projected BSE’s of the first pion dressing function in vacuum and

the cold dense matter case, which are given by

E(p, P ) =12πCF

(
Zf,vac2

)2
∫ Λ

q

α(k2)

k2
KEE(q+, q−)E(q, P ) (B.18)

with the kernels and denominators

KEE(q+, q−) =
B(q2

−)B(q2
+)− q+q−A(q2

−)A(q2
+)

D(q2
−)D(q2

+)
, D(q2) = q2A2(q2) +B2(q2) (B.19)

for the vacuum and

KEE(q+, q−) =

[
B(~q2

−,−q4−)B(~q2
+, q4+)

D(~q2
−,−q4−)D(~q2

+, q4+)
+

−
~q+~q−A(~q2

−,−q4−)A(~q2
+, q4+) + q̃4+q̃4−C(~q2

−,−q4−)C(~q2
+, q4+)

D(~q2
−,−q4−)D(~q2

+, q4+)

]
D(~q2, q4) =~q2A2(~q2, q4) + q̃2

4C
2(~q2, q4) +B2(~q2, q4) (B.20)
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for the cold dense matter case. To get these equations we projected the rhs of equation (2.91)

onto the first pion dressing function and inserted the kernel (2.87) for an (at first) arbitrary

coupling α(k2). Later on we will set the coupling to one of the fit functions of the quenched

chapter. Furthermore it is important to parameterize the occurring momenta. For this purpose,

we have three options: we can either use the total momentum parameterization P =
(
~0, imπ

)
or P = (0, 0, imπ, 0) or a combination of both. If we use the first parameterization the quark

momenta are given by

p =( |~p|( 0 , 0 , 1 ) , p4 ) q = ( |~q|( 0 , sin(Ψq) , cos(Ψq) ) , q4 ) (B.21)

with ~p, p4 and the analogs of q given by (C.9). This parameterization yields an integral repre-

sentation given by∫ Λ

q
=

1

8π3

∫ Λ

R,q

∫ π

0
dΨq sin(Ψq)

∫ π

0
dθq sin2(θq) =

1

8π3

∫ Λ

R,q

∫ 1

−1
dyq

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

q (B.22)

with zq = cos(θq) and yq = cos(Ψq). The problem, however, is that with this parameterization

we are only able to calculate the temporal decay constant f tπ, as we will see later on. In the

second parameterization the quark momenta and the integral representation are given by

p =( |~p|( 0 , sin(Ψp) , cos(Ψp) ) , p4 )

q =( |~q|( sin(Ψq) sin(ϕq) , sin(Ψq) cos(ϕq) , cos(Ψq) ) , q4 )∫ Λ

q
=

1

16π4

∫ Λ

R,q

∫ 2π

0
dϕq

∫ π

0
dΨq sin(Ψq)

∫ π

0
dθq sin2(θq)

=
1

16π4

∫ Λ

R,q

∫ 2π

0
dϕq

∫ 1

−1
dyq

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

q (B.23)

where ~p and p4 as well as the analogs of q again are given by (C.9). With this parameterization

we also have the problem, that we only can calculate one of the pion decay constants, but in

this case the spacial part fsπ. To obtain both parts of the decay constant and therefore the

velocity of the bound-state in medium, we have to use the third parameterization. But due

to the complexity of this parameterization, we restrict ourselves to the first parameterization

for the first results. For this case we already mentioned, that the argument of the pion can be

parameterized by three lorentz-invariants P 2, p2 and zp. The only difference between the vacuum

and the cold dense matter case is, that the quark propagator has a richer tensor-structure and

depends itself on the angle zp, if we consider the cold dense matter case. Consequently we only

have to consider equation (B.18), if we want to derive the projected BSE’s for the Chebyshev

components of the first pion dressing function. By applying 2
N

∑N−1
n=0 T̃j(z

p
n)(i)−j onto the BSE

of the first pion dressing function and expressing the internal pion dressing function by (2.105),
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we get the final BSE for the Chebyshev coefficients of the first pion dressing function

Ẽj(p
2, P 2) =

24π

N
CF

(
Zf,vac2

)2
N−1∑
n=0

T̃j(z
p
n)

∫ Λ

q

α(k2)

k2
KEE(q+, q−)

Ñ∑
l=0

Ẽl(q
2, P 2)T̃l(zq)(i)

l−j

(B.24)

where Ẽ corresponds to the modified Chebyshev polynomials and is connected to E by Ẽj(P
2, p2)

=
(

1√
2
δj,0 + (1− δj,0)

)
Ej(P

2, p2). The discussion how the BSE is numerically calculated is

shifted to the Appendix C.5.

B.2.1 Meson amplitude normalization

Since the meson amplitude, calculated with the equation above, is not fixed in its scale, we

have to include the normalization of the meson amplitude given in equation (2.98). Like in the

BSE equation, we will include the decomposition (2.104) first, before including the Chebyshev

expansion (2.105). Taking the traces, after including the first decomposition, yields

N 2 =24
∂

∂P 2

∫ Λ

q
KEE(q+, q−)E(q,−Pi)E(q, Pi)

∣∣∣∣
P=Pi

(B.25)

where KEE(q+, q−) is defined by (B.19) in vacuum or (B.20) in the cold dense matter case.

It is noteworthy, that we included the kernel given in (2.87), which is independent from the

total momentum P and used the first momentum parameterization mentioned before to express
(Pi)µ
2P 2
i

∂
∂Pµ

∣∣∣
P=Pi

= ∂
∂P 2

∣∣
P=Pi

. Finally we include the Chebyshev expansion (2.105), with the result:

N 2 =24
∂

∂P 2

∫ Λ

q
KEE(q+, q−)

Ñ∑
j,k=0

Ẽj(q
2, P 2

i )T̃j(−zq)Ẽk(q2, P 2
i )T̃k(−zq)


P=Pi

(B.26)

We will use the difference quotient approximation ∂f(P 2)
∂P 2 = f(P 2(1+ε))−f(P 2(1−ε))

2P 2ε
with a small

parameter ε for the derivative ∂f(P 2)
∂P 2 .

B.2.2 Meson decay constant

For the meson decay constant we have to distinguish between the vacuum (2.114) and the cold

dense matter case (2.117). Again, we will calculate the traces by including the decomposition of

the pion Bethe-Salpeter amplitude (2.104) and the quark propagator as well as the Chebyshev

expansion (2.105). The results are

fπ = −12Zf,vac2

P 2

∫ Λ

q

Ñ∑
k=0

Ẽk(q
2, P 2)T̃k(zq)

B(q2
−)A(q2

+)Pq+ +A(q2
−)B(q2

+)Pq−

D(q2
−)D(q2

+)
(B.27)
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for the vacuum and

−f tπ =
3Zf,vac2

(Pv)

∫ Λ

q
trD [γ5/vS(q+)Γπ(p, P )S(−q−)] =

12Zf,vac2

P 2

∫ Λ

q

Ñ∑
k=0

Ẽk(q
2, P 2)T̃k(zq)·

·
B(~q2

−, q4−)C(~q2
+, q4+)P4q̃4+ + C(~q2

−, q4−)B(~q2
+, q4+)P4q̃4−

D(~q2
−, q4−)D(~q2

+, q4+)

|~P |=0
=

12Zf,vac2

P

∫ Λ

q

Ñ∑
k=0

Ẽk(q
2, P 2)T̃k(zq)

B(~q2, q4−)C(~q2, q4+)q̃4+ + C(~q2, q4−)B(~q2, q4+)q̃4−
D(~q2, q4−)D(~q2, q4+)

−fsπ =
3Zf,vac2

P 2 − (Pv)2

∫ Λ

q
trD

[
γ5

(
/P − (Pv)/v

)
S(q+)Γπ(p, P )S(−q−)

]
=

12Zf,vac2

P 2

∫ Λ

q

Ñ∑
k=0

·

· Ẽk(q2, P 2)T̃k(zq)
B(~q2

−, q4−)A(~q2
+, q4+)~P~q+ +A(~q2

−, q4−)B(~q2
+, q4+)~P~q−

D(~q2
−, q4−)D(~q2

+, q4+)

|~P |=0
= 0 (B.28)

for the cold dense matter case. In these equations we use the momentum integral shortcuts

given in equation (C.4). For the latter case we had to project onto the two decay constants, by

multiplying with PT
µν(v) and PL

µν(v) and taking the trace with respect to the Lorenz indices. For

the calculation of the Bethe-Salpeter amplitude and the its normalization as well as the pion

decay constant, we have to use quarks with complex momenta as input. The discussion of the

calculation of the quark propagator in the complex plane is done in section 4.3.
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Appendix C

Numerical details

In this Appendix we will discuss the numerical side of this work, beginning with the necessary

momentum integral transformations and afterwards the numerical treatment of the same. Then

we will continue with aspects of the thermal mass calculation and the renormalization and

further with order parameters and phase diagram calculations. We conclude with the numerical

details to the pion calculation.

C.1 Momentum integrals in vacuum and medium

At first we include hyperspherical coordinates∫
d4qf(q) =

1

2

∫ ∞
0

dq2q2

∫ 2π

0
dφq

∫ π

0
dΨq sin(Ψq)

∫ π

0
dθq sin2(θq)f(q2, φq,Ψq, θq) (C.1)

into the four-dimensional integral
∫
q =

∫ d4q
(2π)4 of the vacuum and the cold dense matter case

and the corresponding spherical coordinates∫
d3|~q|f(ωq, ~q) =

1

2

∫ ∞
0

d|~q|2|~q|
∫ 2π

0
dφq

∫ π

0
dΨq sin(Ψq)f(ωq, |~q|, φq,Ψq) (C.2)

into the three-dimensional integral
∑∫
q = T

∑
nq

∫ d3|~q|
(2π)3 for finite temperatures. This yields the

following equations ∫
q

=

∫
d4q

(2π)4
=

∫ ∞
0

dq2 q
2

2

∫
dΩ4D∑∫

q

=T
∑
nq

∫
d3|~q|
(2π)3

= T
∑
nq

∫ ∞
0

d|~q|2 |~q|
2

∫
dΩ3D (C.3)

which we have to regularize by introducing an UV hard O(4) momentum cutoff Λ.

∫ Λ

q
=

∫ Λ2

ε2
dq2 q

2

2

∫
dΩ4D =

∫ Λ

R,q

∫
dΩ4D
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Λ∑∫
q

=T

|ωq |<Λ′∑
nq

∫ ~Λ2
nq

ε2
d|~q|2 |~q|

2

∫
dΩ3D =

Λ∑∫
R,q

∫
dΩ3D (C.4)

where the index R states, that the related integral symbol concerns only the radial part of the

integration. Further, the three-dimensional momentum cutoff of the spacial part is given by

~Λ2
nq = Λ′2 − ω2

q (nq) with the Matsubara frequency ωq(nq). In case of the quark self-energy,

Λ′ coincides with the UV hard O(4) momentum cutoff Λ. For the quark-loop calculation, in

contrast, we use a temperature dependent cutoff Λ′ = πT (2N + 2) with N := {max(n) ∈ N :

πT (2n + 2) < Λ}, which represents the last Matsubara frequency below the actual UV hard

O(4) momentum cutoff Λ. We have to be mentioned, that this choice for the cutoff could be

related to a problem of shaking quark condensate values near the pseudo-critical temperature

for the crossover region. In following works this subject has to be investigated, but it is kept for

the sake of comparison with previous works.

An additional point of concern is the treatment of the Matsubara sum. Here we have to dis-

tinguish between the quark self-energy and the quark-loop calculation. While we compute the

whole sum explicitly for the quark-loop, this would slow down the program significantly in case

of the quark self-energy. Since the quark-loop itself does not depend on the gluon the quark-

loop has to be calculated only once for a fixed quark. The quark self-energy, by contrast, has to

be iterated for a fixed gluon. Consequently the explicit sum for the quark-loop is numerically

bearable and also necessary, but for the quark self-energy Matsubara sum the following integral

approximation is introduced.

T

|ωq |<Λ′∑
nq

f(ωq) = T

∫ −N
−( Λ′

2πT
− 1

2
)
dnqf(ωq) + T

N−1∑
nq=−N

f(ωq) + T

∫ Λ′
2πT
− 1

2

N−1
dnqf(ωq) (C.5)

As we can see, the number of explicit Matsubara frequencies is reduced to 2N summands. Since

the Matsubara frequencies above the given Matsubara-indices are only approximated, it seems

natural that higher N values are needed for good results at lower temperature. The reason is that

the momentum range which is covered by the explicit Matsubara sum decrease for decreasing

temperatures and fixedN . Consequently we have to describe more and more parts of the dressing

functions with an approximation. With the substitution ωq = πT (2nq − 1), dωq = 2πTdnq we

further can transform both integrals to the Matsubara frequencies.

T

|ωq |<Λ′∑
nq

f(ωq) =
1

2π

∫ πT (2(−N)+1)

−Λ′
dωqf(ωq) + T

N−1∑
nq=−N

f(ωq) +
1

2π

∫ Λ′

πT (2(N−1)+1)
dωqf(ωq)

(C.6)

Since the integration in the self-energy and the quark-loop is defined over fermionic quark

momenta we we have to take fermionic Matsubara frequencies in the substitution. Further

noteworthy is the integral representation in the case of cold dense matter. If we follow the final
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lines of section 2.1.2, the integral is given by

∫ Λ

cdm,q
=

∫ Λ

−Λ
dq4

∫ ~Λ2
q4

ε2
d|~q|2 |~q|

2

∫
dΩ3D (C.7)

where ~Λ2
q4 = Λ2 − q2

4 is again the three-dimensional momentum cutoff of the spacial part, but

this time for the four momentum q4. In this case the angular integral corresponds in this case

with the one for finite temperature. After all, we conclude by mentioning different possibilities

for the calculation of the angular part. This has to be done due to the stability of the solution,

which is only achieved with a certain method for the angular calculation. But before we can

show the angular integrals, we have to present the momentum parameterization for three cases,

namely the vacuum, the cold dense matter and finite temperature. For this purpose we use

(hyper-)spherical coordinates for the external and internal momenta, yielding

p =|p|( 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 ), q = |q|( 0 , 0 , sin(θq) , cos(θq) ) for the vacuum case,

p =( |~p|( 0 , 0 , 1 ) , p4 ), q = ( |~q|( 0 , sin(Ψq) , cos(Ψq) ) , q4 ) for cold dense matter,

p =( |~p|( 0 , 0 , 1 ) , ωp ), q = ( |~q|( 0 , sin(Ψq) , cos(Ψq) ) , ωq ) for finite temperature,

(C.8)

where we can express the fourth component x4 and the norm of the spacial three momentum

|~x| in the case of cold dense matter by the norm of the four momentum |x|:

|~x| = |x| sin(θx) x4 = |x| cos(θx) (C.9)

Since the presence of the chemical potential in the cold dense matter case leads to an assigned

direction of the fourth component we need two variables in the angular kernels of the DSE’s.

These two variables can either be ~x and x4 or x and θx. The discussion about the choice between

these two sets will be shifted to the next section. For now we choose the latter set, utilizing

the connection (C.9). The integral representation for this set, however, is given by the first

line of (C.4). Consequently we are left with two angular integrals, which we cannot calculate

explicitly. The vacuum and finite temperature cases, in opposite, only include one angle between

the external and internal three or four momenta. Therefore all angular integrals, except one,

can be calculated explicitly. At first the angular integral presented in equations (C.1) and (C.2)

can be reduced to∫
dΩ4D =

1

4π3

∫ π

0
dθq sin2(θq) for vacuum,∫

dΩ4D =
1

8π3

∫ π

0
dΨq sin(Ψq)

∫ π

0
dθq sin2(θq) for cold dense matter,∫

dΩ3D =
1

4π2

∫ π

0
dΨq sin(Ψq) for finite temperature, (C.10)
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which is used only in the vacuum quark-loop calculation and can be transformed into∫
dΩ4D =

1

4π3

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

q for vacuum,∫
dΩ4D =

1

8π3

∫ 1

−1
dyq

∫ 1

−1
dzq

√
1− z2

q for cold dense matter,∫
dΩ3D =

1

4π2

∫ 1

−1
dyq for finite temperature, (C.11)

by the substitutions zq = cos(θq), dzq = − sin(θq)dθq and yq = cos(Ψq), dyq = − sin(Ψq)dΨq.

This representation for the angular integration is used for all other calculations.

C.2 Numerical treatment of the momentum integrals

Since the quark and gluon integral equations are coupled, we have to calculate them simul-

taneously with a fix point iteration. For this purpose we use a Gauss-Legendre-integration

(Gaussian quadrature and Legendre polynomials as sampling point/ grid-points) for all in-

tegrals. The internal grid unequals the external grid, which implies that we have to inter-

polate the quark and gluon dressing functions in space-like direction in case of finite tem-

peratures. The temporal or better to say the heat-bath direction is therefore more com-

plicated, since the Matsubara frequencies are only saved up to a maximal upper and lower

Matsubara frequency ωQuark
p,max/min = ±ωp(np = M − 1) = ±πT (2np + 1) for the quark and

ωGluon
k,max/min = ±ωk(nk = M) = ±2πTnk for the gluon. Usually we set M = N for the quark

self-energy, so that only the grid points for the Matsubara frequency integral approximation

(C.6) are not saved and calculated explicitly. In case of the gluon we further apply a so-called

zeroth Mastsubara frequency approximation (M=0). This means that only the first bosonic

Matsubara frequency is saved and the remaining Matsubara frequencies are consequently not

calculated explicitly.

For these quark and gluon Matsubara frequencies, which are not saved and calculated explic-

itly, we have to introduce an approximation for the quark and gluon dressing functions in the

integration. An important aspect to guide our search to find this approximation is the restora-

tion of the O(4) invariance at high four momenta for the quark and gluon dressing functions.

The restoration of the O(4) invariance at high four momenta means that the dressing function

XY at (~q2, ωq) can be approximated by the corresponding dressing function for the last saved

Matsubara frequency ωq,max at the momentum (~q2 + ω2
q − ω2

q,max, ωq,max). Here XY represents

one of the gluon or quark dressing functions. The exact equation for the approximation at high

Matsubara frequencies (ωp > ωQuark
p,max) is therefore given by

X
(
~p2,±ωp

)
≈X

(
~p2 + ω2

p − (ωQuark
p,max)2,±(ωQuark

p,max)
)

Y
(
~k2,±ωk

)
≈Y

(
~k2 + ω2

k, 0
)

(C.12)
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(a) (b)

Figure C.1: Distribution function of the gluon grid for different parameters “a” of the variation
function. In figure (a) the modified gluon grid points are displayed against the unmodified gluon
grid. Figure (b) shows the change in the density of the gluon grid. For the black line the gluon
grid is unchanged and therefore the grid points are logarithmically equidistant distributed. For
values above one the logarithmic difference between the gluon grid points increase and therefore
the density of the grid points decrease. Analog for values below one: the difference between the
grid points decrease and therefore the grid point density increase. The parameter a = 1 is used
throughout this work.

with X representing one of the three quark dressing functions (A, B or C) and Y one of the

two gluon dressing functions (ZL or ZT ). In this approximation we already employed the fol-

lowing facts: In case of the gluon the restoration of the O(4) invariance is already fulfilled for

the first gluonic Matsubara frequency, which is the reason that the zeroth Matsubara frequency

approximation is valid. In contrast, we need at least five Matsubara frequencies in positive and

negative direction to get a good approximation for the quark dressing function for higher Mat-

subara frequencies. For decreasing temperature the number of necessary Matsubara frequencies

further increase.

To interpolate the space-like momentum we introduce one cubic spline object per dressing func-

tion and for every saved Matsubara frequency. In the finite temperature case the spline object

is based on logarithmically equidistant distributed three momentum external grid points in case

of the quark and a nearly equidistant distribution for the three momentum of the gluon. This

distribution is parameterized by the function given in the figure C.1. A variation from the

equidistant external grid is done to increase the grid point density in an interval very important

for the integration. The vacuum case is much simpler. There, only one cubic spline object per

dressing function is introduced, which is based on a logarithmically equidistant distribution of

the external four momentum grid points.

The corresponding internal, radial three momentum grid (for finite temperature) or four mo-

mentum grid (in vacuum) is then divided by the external grid. This means, that we insert a

Gauss-Legendre grid with a certain grid point number between every interval defined by two

successive external grid points, which fulfill the constrain to be below the three or correspond-

ingly four momentum cutoff. For the Matsubara frequencies, which are approximated by an

integral, we have to mention, that we use a logarithmic Gauss-Legendre grid.

Until now we discussed the numerical treatment of the radial integrals in case of the vacuum

and for finite temperatures. For the case of cold dense matter, however, we mentioned already
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that the chemical potential introduces the necessity of an assigned direction for the fourth mo-

mentum component. Consequently the dressing functions need now two variables like in the

temperature case (X(~p2, p4) or X(p2, θp)). Further on, two possibilities to calculate the integral

were discussed. As already shown in the last section one of these possibilities is to integrate

the spacial part and the fourth momentum component separately, the other possibility is to

use the connection (C.9) to express the spacial and temporal part by the four momentum and

an angle between the four momentum and the fourth component of the same. For the latter

case, the numerical treatment of the integration correspond to the vacuum, this means, that

we create a logarithmically equidistant distribution of the external four momentum grid points

and interpolate the dressing functions on an internal four momentum grid, which is given like in

the vacuum case. Since the dressing function still depends on two variables (p and θp) we need

multiple cubic spline objects for the different angles θp. We have one cubic spline object for every

considered angle. Until now these angles are the grid points of a Gauß-Legendre-integration for

the purpose to use them directly in the integration without interpolating them first. In the next

work we pass over to an equidistant external grid for the angle, which yields the necessity of a

two-dimensional interpolation of the two variables (|p| and θp) on which the dressing functions

depend on.

If we take the first possibility mentioned above the numerical treatment is a little bit more ex-

pensive, which we will explain in the following. The numerical treatment correspond to the one

of finite temperature with the difference that we cannot use the dressing function approximation

presented in (C.12). The reason is that the chemical potential alone breaks the O(4)-invariance

strongly also at higher momenta. In the temperature case, the O(4)-invariance was broken at

higher momenta only for the first Matsubara frequency, like shown in figure C.2. As a con-

sequence we are obliged to safe the external dressing functions up to the cutoff for the fourth

momentum component, which yields much more p4-values for which we have to introduce an

cubic spline object. Like in the temperature case, we introduce one cubic spline object per p4

value. Until now these p4 values are the grid points of a Gauß-Legendre-integration for the pur-

pose to use them directly in the integration without interpolating them first. In future works we

could introduce an equidistant external grid for p4 and a two-dimensional interpolation method.

It remains the question which of the two possibilities is more appropriate? Clearly the one,

which yields smoother results and which is furthermore faster and need less memory storage.

This is the case for the second possibility, since we need less angle grid points as p4 grid points

and therefore less cubic spline objects to get smoother results. The second possibility conse-

quently will be used throughout this work. We have, however, to note that problems appear

in the cold dense matter case, which are related to the convergence of the iteration. In the

chiral symmetric phase of the results presented in figure 4.4, the vector dressing functions jump

incessantly between possible solutions. As result the iteration never stops. Only by introducing

a relaxation parameter ”n” for the calculation (X
′
new = nXnew+(1−n)Xold with X representing

one of the quark dressing functions) this issue is fixed.

Finally we specify the numerical treatment of the angular integration. For the angular integral
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we use a normal Gauss-Legendre grid but the integration interval is split into two (in case of

zq = cos(θq) or yq = cos(Ψq) integration) or four (in case of θq or Ψq integration) intervals to

improve the precision and to avoid exact zeros in the angular grid, which could lead to infinities

and numerical artifacts. Therefore we take the two intervals [−1, 0] and [0, 1] for zq and yq and

the four intervals [0, π4 ], [π4 ,
π
2 ], [π2 ,

3π
4 ] and [3π

4 , π] for θq and Ψq.

The dressing functions are only calculated and saved up to a given upper (and lower) momentum

above (below) which the dressing function is extrapolated with a constant value which equals

the last (first) dressing function value. For this purpose, we introduce an extrapolation method

for the quark, which is defined by the following equation.

X
(
~q2, ωq

)
≈



X
(
~q2 + ω2

q − ω2
q,min, ωq,min

)
if ~q2 + ω2

q < Λ2, ωq < ωq,min

X
(
~q2, ωq

)
if ~q2 + ω2

q < Λ2, ωq,min < ωq < ωq,max

X
(
~q2 + ω2

q − ω2
q,max, ωq,max

)
if ~q2 + ω2

q < Λ2, ωq,max < ωq

X
(

Λ2 + ω2
q − ω2

q,min, ωq,min

)
if ~q2 + ω2

q > Λ2, ωq < 0

X
(
Λ2 + ω2

q − ω2
q,max, ωq,max

)
if ~q2 + ω2

q > Λ2, 0 < ωq

(C.13)

This extrapolation suffers from different problems, like the imbalance in the momentum bound-

ary at which the extrapolation is done. Neither at a constant four nor at a constant three

momentum the extrapolation is done. In contrast the extrapolation point depends on the Mat-

subara frequency. Further troublesome is that dressing functions of saved Matsubara frequencies

(ωq,min < ωq < ωq,max) and four momenta above the O(4) cutoff Λ are mapped onto the cor-

responding maximal Matsubara frequency ωq,min or ωq,max. If we consider figure C.2, it is

Figure C.2: Problem of the extrapolation routine (C.13). The real part of the second vector
dressing function is shown against the three momentum for different Matsubara frequencies.
Above a given three momentum the dressing function for all Matsubara frequencies are approx-
imated constantly by the value of the highest Matsubara frequency.

most evident, that this mapping could produce problems. The figure shows the UV behavior

of the second vector dressing function C for different Matsubara frequencies. As one can see

the dressing functions are extrapolated with the wrong value. Despite these disadvantages, the

extrapolation is used for the sake of comparison with previous works. It is also to mention, that

this predominantly effects the thermal mass and only implicitly all other quantities. Nonethe-
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µq/[GeV ] T/[GeV ] <[S] =[S] <[DT ] <[DL]
〈
Ψ̄Ψ
〉
u

∆us mL
th

0.0 0.1 0.50% 0.27% 0.09% 1.91% 0.04% 0.00% 5.69%
0.0 0.2 6.35% 2.13% 0.42% 5.03% 0.07% 0.11% 5.86%
0.1 0.1 0.50% 386.12% 0.09% 1.87% 0.04% 0.00% 5.34%
0.1 0.2 4.72% 54.69% 0.39% 4.86% 0.04% 0.11% 5.63%
0.2 0.1 1.00% 117.97% 0.11% 2.59% 0.08% 0.01% 5.42%
0.2 0.2 2.40% 22.41% 0.33% 4.42% 0.01% 0.01% 5.06%

Table C.1: Relative difference of important observables between the two presented extrapolation
methods for different temperatures and chemical potentials. S represents the maximum of the
relative difference of all quark dressing functions. Analog DL/T shows the maximum of the
relative difference of the transversal or longitudinal gluon dressing functions and the regular
part too.

less, we will mention a suggestion for improvement for coming works. The following alternative,

extrapolates the dressing functions for every Matsubara frequency at the same four momentum,

which equals the O(4) cutoff Λ. Furthermore every Matsubara frequency has it’s own extrapola-

tion value, which resolves the problem of the last extrapolation method. The new extrapolation

method can be written as

X
(
~q2, ωq

)
≈


X
(
q̃2 − ω2

q,min, ωq,min

)
if ωq < ωq,min

X
(
q̃2 − ω2

q , ωq
)

if ωq,min < ωq < ωq,max

X
(
q̃2 − ω2

q,max, ωq,max
)

if ωq,max < ωq

(C.14)

with the four momentum

q̃2 =

~q2 + ω2
q if ~q2 + ω2

q < Λ2

Λ2 if ~q2 + ω2
q > Λ2

(C.15)

In table C.1 the effect on different quantities compared to the previous extrapolation method

is recorded. We can additionally mention that the best extrapolation would be to replace the

constant extrapolation by an extrapolation with a fit-function, but this can be a subject of a

coming work.

Until now we only discussed the quark extrapolation, the gluon extrapolation, however, is kept

much simpler. In the quenched case we access the functional form of the related fit-function

without an extrapolation. Only in the unquenched case with Lattice-fits we have to add two

terms, for which extrapolations become important. The first term is the thermal mass contribu-

tion, where we exactly know the functional form, but have a calculated parameter. The second

term is the regular part of the renormalized quark-loop. While the first term is not extrapolated

since the functional form is exactly known, the second term is extrapolated constantly at a con-

stant three momentum (Λ) for every Matsubara frequency. The important aspect concerning

the gluon is that the extrapolation does not affect any quantity very strong, unlike the quark

extrapolation influenced the thermal mass. This implies that the extrapolation details are of
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no consequence. Now that we discussed the extrapolation methods for the quark and the gluon

for finite temperatures, we can mention that the extrapolation method for the vacuum and cold

dense matter case, using the four momentum and the angle, is much simpler. Here the dressing

functions are extrapolated constantly above a four momentum which equals the O(4) cutoff Λ.

C.3 Thermal mass calculation

As already addressed previously, the quark-loop is split up into a infrared divergent part, pro-

portional to the thermal mass of the gluon and a divergence free (regular) part. The latter

one is not strongly sensitive to high accuracy and the explicit Matsubara sum, in contrast to

the thermal mass. Consequently the mentioned separation is necessary and the thermal mass

is calculated regarding the following two aspects: At first the thermal mass is calculated with

higher accuracy, which means that a higher grid point number is used for the integration and the

angular part is solved analytically. Furthermore we have to make sure that the O(4) invariance

is restored numerically by introducing the following variation

C(~q2, ωq) −→
(

1− e−
q2

ΛAC

)
A(~q2, ωq) + e

− q2

ΛAC C(~q2, ωq) (C.16)

with the parameter ΛAC = 40GeV2. Secondly we use a higher cutoff - usually 2000GeV. This is

done to compare with older works, where the higher cutoff was introduced because of a possible

plateau of the thermal mass at higher O(4) cutoff values, where the thermal mass is almost

independent from the cutoff. In this work we cannot observe such a plateau. The problem with

the use of the higher cutoff is that we have to pay attention on the way we extrapolate, since the

thermal mass will be strongly dependent on the extrapolation method. There is the opportunity

but also the necessity to improve this issue. Regarding the regular part of the quark-loop we

have to mention that we have to make sure, that the thermal mass is subtracted with the same

numeric, which means, that the same grid has to be used and that the angular part has to be

calculated numerically - even though it could easily be calculated analytically. Naturally the

variation given in equation (C.16) cannot be included for this purpose.

C.4 Renormalization, order parameter and the phase diagram

calculation

After discussing the numerical side of the integral calculations we will focus at first on the

renormalization. In the quark renormalization section was already mentioned, that the strange

quark mass renormalization constant is set to the light quark mass renormalization constant

(Zstrange
m = Z light

m ). The reason is that the regularized quark condensate changes the sign, if this

settlement is skipped. As we have seen in the results for the unquenched case with lattice fits

and for two plus one quark flavors the regularized quark condensate still changes the sign, but

only for high temperature and chemical potential (see 3.6). Furthermore only small values are
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Figure C.3: Imaginary part of the second vector dressing function against the three momentum
~p2 at the phase diagram point (T, µq) = (100, 100) MeV for unquenched QCD with Nf = 2 + 1
quark flavors and lattice fits.

adopted if the regularized quark condensate changes the sign. The reason for the remaining

change of the sign could be attributed to the fact that we set the mass renormalization con-

stants to a value which already includes dynamical effects and lies in the region where the mass

renormalization constant drops significantly in figure 2.2. Or it is attributed to the fact that we

use vacuum renormalization although we should use a medium renormalization.

A possibility to avoid the problem of an inclusion of the dynamical effects could be to set

Z light
m = Zstrange

m or to calculate the mass renormalization constant for a high mass and set

Z light
m and Zstrange

m to this value. Both possibilities can be discussed in coming works. Although

Z light
m = Zstrange

m is the better choice we used Zstrange
m = Z light

m for the sake of comparison in this

work.

Also for one other physical observables we have to go into the numerical details. The mentioned

observable is the quark density, which is not calculated in this work, but for the sake of com-

parison with previous works, we have to mention the necessary numerical changes due to this

calculation. In figure C.3 we can see, that the imaginary part of the quark dressing function

does not decrease exponentially to zero, as it should, but instead does not vanish in ultraviolet -

with the numeric presented up to this point. This behavior leads to errors in the calculation of

the quark density, which we can remove if we separate the calculation of the real and imaginary

part of the quark self-energy and increase the ultraviolet cutoff of the imaginary part by a factor

“a”, which we normally set to 15. Additionally we change the regularization of the imaginary

part, which leads to the following equations for the quark self-energy integrations in medium

Λ∑∫
q

=T

|ωq |<Λ∑
nq

∫ ~Λ2
nq

ε2
d|~q|2 |~q|

2

∫
dΩ3D<

[
f(~q2, ωq, θq)

]
Λ∑∫
q

=T

|ωq |<aΛ∑
nq

∫ (aΛ)2

ε2
d|~q|2 |~q|

2

∫
dΩ3D=

[
f(~q2, ωq, θq)

]
(C.17)

Finally we conclude by giving some numerical details concerning the phase diagram calculation.

As already introduced and calculated previously we know, that the crossover transition line turns
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at the second order critical end point into a region of first order phase transitions, specified by

the upper and lower spinodals. The question is now how we determine these spinodals. The two

spinodals represent two different, stable solutions for the coupled system. We can control which

solution we want to achieve by two contributions. First we set different starting guesses for the

scalar dressing function B (1GeV for the upper and 0.01GeV for the lower spinodal) and secondly

we can control which solution we get by choosing the direction of the phase diagram calculation.

This means: In case of the upper spinodal we begin to calculate at the lower temperatures and

then go to higher ones. For the lower spinodal, however, we go the other way around. For this

purpose, it is to say that we utilize the iterated version of the quark dressing function from the

last calculated temperature as starting guess for the new phase diagram calculation, after having

determined the gluon for the quark starting guess B = 1GeV or B = 0.01GeV. This procedure

additionally accelerates our calculation.

C.5 Numerical details of the pion

In this last section we want to state some numerical details to the calculation of the Bethe-

Salpeter amplitude. Since the homogeneous BSE (2.91) does not include an inhomogeneity

factor, which stops the iteration, we need an abort criterion for the eigenvalue equation (2.92).

For this purpose, we use the power iteration method, which utilizes the convergence of the

eigenvalue as abort criterion. For the power iteration, we apply the kernel K̃(P 2) iteratively

onto a BSA Γn(P 2). We start with an initial guess for the BSA Γ0(P 2), which is usually 1. In

equations with functional notation this can be written as

K̂(P 2)
∣∣Γn(P 2)

〉
= λn(P 2)

∣∣Γn+1(P 2)
〉

(C.18)

where we denoted the BSA Γn(P 2) as Hilbert-vector |Γn〉 and the kernel K̃(P 2) as operator K̂.

For increasing orders of application, the iterative eigenvalue trends towards the real eigenvalue

λn(P 2)
n→∞−−−→ λ(P 2). The iterative eigenvalue is therefore calculated by

λn(P 2) =

〈
Γn(P 2)

∣∣ Γn+1(P 2)
〉

〈Γn(P 2)| Γn(P 2)〉
(C.19)

The notation 〈Γn| represents the charge conjugated BSA Γ̄n(P 2). In order that the convergence

works, we have to normalize the iterative BSA before we calculate the eigenvalue. Therefore we

divided the last equation by
〈
Γn(P 2)

∣∣ Γn(P 2)
〉
. In full glory, using the Chebyshev expansion

and only the first pion dressing function the eigenvalue is given by

λn(P 2) =
1

N

∫ Λ

q

Ñ∑
k1,k2=0

Ẽnk1
(q2, P 2)Ẽn+1

k2
(q2, P 2)T̃k1(zq)T̃k2(zq)

N =

∫ Λ

q

Ñ∑
k1,k2=0

Ẽnk1
(q2, P 2)Ẽnk2

(q2, P 2)T̃k1(zq)T̃k2(zq) (C.20)
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